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Summary

A common distinction made by theorists examining the mental processes contributing to human learning is that between the automatic formation of associations and controlled reasoning about beliefs. On the other hand, it is widely believed that animal cognition is fundamentally associative in nature. Over the last 25 years, the wealth of data from studies on animal learning has begun to shape our understanding of associative learning in humans. Yet it seems that whether automatic or controlled processes govern human learning is likely to be determined by the context in which learning takes place.

Recent research has highlighted cue-predictiveness as an important component modulating the rate of human learning. Findings consistent with those seen in animals have suggested that an interpretation in terms of associative mechanisms is justified. However, the use of explicit learning paradigms – in which participants are encouraged to engage in hypothesis-testing – makes these data open to alternative explanations.

In this thesis changes in cue-predictiveness were examined under incidental learning conditions: experimental tasks were used in which there was no instruction to learn, which should minimise the contribution to learning of controlled reasoning processes. In Chapters 2 and 3, a series of experiments provides evidence for a change in cue-associability under these conditions, primarily in a sequence learning task. Chapter 4 describes the application of several models of animal conditioning to the data generated in these experiments, and highlights a need for associative models to incorporate changes in cue-associability. The results of these simulations then provide a basis for modifications to a more complex model of sequence learning, the Simple Recurrent Network. Given the parallel between changes in
associability and the allocation of attentional resources, Chapter 5 examines the possibility of changes in attention during sequence learning by measuring eye gaze.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction

Chapter overview

In this thesis I will present new empirical data and theoretical ideas which aim to further our understanding of human learning. Specifically, the research assesses evidence for changes in the ‘associabilities’ of stimuli within an incidental learning paradigm. The theoretical background to these processes stems from work in animal conditioning, work which has led to the formulation of important theoretical models of how animals learn to associate stimuli which co-occur in their environment. It is therefore imperative that these associative learning models be introduced first of all, before moving on to discuss more recent work conducted with human participants. I shall then introduce an important theme of the thesis: to what extent are associability processes in human learning governed by automatic learning mechanisms? I shall propose that one method of investigating this issue is to examine whether associability effects occur under conditions of incidental learning, before introducing the field of implicit learning and discussing related methods and findings.

Associative learning and models of animal conditioning

When two stimuli are presented together – more specifically, when a neutral stimulus (or conditioned stimulus; CS; e.g. a light) signals the presence of a stimulus of some importance (an unconditioned stimulus; US; e.g. an electric shock) – a common consequence of this pairing is that the CS will come to elicit a conditioned response (CR; e.g. the animal will freeze) even when the US is not presented. Following the pioneering work of Pavlov (1927), this phenomenon has come to be known as Pavlovian (or Classical) Conditioning. Building
on the early empirical and theoretical work by Thorndike (1911), Pavlov described this process of conditioning as the formation of an associative connection between the representations of the CS and US, such that excitation of the CS representation automatically activates the representation of the US, which in turn automatically elicits the unconditioned response (UR). The introduction of controlled techniques for collecting conditioning data, in turn led to a more formal description of the manner in which such procedures lead to learned behaviour (e.g. Estes, 1950; Bush & Mosteller, 1951). These early examples provided researchers with a common language for describing conditioning effects, as well as allowing for the generation of transparent, testable predictions. This technique of mathematical description was hugely influential and provided the basic framework for the following associative learning models.

The Rescorla-Wagner model (1972)

A general premise of many early associative learning models (e.g. Bush & Mosteller, 1951) is that if a CS and a US are paired together consistently, and within close temporal proximity, the strength of the association between the representations of these stimuli will increase: learning of the CS-US association will occur. However, this fundamental assumption was called into question when Kamin (1969) produced findings with rats to suggest that the contingency (the frequency of co-occurrence of two events) between the CS and the US was not the only influential factor in associative learning. In Kamin’s experiment, a CS was initially pretrained consistently with a US (e.g. a light with a shock). In a subsequent training phase, this CS was presented in compound with a novel CS, again reinforced by the same US (e.g. a light and a tone paired with shock). Despite the fact that
the contingency between this new CS and the US was consistent (tone was consistently paired with shock), very little was learnt about the new CS, as compared with a control condition, for which neither CS was pretrained. In our example, it is as if successful learning of the light-shock relationship blocks any learning about the new tone-shock relationship. This effect of "blocking" has become one of the most widely examined conditioning phenomena of the last 40 years. Kamin suggested that the lack of conditioning to the blocked stimulus occurs as a result of an unsurprising US: the US is already well predicted by the pretrained CS.

‘Cue-competition’ effects such as blocking, were a driving force behind the associative learning model proposed by Rescorla and Wagner (1972) – commonly referred to as the Rescorla-Wagner (hereafter R-W) model. Changes in the associative strength of each CS on trial N are made on the basis of the error derived from the prediction of all cues present on trial N:

\[ \Delta V_A = \alpha_A \cdot \beta \cdot (\lambda - \Sigma V) \]

where \( \alpha_A \) is a CS-specific learning rate, \( \beta \) is a US-specific learning rate, \( \lambda \) is the amount of conditioning that the US can support, and \( \Sigma V \) is the sum of the associative strength of all CSs present on that trial. The model inherits the basic functions of previous models based on the linear operator equation (e.g. Bush & Mosteller, 1951). For example, it produces negatively accelerating acquisition and extinction curves which are commonly seen in conditioning data. However, it is the use of a ‘summed error term’ (i.e. \( \lambda - \Sigma V \)), and therefore its treatment of cues trained in compound, which makes the model a particularly powerful learning theory. We can see how an account of blocking falls naturally out of the cue-competition generated by the summed error term employed in the R-W model. Over the course of pretraining with the CS-US contingency (e.g. the pairing of a light with shock),
the associative strength of the CS, (the light) will increase. Thus, as \( V \) increases, it will
tend to \( \lambda \), and so the error in the prediction will reduce (i.e. \( \lambda - \sum V = 0 \)). On initial
compound trials (light and tone), the summed associative strength of both CSs will also be
close to \( \lambda \) (driven entirely by the associative strength of the light). As such the error in
prediction will be close to zero, and the associative strength of the tone will remain
relatively unchanged. In a similar manner, the model predicts that less associative strength
will accrue to stimuli trained in compound (e.g. \( AB^+ \)) as opposed to stimuli trained apart
(e.g. \( A^+, B^+ \)): the overshadowing phenomenon (e.g. Pavlov, 1927; Kamin, 1969). The basic
principle of the R-W model, therefore, is that there is a fixed amount of learning that the US
supports (that is, \( \lambda \)) and the amount of conditioning is distributed equally between present
CSs. If the US is no longer surprising given the present CSs (i.e. \( \sum V = \lambda \)), no conditioning
with that US will occur.

In addition to accounting for well established phenomena, the R-W model made
several interesting and somewhat counter-intuitive predictions which, more often than not,
have turned out to occur in animal learning. For example, the R-W model predicts that
following asymptotic conditioning with two stimuli (\( A^+, B^+ \)), pairing these stimuli in
compound (\( AB^+ \)) will produce stronger responding than when each is presented separately
(e.g. Whitlow & Wagner, 1972; Keyhoe, Horne, Horne, & Macrae, 1994; although see e.g.
Aydin & Pearce, 1994; Rescorla & Coldwell, 1995). The R-W model provides a simple
explanation of this ‘summation’ effect. Since the associative strength of each CS following
individual training will approach \( \lambda \), the summed associative strength for the compound will
approach \( 2\lambda \). As a result, when these two perfect predictors are presented in compound and
paired with the US, the summation of associative strength will ensure the error term will be
negative (i.e. \( \lambda < 2\lambda \)), and hence there will be a decrement in the associative strength of each CS (e.g. Kremer, 1978).

Miller, Barnet and Grahame (1995) provide a comprehensive review of the successes and failures of the R-W model, concluding that although it by no means captures all aspects of animal behaviour, since the model makes clear testable ordinal predictions it will continue to serve as a "standard" formulation of associative learning. Whilst it is not the purpose of this summary to discuss all the failures of the R-W model, a group of these failures highlighted a shortcoming of the R-W model and formed a basis for future associative models. This shortcoming was that the associabilities (i.e. the learning rates) of the CS and US (Equation 1: \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), respectively) remained constant over the course of conditioning. In fact, empirical data from a number of conditioning procedures had suggested that these values were able to change. That is to say, the readiness with which a stimulus will engage in associative learning seems to be a function of the prior associative history of that stimulus.

**Early evidence from animal learning for changes in associability**

One of the earliest findings to suggest a change in cue-processing was the CS preexposure effect (Lubow and Moore, 1959; Lubow, 1989), more commonly referred to as "latent inhibition". Latent inhibition refers to the demonstration of attenuated conditioning of a CS with a US, following a period of nonreinforced preexposure with that CS. This effect lies beyond the R-W model. According to this model, preexposure will have no influence on conditioning with the CS: no change in associative strength occurs during preexposure, and consequently, conditioning of that CS should proceed from a state akin to no preexposure.
Despite it being a relatively simple procedure, there is still considerable debate as to the component processes producing latent inhibition (Hall, 1991). For example, it seems that latent inhibition results, in part at least, from a failure in the retrieval of the CS-US association (Revusky, 1971). However, changes in the associability of the preexposed CS are also likely to contribute to the latent inhibition effect (e.g. Pearce, Kaye & Hall, 1982).

A complementary strand of research has examined the phenomenon of "learned irrelevance" (Baker & Mackintosh, 1977): retarded conditioning with a CS following a preexposure phase in which that CS is paired in an entirely uncorrelated manner with the US. Much debate has surrounded the mechanisms responsible for learned irrelevance (for a review, see Bonardi & Ong, 2003), in particular the extent to which learned irrelevance can be attributed to the summation of the effect of latent inhibition and the 'US-preexposure effect' (i.e. reduced conditioning as a result of habituation to the US). However, certain experimental procedures have suggested that learned irrelevance equates to more than this summation (e.g. Bennett, Wills, Oakeshott, & Mackintosh, 2000), and therefore that learned irrelevance should be attributed as a change in the 'reinforcer-specific' associability of a CS (e.g. Baker, 1976).

Further evidence for changes in a comes from studies on discrimination learning. For instance, Reid (1953; see also Mackintosh, 1963; 1969) trained rats on a simple discrimination in which a black stimulus signalled reinforcement, whilst a white stimulus did not (A+, B-). After a relatively short period of training on this discrimination, rats were able to accurately discriminate between these two stimuli. Reid then transferred one group of rats to the reverse discrimination, in which white now signalled reinforcement, whilst black did not (A-, B+). Another group of rats – group 'overtrained' – received additional training on the original discrimination, before being transferred to the reverse
discrimination. Surprisingly, Reid observed faster conditioning with the reversed discrimination in group overtrained.

Again, the 'overtraining reversal effect' (ORE) is not predicted by the R-W model. Instead the R-W model would predict that overtraining on the initial discrimination would only strengthen these associations, leading to greater proactive interference, and hence impairing the acquisition of the reverse discrimination. Instead, the ORE suggests that discrimination learning leads the \( \alpha \) values of relevant (e.g. colour) and irrelevant cues (e.g. experimental context, stimulus shape and position, etc.) to differentiate over the course of training on the first discrimination. The period of overtraining on the initial discrimination simply ensures further differentiation in these associabilities, which in turn leads to rapid extinction of the original pretraining associations for relevant cues, as well as rapid conditioning for these cues with the reversed pattern of reinforcement.

There is also some empirical evidence to suggest that animals learn to attend to relevant dimensions during discrimination learning (e.g. Mackintosh & Little, 1969; George & Pearce, 1999; Oswald et al., 2001). For example, following training with a discrimination in which the colour of the stimuli accurately signals the pattern of reinforcement whilst the shape of the stimuli does not, conditioning on a new discrimination with novel stimuli, but for which the relationships between the dimensions and reinforcement are consistent (i.e. colour is predictive; shape is non-predictive), proceeds more readily than for one in which these relationships are reversed (i.e. shape is predictive; colour is non-predictive). In other words, a new discrimination resulting from an “intradimensional shift” (IDS) from a previously learned discrimination is solved more readily than one which involves an “extradimensional shift” (EDS). Sutherland and Mackintosh (1971) suggested that these
data provide evidence that attentional mechanisms operate at the dimensional level, acting to “tune out” irrelevant dimensions, and “tune in” relevant ones.

**The Mackintosh model (1975)**

From the brief summary presented here, it would seem that the associability of a CS (α) can vary as a consequence of its predictive history, and it was therefore necessary for theorists to approach how these changes may be operationalised within the framework of the R-W model. Mackintosh (1975) proposed that all stimuli on a given trial compete for finite attentional resources and changes in α reflect the relative predictive validity of a particular stimulus (CSₐ) relative to all other stimuli present on that trial (CSₓ). If CSₐ is a better predictor of the US than CSₓ – formally:

\[ |\lambda - Vₐ| < |\lambda - Vₓ| \]  \hspace{1cm} 1.2

then αₐ will increase. Whilst if the relative predictive value of CSₐ is less than or equal to that of all other stimuli – formally:

\[ |\lambda - Vₐ| \geq |\lambda - Vₓ| \]  \hspace{1cm} 1.3

then αₐ will decrease. Mackintosh (1975) did not specify the exact means by which α will change, but nevertheless the preceding mechanism was sufficient to establish how the model would cope with the limitations we have observed in the R-W model.

As a starting example, consider how the model accounts for blocking by fundamentally different means than the R-W model. Initial pretraining (A+) will cause the associative strength of the CS to rise. When paired in compound with a novel CS (AB+), since A is a relatively good predictor of the US occurring relative to B, according to
equation 1.2 the associability of A will remain high, whilst according to equation 1.3, the
associability of B will decrease. Since further compound training will ensure rapid decline
in the associability of B, and since the associability of the stimulus controls the rate at which
learning proceeds, little associative strength will accrue to this stimulus on subsequent trials.

Since the model explains cue competition effects (e.g. blocking, overshadowing) as
resulting from changes in the associability of the CS as opposed to the limited associative
strength supported by the US (as in the R-W model), Mackintosh (1975) stated the model
could operate with a 'separate', rather than a summed error term:

\[ \Delta V_A = \alpha_A \cdot \beta \cdot (\lambda - V_A) \]  \hspace{1cm} 1.4

So we can see that although the model closely resembles the R-W model and its
predecessors in the use of a linear error correction mechanism, the model was the first to
rely so heavily on changes in the processing power devoted to the CS.

By allowing for changes in \( \alpha \) to reflect the predictive history of the CS, the
Mackintosh model is also able to provide a simple account of many of the findings
described above. For instance, the model is able to account for the finding of latent
inhibition and the related finding of learned irrelevance. Mackintosh (1975) suggested that
the preexposure phases for both latent inhibition (non-reinforced CS preexposure) and
learned irrelevance (uncorrelated CS-US pairings) can be thought of as involving the
presentation of a compound stimulus of the CS and the experimental context. Since in each
case the CS is no better a predictor of the US than the context itself (or its absence, in the
case of latent inhibition), according to equation 1.3 \( \alpha \) will decline over the course of the
pretraining phase, resulting in a retardation in subsequent conditioning.
The Mackintosh model is also able to provide a simple account of the ORE. Training on an initial discrimination will result in an increase in the $\alpha$ value for relevant features, since it is these features that produce the least prediction error. Conversely, irrelevant features will generate a greater amount of prediction error, and therefore the $\alpha$ values for these features will decline. Hence, according to equations 1.2 and 1.3, the $\alpha$ values of relevant and irrelevant stimuli will diverge over the course of training on a discrimination. Provided these $\alpha$ values have not reached asymptotic levels, overtraining simply allows the associabilities of the relevant stimuli to differentiate beyond what is possible using the shorter pretraining schedule. Thus, when the response assignments are reversed, since additional processing power has been devoted to the relevant features of the stimuli (at the expense of the irrelevant stimuli) in the overtrained condition, learning of the new discrimination occurs at a faster rate (e.g. Mackintosh, 1963; 1969).

The model also provides an explanation of facilitated discrimination learning following an IDS, than following an EDS (see above), as a result of a generalisation in associability. Consider an initial discrimination in which a blue circle and a blue square are reinforced (BC+; BS+), whilst a red circle and a red square are non-reinforced (RC-; RS-). Sutherland & Mackintosh (1971) suggested that the solution to the discrimination involves attention being directed towards the colour of stimuli, and away from the shape of the stimuli. Thus, on a subsequent discrimination, in which a green triangle and a green diamond are reinforced (GT+; GD+), whilst a yellow triangle and a yellow diamond are non-reinforced (YT-; YD-), attention to the dimension of colour aids discrimination. However, Mackintosh (1975) suggested that one could also account for these results by assuming that the associabilities of the colours in the original discrimination (the relevant stimuli for discrimination learning) will generalise more readily to physically similar stimuli
(the new colours green and yellow), and less well to physically dissimilar stimuli (the new shapes triangle and diamond). The faster conditioning observed after an IDS than an EDS occurs, therefore, because stimuli belonging to the same dimension are inherently more similar than those belonging to different dimensions.

**The Pearce-Hall model (1980)**

We have seen in the theory and application of the Mackintosh model how important changes in CS processing are in associative learning. Since the model makes such specific predictions about the rules governing changes in associability (i.e. that $\alpha$ increases if a CS is a better predictor of the US than all other presented CSs; $\alpha$ decreases if the CS is a poorer predictor), it is somewhat surprising then, that data arose shortly afterwards to suggest that there might be exceptions to this pattern. Hall and Pearce (1979, Experiment 3; see also Pearce & Hall, 1979; Kaye & Pearce, 1984) pretrained two groups of rats with either a tone or a light paired with a weak electric shock. In a second stage, all animals received conditioning of the tone with a stronger electric shock. Extinction trials (i.e. CS-) revealed that less conditioning had occurred in those animals given tone-weak shock pretraining, than those given light-weak shock pretraining. This result is particularly surprising, since the Mackintosh (1975) model predicts that if a CS consistently predicts reinforcement (i.e. the tone in the case of the group pretrained with tone-weak shock pairings), the associability of that stimulus should rise over the course of pretraining. However, the results of Hall and Pearce (1979) suggest that the associability of a CS can decline whilst that stimulus is still a good predictor of reinforcement. The interpretation of this effect as a reduction in the associability of the CS was supported by the finding that nonreinforced CS exposure
between pretraining and training was sufficient to abolish the retardation in learning. That is, learning that the tone was no longer a good predictor of the weak shock (it now did not predict this US), restored the associability of the CS (Hall & Pearce, 1982).

As a result of these findings, and in stark contrast to Mackintosh (1975), Pearce and Hall (1980) argued that the associability of a stimulus will decrease if the consequences of that stimulus are well known. Conversely, the associability of a CS will be high if it is not a good predictor of the US. Given this simple inverse relationship between associability and associative strength, Pearce and Hall (1980; see also Pearce, Kaye & Hall, 1982) proposed that changes in associability are made in the following way:

\[ \alpha_A^N = |\lambda^{N-1} - \sum V^{N-1}| \]  

The superscripts show that the value of \( \alpha \) on trial N is determined by the error in prediction on the previous trial, \( N - 1 \). If the outcome on the trial is well predicted by CS\(_A\), the error term will be small (or zero) and therefore the associability of CS\(_A\) will be low\(^1\). Changes in the associative strength of a CS are driven largely by the salience and associability of the CS:

\[ \Delta V_A = S_A \cdot \alpha_A \cdot \lambda \]  

\(^1\) Pearce, Kaye and Hall (1982) adapted the equation governing changes in \( \alpha \) (1.5), so that it was calculated not on the basis of the immediately preceding trial alone, but instead changed gradually across trials. They also proposed that more recent trials would have a greater impact on changes in associability than older trials.
where $S$ is the salience of $CS_A$. We can see that the prediction error of the model has no direct bearing on changes in associative strength $^2$, only via its impact on associability in equation 1.5.

The model is able to account for blocking by the employment of a summed error term in equation 1.5. Since pretraining with $CS_A$ will ensure $\Sigma V$ is close to $\lambda$, once $CS_B$ is presented in compound with $CS_A$ the associability of $CS_B$ will also be close to zero. As a result little associative strength will accrue to $CS_B$. We can also see how the model produces overshadowing. During compound training, $\Sigma V$ will quickly approach $\lambda$, and so the associability of each stimulus will fall rapidly. Whilst, in the case of single cue conditioning, since $\Sigma V$ will approach $\lambda$ more slowly the associability of the CS will also remain high for longer, allowing for greater associative strength to be accrued.

Since the model states that the associabilities of predictive stimuli will decline (see equation 1.5), it provides no clear explanation of the ORE, or the facilitated discrimination after an IDS, over that of an EDS. For example, in the case of the ORE, the model predicts that the associabilities of relevant features for the discrimination will decline over the course of training on the initial discrimination. Provided these associability values have not reached a minimal level, any overtraining that occurs will lead these associabilities to decline

$^2$ In fact this is a simplified version of that presented by Pearce and Hall (1980), who detail mechanisms by which inhibitory learning proceeds, and how this learning also interacts with associability. In fact, the effectiveness of the US plays more of a role than that which has been attributed here, particularly with respect to the inhibitory learning mechanism. However, the basic assumption of the model – that associability decreases as the CS comes to perfectly predict the US – is the same in the complete version, and is the issue of primary concern here.
further, which in turn will lead to attenuated conditioning on the reversed discrimination, compared to a condition in which this overtraining does not occur.

Evidence for changes in associability in humans

The beauty of the associative models described above lies in the formal notation in which they are expressed, and we have seen how these models make specific predictions and provide precise accounts of a range of phenomena in animal conditioning. Several years after this revolution in associative learning theory, based on ideas put forward by Alloy and Abramson (1979), Dickinson, Shanks and Evenden (1984) provided some of the first evidence to suggest that the same associative mechanisms might also underlie human causal learning. In a typical human contingency learning (HCL) experiment, participants experience a number of trials in which they are presented with a cue (or cues) and are asked to make judgments on whether they believe a certain outcome will occur on that trial. For example, one widely used procedure sees participants play the role of an allergist, deciding whether a fictitious patient will suffer an allergic reaction (the outcome) after eating certain foods (the cues). Participants are presented with a series of discrete trials in which they experience the contingencies between certain cues and outcomes. Participants are then typically given test procedures in which they must make overt judgements regarding the causal status of certain cues. In a series of contingency learning studies\(^3\), Dickinson, Shanks and Evenden (1984) observed that humans produced blocking effects akin to those seen in

\(^3\) These studies used a slightly different scenario to the food-allergy paradigm described here, but for all intents and purposes the tasks can be assumed to operate in the same way.
animal conditioning. As a result of this important finding, researchers within the field of
HCL began to interpret the behaviour observed in these tasks as reflective of the associative
mechanisms attributed to animal conditioning. It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that
shortly after this amalgamation of research areas, results from HCL research started to have
significant impact on associative theory (e.g. Shanks, 1985).

Although the application of associative learning theory to HCL has been extensive
(for a review see Dickinson, 2001), the purpose of this section is to review specifically those
studies that have investigated the role associability plays in human causal learning. Studies
by Lochman and Wills (2003) and Le Pelley and McLaren (2003) provided some of the first
demonstrations that the associability of a cue can be modulated in an HCL task (see also
Kruschke, 1996). Le Pelley and McLaren’s study employed the allergy prediction scenario
described above; their design is shown in Table 1.1. Throughout the experiment,
participants were presented with compounds of two foods (e.g. eggs and onions), based on
which they made a prediction as to which of two reactions the patient would suffer (e.g.
dizziness or sweating). In Stage 1, for each compound, one cue was a perfect predictor of
the outcome (cues A-D, which consistently predict the occurrence of a single outcome),
whilst the other cue was non-predictive (cues V-W, which are paired with each outcome on
an equal number of occasions). In Stage 2, cues were paired in novel compounds, each
containing one good predictor and one poor predictor from Stage 1.
Table 1.1. The design of Le Pelley and McLaren (2003). Letters A-Y are cues (foods). Numbers 1-4 are outcomes (allergic reactions).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AV - 1</td>
<td>AX - 3</td>
<td>AC?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV - 2</td>
<td>BY - 4</td>
<td>BD?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW - 1</td>
<td>CV - 3</td>
<td>VX?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BW - 2</td>
<td>DW - 4</td>
<td>WY?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CX - 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DX - 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CY - 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DY - 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let us consider what the various associative learning theories would predict about the acquisition of the Stage 2 cue-outcome contingencies. The Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model, in which associability is a fixed parameter, would predict that since all cues are paired with novel outcomes the associative strengths for all cues will be acquired at the same rate. The Pearce-Hall (1980) model makes a similar prediction: since a summed error term is used to determine associability on each trial (equation 1.5), the associabilities of each element of the compound (the ‘good’ and ‘poor’ predictor cues) will be equal at the end of Stage 1. As such learning about these different types of cue will proceed at the same rate. The Mackintosh (1975) model on the other hand, predicts that during Stage 1 the associabilities of cues A-D will increase, since they are better predictors of the outcome on each trial than cues V-Y, for which associability will decrease. As a result, acquisition of the
Stage 2 associations will proceed at a faster rate for good predictor cues than for poor
predictor cues.

A test phase was used to assess the extent to which participants had learnt about the
various cues during Stage 2 training. Participants were asked to provide causal ratings for a
set of novel compounds, using a scale from 0 (the foods are very unlikely to cause the
reaction) to 10 (the foods are very likely to cause the reaction). Compounds AC and BD
consisted of cues that predicted outcomes 3 and 4 respectively in Stage 2, and all of the cues
could be considered good predictors of their Stage 1 outcomes. Compounds VX and WY
consisted of cues that predicted outcomes 3 and 4 respectively in Stage 2, and all cues were
poor predictors of their Stage 1 outcomes. The extent to which the associabilities of these
different sets of cues modulated the rate at which cue-outcome associations were formed
during Stage 2, would be shown in the causal ratings given on test. Indeed, Le Pelley and
McLaren found that participants gave higher causal ratings for the good predictor
compounds AC and BD (to outcomes 3 and 4 respectively) than for the poor predictor
compounds VX and WY. The authors concluded that the results were consistent with the
predictions of the Mackintosh (1975) model: increased associability of good predictor cues
leads attentional processes to focus on these cues for the purposes of future learning.

Bonardi, Graham, Hall and Mitchell (2005) examined the role of attentional
processes in a human discrimination learning task. The design of the experiment followed
that conducted by Delamater (1998), and is presented in Table 1.2. In a first stage
participants saw stimuli from two distinct sets (i.e. snowflakes – sn1 & sn2, and different
shades of red – co1 & co2) paired with nonsense syllables (e.g. wug and zif). In group
‘Same’, both stimuli within each set were followed by the same nonsense syllable. In group
‘Different’, the two stimuli within each set were followed by a different nonsense syllable.
The authors reasoned that the training in group Same should result in behaviour being controlled by the common features shared between the stimuli within each set (since this is all that is required to solve the discrimination). On the other hand, the more difficult discrimination in group Different requires that participants attend to the unique features of the stimuli within each set. In other words, during Stage 1, the features which might be used to discriminate between the members of each group will become less salient (will lose associability) in group Same, but since these features are key to predicting the correct outcome for group Different, these features should remain salient in this group.
Table 1.2. The design used by Bonardi et al. (2005). Sn1 and Sn2 were different snowflake stimuli. Co1 and Co2 were rectangular stimuli of light and dark shades of red, respectively. In Stage 1 these stimuli were paired with nonsense syllables “wug” and “zif”. In Stage 2 participants had to categorise each stimulus as belonging to one of two categories, A and B.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Group Same</strong></td>
<td>Sn1 – “wug”</td>
<td>Sn1 – A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sn2 – “wug”</td>
<td>Sn2 – B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co1 – “zif”</td>
<td>Co1 – B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co2 – “zif”</td>
<td>Co2 – A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Stage 2 participants were asked to decide which of two categories each stimulus belonged to, with feedback provided. In order to solve the discrimination, participants must be able to differentiate both between the two sets of stimuli, and between the stimuli within each set. In line with their hypothesis, Bonardi et al (2005) found that participants in group Different solved this discrimination faster than those in group Same.
Bonardi et al suggested that the results can be explained by changes in the associabilities of the unique and common features of the stimuli. In group Different, the associabilities of the unique elements of the stimuli would have reached a high level by the end of Stage 1, since these elements were the best predictors of the outcomes during this stage. For group Same, for whom these unique elements were no better at predicting the outcomes than the common features of the stimuli, the associabilities decreased during Stage 1. When discrimination comes to rely on these unique features in the future (Stage 2), since the associabilities of these features are higher in group Different than in group Same, better discrimination performance is observed. The results of Bonardi et al (2005) suggest that the associabilities of certain features within a stimulus will change as a result of these features being good predictors of outcomes during training, thus providing evidence that associability can alter cue processing at an elemental level (see also Suret and McLaren 2003; 2005; McLaren & Suret, 2000).

The results of Le Pelley and McLaren (2003) have direct relevance to findings of blocking in human learning (e.g. Dickinson, Shanks & Evenden, 1984) as they suggest a role for attentional processes in cue competition. Moreover, recent work by Kruschke, Kappenman and Hetrick (2005; see also Wills, Lavric, Croft & Hodgson, 2007) has demonstrated that during compound training in the blocking procedure (AB+, following A+), participants’ eye gaze is drawn predominantly towards the pretrained cue and away from the blocked cue, providing indirect evidence for associability processes and moreover an attentional basis to these effects (see Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of the use of eye gaze as a measure of attention). If blocking in HCL results from a reduction in associability for the blocked cue, then we would expect future learning to be retarded for blocked cues relative to controls.
A recent study by Le Pelley, Beesley and Suret (2007) tested this directly by initially training participants on a standard two stage within-subjects blocking design: participants were presented with cues in either blocking procedures (A+, AB+), or overshadowing procedures (I+, JK+). Participants demonstrated a standard blocking effect on test – lower ratings to cue B than to cue K. In a third stage, participants received compounds of Stage 2 cues paired with novel outcomes, each containing one blocked cue and one overshadowing control cue (e.g. BK+). Le Pelley et al found that participants learnt less about the causal effect of previously blocked cues with respect to these new outcomes than they learnt about previous control cues. These results therefore suggest that blocking leads to a reduction in the associability of the blocked cue (for similar findings in animals, see Mackintosh & Turner, 1971)

Non-associative accounts of human contingency learning

At the time of the seminal work of Dickinson, Shanks and Evenden (1984), research on human learning had rarely been considered with respect to the associative framework emerging from animal conditioning. Up until that time theorists in human learning tended to espouse more cognitive theories of human learning that described these processes as the product of ‘higher-level’ reasoning (e.g. Brewer, 1974). In the case of human contingency judgements, the \( \Delta P \) statistic seemed to offer an accurate statistical model of the relationship between the co-occurrence of a cue and an outcome:

\[
\Delta P = P(E \mid C) - P(E \mid \sim C)
\]
Equation 1.7 states that the contingency (ΔP) between a cause (C; the cue) and an event (E; the outcome), is determined by the probability of observing the event given the cause, \( P(E|C) \), minus the probability of the event occurring in the absence of the cause, \( P(E|\neg C) \) (see Allan, 1980).

The ΔP model, along with other variations (such as ΔD), was able to provide an impressive fit to much of the empirical data on human contingency judgements (see Allan, 1993). As such, these models provided the contemporary challenge to associative accounts of human learning. Initially, however, it wasn’t clear how statistical models would be able to account for the cue-competition effects demonstrated by Dickinson et al. (1984).

Equation 1.7 states that the contingency between each cue and outcome is calculated independently of other cue-outcome contingencies. As such, learning about the blocked cue (cue B in AB+) should proceed unimpaired. This shortcoming of standard statistical models, such as ΔP, led Cheng and colleagues to propose the probabilistic contrast model (e.g. Cheng & Novick, 1990; 1992; see also Cheng, 1997). This model focused on situations in which multiple independent cues could act as separate or interactive causes of an outcome: as the name suggests, a judgement of causality for each cue is made within the context of (or by means of contrast with) the ‘focal set’ of potential causes. Thus, the model is able to provide an explanation of cue-competition effects in human contingency judgements by assuming that the causal status of the blocked cue is assessed by contrasting the probability of the outcome on pretraining (A+) and compound (AB+) trials. Since the probability of the outcome occurring when B is present (AB+) is the same as when B is absent (A+), the probabilistic contrast model states that B will be attributed low causal status.

Statistical models, such as the probabilistic contrast model can be described as normative, in the sense that these models provide equations which accurately fit the pattern
of observed data, but make no specific commitments to the underlying psychological processes at work (Shanks, 1995; De Houwer, Beckers & Vandorpe, 2005). A simple extension of these models, and one which begins to move towards a description of the psychological processes, has been to describe the operation of probabilistic contrast as a process of higher-order cognitive inference. Several researchers have suggested that participants will use the cue-outcome contingency information in a given task to make ‘rational’ causal judgements. For instance, De Houwer, Beckers and Glaütier (2002) gave a contingency learning task in which participants used weapons (cues) to damage tanks with various levels of impact (outcomes). A standard blocking design was used, but in one condition, participants were told that the maximum impact of the weapons was 10, whilst in another condition they were told that the maximum impact was 20. After seeing weapon A cause impact 10, followed by weapons A and B causing impact 10, participants were asked to rate how much damage they thought weapon B would produce. Ratings for B were lower in condition ‘max 20’ than in condition ‘max 10’. De Houwer et al. argued that in condition ‘max 20’ participants inferred that B was non-causal since there was scope to observe a greater outcome intensity on trials on which both A and B were present, whilst in condition ‘max 10’ a ceiling effect limits the ability to make such an inference – it is possible that B has a causal influence but the ceiling in outcome magnitude means that this influence cannot be observed, and hence participants might be less willing to state that B is non-causal.

Similar findings have been reported by Lovibond et al. (2003) who gave participants a series of pretraining trials before a standard blocking design was presented. In one condition this pretraining demonstrated to participants that compounding separate causal cues resulted in additive effects (I+; J+; IJ++), whilst in another condition the effect was shown to be non-additive (I+; J+; IJ+). Stronger blocking effects were observed in the
additive pretraining condition. Lovibond et al. suggested that additive pretraining leads participants to believe the blocked cue is non-causal, since if it was causal, additive effects would have occurred when it was paired with the pretrained cue (i.e. AB++, not the observed AB+).

Further evidence to support a higher-order account of cue-competition in contingency learning was put forward by De Houwer (2002). In a standard blocking experiment participants were given A+ trials that preceded AT+, but were told that information regarding T was missing during pretraining, such that it may, or may not have been present during the A+ trials. Only those participants who thought T was absent during A+ showed a blocking effect. In a second study, after the AT+ trials, participants were told that T was either present or not during A+ trials. Only those participants who were told it was absent showed a blocking effect.

To summarise, it has been suggested that the results presented in this section are somewhat problematic for associative theories of HCL (e.g. Mitchell & Lovibond, 2002; Lovibond, 2003; Mitchell, De Houwer, & Lovibond, in press). For example, the results of Lovibond et al. (2003) suggest that additivity and non-additivity training procedures lead participants to form a rule about the size of the effect produced by stimuli presented in compound. Participants are then able to apply this rule to assess the causal efficacy of novel cues. Mitchell and Lovibond (2002) argue that “...there is nothing in the associative theories to explain the failure of the general learning mechanism when non-additivity instructions are given prior to training”, instead proposing that these, and similar findings in HCL tasks (for a comprehensive review see De Houwer, Beckers & Vandorpe, 2005), are likely to be controlled by higher-order reasoning processes. The sorts of mental operations that are assumed to be involved in such processes (e.g. effortful cue comparison; logical
deduction; the evaluation of beliefs) are in-keeping with the probabilistic contrast model (e.g. Cheng, 1997). As such, the general framework of this approach – that these processes involve conscious, effortful decision making – is at odds with the idea that common mechanisms of contingency learning underpin animal and human behaviour.

Contingency learning, task demands and mental processes

In the preceding sections I have described two contrasting theories of the type of psychological processes driving human contingency learning. On the one hand, associative learning theorists suggest that since much of the data from human learning bears striking resemblance to behaviour seen in animal conditioning experiments, a parsimonious interpretation is to assume that automatic, error driven learning mechanisms underlie learning in humans and non-human animals. In contrast, higher-order reasoning accounts would suggest that humans approach contingency learning as an effortful, controlled process of logical deduction. In fact, there is a wealth of support for both associative and inferential accounts of human learning, and it has been suggested that both associative and higher-order reasoning processes might contribute to HCL (e.g. Shanks & Darby, 1998; Le Pelley, Oakeshott & McLaren, 2005; Shanks, 2007).

The extent to which automatic or controlled processes will influence behaviour is likely to be largely dependent on the task demands (Shanks, 2007). Since the large majority of studies on human contingency learning have used explicit learning paradigms (e.g. the food-allergy paradigm) – in which task instructions are likely to promote the use of conscious, higher-order reasoning strategies in order to ‘solve’ the task at hand – it is perhaps not surprising that the application of associative learning theory to human
contingency learning using these paradigms has received such strong challenges. Perhaps
ten better evidence for associative learning processes in humans might come from
demonstrations using tasks which are likely to limit the operation of higher-order reasoning
processes. In the final part of this introductory chapter I shall present a brief summary of the
literature on implicit learning. I suggest that the incidental learning procedures used in this
research area may provide a useful tool for examining the contribution of associative
mechanisms to human contingency learning.

Dissociable learning and memory systems

A longstanding distinction in the psychology of human learning and memory is that between
the learning and knowledge of facts, and that of procedural skills (e.g. Cohen & Squire,
1980). The primary reason for this separation of these two sub-systems of human learning
and memory comes from examination of memory performance in amnesic patients, in which
selective deficits to a single sub-system have been observed. One patient in particular, H.M.,
was shown to be able to learn a task which required motor-learning (i.e. learning a
procedural skill), whilst on subsequent days of testing the patient himself showed no explicit
knowledge or recognition of having come into contact with the procedural task before
(Milner, 1962).

Findings such as these in amnesic patients, led researchers to suggest that some
forms of learning – particularly the learning of actions through procedural experience – may
be subserved by a different mechanism to that underlying semantic knowledge. Various
different descriptions of these two systems have been given over the years, but modern
approaches to the issue (for a review see Squire, 2004) have settled on the terms
'declarative' (e.g. facts and events) and 'non-declarative' (e.g. procedural skills or habits, priming, conditioning and stimulus-response learning). Given the evidence provided by amnesic patients such as H.M., some authors have also described these two systems as 'explicit' and 'implicit' memory stores (e.g. Graf & Schacter, 1985). This differentiation may also be applied to the acquisition of these memories: is it necessary to be consciously aware in order to learn?

**Implicit learning**

Over 40 years ago, Arthur Reber (1967; 1969; 1989) coined the term “implicit learning” to describe behaviour he had observed in an ‘artificial grammar learning’ (hereafter AGL) task. In a typical version of this task, participants are initially asked to memorise strings of letters (e.g. MXMR; MRTTRX etc). Following the memorisation of this initial set of strings, participants are informed that these strings have been created from a grammatical structure (but are not told what these grammatical rules are). Participants are then given a test phase in which they have to discriminate between novel letter strings, some of which adhere to the grammatical structure and some of which are randomly created. Reber (1969) found that participants in this condition are able to discriminate between novel grammatical and non-grammatical strings in a subsequent test phase, whilst control subjects who are either asked to memorise non-grammatical strings at the start of the experiment, or who have no memorisation phase, typically perform at chance on this test. Reber (1967; 1969) also noted that those participants shown grammatical strings during the first phase tended to have poor explicit knowledge of the underlying rules governing grammatical strings, which led him to conclude that the incidental training procedure leads to a tacit knowledge base
which is automatically retrieved at test. Since the grammatical strings presented during the test phase are novel, Reber (1989) suggested that participants acquire an abstract representation of the underlying structure – a representation that may not be identical to the structure used to create the strings, but which nevertheless is sufficient to produce above-chance performance.

**Examining awareness in implicit learning**

Since Reber’s (1967) original claim that memorisation in AGL tasks leads to implicit learning of grammatical structure, many other researchers have also observed poor explicit knowledge in the AGL task. For instance Reber and Lewis (1977) asked participants to solve anagram puzzles based on an artificial grammar structure, whilst simultaneously reporting the rules they were using to do so. Over the course of 4 days participants came to solve these puzzles with increasing speed, using more complex rules each session, yet Reber and Lewis (1977) claimed that the explicit knowledge participants reported always emerged after evidence for this knowledge was shown by implicit performance measures (time to solve the anagram).

Reber and Allan (1978) went some way towards quantifying the amount of conscious knowledge participants obtain in AGL tasks. In a standard AGL task, participants were asked to accompany each classification decision on test with a report of any explicit strategy or rule used when making that decision. The authors noted that the proportion of trials on which participants reported explicit knowledge of a classification rule (59%) was significantly less than the proportion of trials on which their classification was accurate (81%). However, Dienes (1993) notes that the authors failed to examine whether the rules
provided by participants could have been used to classify the strings for which no rule was reported. Furthermore, Dienes noted that the statement of a rule may not directly map onto a grammatical judgement if other aspects of the string – which have not been reported on – signalled the string as non-grammatical.

Dulany, Carlson and Dewey (1984) circumvented this problem by asking participants to mark those parts of the test strings that they thought ensured the test string was either grammatical or ungrammatical. From these data it was possible to calculate the validity of each rule: the probability of classifying a string correctly given it contains that rule. If participants’ responses were based solely on the rules they report, then percent correct scores (on grammaticality decisions) should correlate perfectly with mean rule validity scores. Dulany et al found the correlation coefficient to be .83, which suggests that participants’ explicit knowledge of grammatical rules is largely consistent with the knowledge driving grammaticality decisions.

Although claims that AGL performance is based on implicit mechanisms have continued to emerge (e.g. Matthews, Buss, Stanley & Blanchard-Fields, 1989; Stanley, Matthews, Buss, Kotler-Cope, 1989; Dienes, Broadbent, & Berry, 1991), in an influential review of the field Shanks and St. John (1994) argued that these demonstrations of ‘implicit learning’ fail to meet two important criteria. The first is the Information Criterion: any test of awareness must probe for the same knowledge driving performance on the implicit task. For example, we may initially assume that participants’ inability to produce grammatical rules following an AGL task suggests that they have implicitly acquired these rules. Yet they may know (explicitly) that all grammatical strings begin with a certain letter, and this knowledge alone may be driving performance on the classification task. The second important consideration is the Sensitivity Criterion: a test of awareness must be sensitive to
all the relevant conscious knowledge. On the basis of this criterion it might be argued that simply asking for free verbal report at the end of an experiment is an insensitive measure of explicit knowledge, which will fail to elicit the complex knowledge-base participants may have acquired. In order to satisfy this latter criterion it is necessary to demonstrate that our test of awareness is exhaustive, which, it has been argued, may be logically impossible (Reingold & Merikle, 1988).

Although these criteria seem somewhat pessimistic with regards to a successful demonstration of implicit learning (Merikle, 1994), Shanks and St. John (1994) believe it is possible for these conditions to be met. For instance, in order to meet the information criterion it is simply necessary to have perfect knowledge (as an experimenter) of how the task is being performed: the criterion would be easily met for simple tasks comprising basic stimuli, but more difficult in say, AGL tasks, for which performance can be driven by multiple features of the stimuli simultaneously. As for the sensitivity criterion, Shanks and St. John suggest this too can be met, so long as the procedural aspects of the chosen test of awareness are akin to those on which implicit performance has been demonstrated. We can see immediately that free recall / verbal report procedures for testing awareness do not meet this criterion. For example in AGL tasks, reports are given in a different context to that in which participants make grammaticality decisions.

In many ways the AGL task is ill-suited as a procedure for investigating implicit learning. Incidental memorisation of letter strings may seem prima facie a task which limits the development of explicit learning strategies, but this sort of memorisation is likely to lead to conscious encoding of exemplars, or parts of strings, which may be sufficient to produce test performance on novel items (e.g. Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990). Traditionally, implicit processes are thought to operate in non-declarative procedural tasks, and so tasks that
require motor skill learning would seem better suited for the investigation of implicit learning. The serial reaction time (SRT) task (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987) has been suggested to offer a procedure in which implicit learning processes might play a more prominent role. In this task participants are required to respond to a target stimulus (e.g. a grey circle) which can appear in one of a fixed number of positions (usually 4 or 6) on a computer screen. These positions are commonly arranged in a horizontal line on the screen and each position is assigned a corresponding response key. Participants are usually informed that the task is designed to examine the effect of practice on their reaction times. In fact, the movement of the target stimulus is actually determined by a set sequence, such that participants should be able to learn where the target will appear next given the previous locations. In order to differentiate a more general effect of practice (i.e. participants should get faster on the task as they get used to both responding to the stimulus positions and the timing of the task) from learning of the underlying sequence, control trials are included in which the target moves in a non-sequenced (often random) way. If participants have learnt the specific sequence then reaction times should be longer on these control trials, than on sequenced trials.

Nissen and Bullemer (1987) showed that participants can learn these sequences, as evidenced through their reaction time data, yet when asked to give a verbal report of any knowledge they have of the underlying sequence, this explicit memory seems to be absent. In a similar experiment Willingham, Nissen and Bullemer (1989) performed a post-hoc analysis showing that even when participants were split into ‘aware’ and ‘unaware’ groups, the unaware group still exhibited a reaction time (RT) benefit, leading Willingham et al. (1989) to conclude that this group had learned the sequence implicitly.
Although the lack of knowledge expressed through verbal report tests is suggestive of implicit learning, these tests would fail to meet the criteria laid out by Shanks and St. John (1994). Evidence of intact SRT performance in amnesic patients would, however, seem to offer evidence for implicit learning. Nissen and Bullemer (1987; Nissen, Willingham & Hartman, 1989) used the SRT task to examine learning and memory performance in patients with Korsakoff’s syndrome: a neurological condition characterised by damage to the diencephalic brain regions, often as a result of chronic alcoholism. These patients are profoundly amnesic, and therefore demonstrate extremely poor explicit learning and memory function, when measured on standard neuropsychological tests (see Brooks & Baddeley, 1976). However, Nissen and Bullemer demonstrated that these patients show unimpaired performance on the SRT task, whilst verbal reports given after the task showed no evidence of awareness for the underlying sequence. Although results with amnesic patients are undeniably useful in understanding the neurological basis of performance in the SRT task (for a review see Curran, 1995), they should not necessarily be taken as direct evidence for the exclusive operation of implicit processes. Shanks and St. John (1994) argued that poor explicit knowledge of amnesic patients on post-training awareness tests could simply be due to poor memory retrieval during the awareness test, rather than SRT performance being unconscious. That is, participants may be aware of task-relevant information while performing the SRT task and may use this information to aid performance, but may then subsequently forget that information prior to the awareness test.

What factors might contribute to a suitably sensitive test of awareness in the SRT task; what features would allow a test to satisfy the information and sensitivity criteria? One test which Shanks and St. John (1994) commented favourably on is the ‘Generation task’, first used by Nissen and Bullemer (1987). In the generation task, participants are asked to
make an explicit prediction as to where the target stimulus will appear on the next trial. This task uses the same procedural features (i.e. stimulus locations, response keys) as the ‘implicit’ learning task, with the only essential difference being the instruction to predict the location in which the target will appear, rather than simply to respond to it. Willingham et al. (1989) used this task, providing feedback on each trial – the stimulus appeared in the correct location regardless of whether a prediction was correct or not. Since this feedback allowed participants to learn the sequence during the generation task, any savings in learning (as compared to a control group) would be evidence of conscious awareness of the sequence. Willingham et al. (1989) found that those participants classified as unaware on the verbal report measure did not demonstrate any savings in learning on the generation task. However, when participants were not split dichotomously as aware or unaware, generation performance did correlate positively with performance on the ‘implicit’ learning task: those participants with higher learning scores (RT on sequenced trials minus RT on unsequenced control trials) tended to generate more sequenced transitions.

Use of the generation task as a means of examining awareness in the SRT task has become a common tool in sequence learning. However, evidence from the majority of studies points towards an association, rather than a dissociation, between implicit performance measures and explicit awareness (e.g. Willingham et al. 1989; Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Perruchet & Amorim, 1992; Shanks & Johnstone, 1999; although see Jiménez, Mendez & Cleeremans, 1996). Although we might therefore conclude that learning cannot proceed without awareness, one potential problem with the generation task is that the task is not ‘process pure’ (Destrebecqz & Cleeremans, 2001). That is, given the generation task is very similar to the one used in the learning task, performance (i.e. the sequence of responses generated by the subject) is likely to be driven not only by
participants’ explicit knowledge of the sequence, but also any ‘implicit’ knowledge they have gained. Therefore, if we make the assumption that participants’ knowledge in the task comprises both implicit and explicit forms, then the standard generation task is unable to offer a pure test of only explicit knowledge: participants could be entirely unaware of the sequence, yet their implicit knowledge could automatically initiate a movement towards a certain location, therefore leading to above chance levels on the ‘explicit’ measure.

In order to address this issue, Destrebecqz and Cleeremans (2001; 2003) modified the generation task by adopting the logic of the ‘process dissociation procedure’ (PDP) from implicit memory research (e.g. Jacoby, 1991). Following a standard SRT learning stage, participants performed the generation task under one of two instructional conditions: inclusion, in which participants had to try and generate the sequence they were trained with (i.e. the normal generation instructions), and exclusion, in which participants had to try not to generate the sequence they had been trained with (i.e. they had to try and produce novel or non-sequenced movements of the target). The logic behind the PDP is that if participants have conscious knowledge of the sequence then this aspect of their knowledge should be entirely controllable (Jacoby, 1991), and so participants should be able to control, and hence prevent, the expression of this knowledge under exclusion instructions. Participants’ implicit knowledge however, is not controllable, and thus will drive generation of the sequence under either instruction set. A finding of above chance generation performance on the exclusion instruction condition would be evidence of there being some implicit knowledge driving performance. Indeed, under certain conditions4, Destrebecqz and

---

4 In this study, participants were placed in either a “no-RSI group” (the response to stimulus interval was 0 milliseconds) or an “RSI group” (250 milliseconds). Generation performance of participants in the no-RSI
Cleeremans (2001; 2003) found equal (and above chance) performance in the two instruction sets.

Wilkinson and Shanks (2004) sought to replicate the findings of Destrebecqz and Cleeremans (2001; 2003), whilst controlling for a potential confound of motivation on generation performance, namely that in these prior studies the exclusion instruction condition was always tested after the inclusion condition. Furthermore, to increase motivation on the generation task, participants were incentivised with a monetary reward for accurate performance (see also Fu, Fu, & Dienes, 2008). In Experiments 1 and 2 they used both deterministic (i.e. a fixed repeating sequence) and probabilistic sequences (i.e. a sequence that includes random noise) and found in each case that performance on the inclusion test was greater than that on the exclusion test. In Experiment 3 they used a one-trial generation test: participants saw a small run of 5 target presentations and had to generate the next position in the sequence. Again, performance was greater on inclusion than exclusion conditions. These results are clearly inconsistent with those of Destrebecqz and Cleeremans (2001; 2003). Wilkinson and Shanks (2004) suggested that the earlier findings of no difference between inclusion and exclusion scores might have been due to low power. In fact, the results of Destrebecqz and Cleeremans’ replication (2003) showed a marginally significant difference (p = .06) between inclusion and exclusion scores.

The results of Wilkinson and Shanks (2004) are consistent with the notion that knowledge is acquired explicitly in the SRT task, and performance on the ‘implicit’ and
‘explicit’ measures results from a unitary knowledge base. One caveat to this, however, is that although inclusion rates were consistently higher than exclusion rates, in all 6 conditions examined by Wilkinson and Shanks (2004; see also Shanks, Rowland & Ranger, 2005), exclusion rates were never significantly lower than baseline generation performance (that expected by chance). If knowledge on the task was entirely explicit we would expect participants to be able to fully control this knowledge and generate no sequenced transitions at all – their exclusion score would be zero. Therefore, Wilkinson and Shanks (2004) conceded that although under exclusion conditions explicit knowledge can be suppressed, it is possible that the presence of implicit knowledge leads to a generation score above zero.

The role of attention in implicit learning

Several studies, mostly using the SRT task, have examined the extent to which implicit learning is dependent on attentional resources. A demonstration of learning in a situation where participants are asked to simultaneously engage in an attention-demanding secondary task would be consistent with a view of implicit learning as an automatic learning process. For example, Nissen and Bullemer (1987) modified a standard SRT task to include the concurrent presentation of low- and high-pitched tones. Participants were required to count the number of high-pitched tones and report the total at the end of the block. Nissen and Bullemer showed there was no difference in performance on the SRT task between participants trained on sequenced transitions and participants trained on random transitions, when participants were required to perform a secondary tone-counting task. This result suggests that the use of a dual-task places a limit on the attentional resources available for sequence learning.
Cohen, Ivry and Keele (1990) unpacked the results of Nissen et al. in more detail, showing that simple ‘unique’ sequences, in which each sequence element predicts a unique element on the next trial (e.g., 12341234) could be learnt alongside a concurrent, secondary task, implying that the learning of these transitions can proceed without attention. Cohen et al. also examined learning of ‘ambiguous’ sequences under dual task conditions. Ambiguous transitions, more commonly referred to as second-order conditional (SOC) transitions, are those in which the location of the target on trial N is contingent on the previous two elements from the preceding sequence (e.g. 13 predicts 4, whilst 23 predicts 1). Cohen et al. found that sequences containing SOC transitions could not be learned under dual-task conditions, which suggests that this learning requires attentional resources. They suggested that knowledge about SOC transitions must be “coded hierarchically” (p. 28) and the storage of several sequence elements increases the demand on short-term memory, which is likely to be disrupted by the secondary task (although see Reed and Johnson, 1994).

The extent to which the studies described above have investigated specifically the attentional demands that tone-counting place on sequence learning has been challenged by several researchers. For instance Stadler (1995), suggested that, rather than placing limits on the learning mechanism per se, the presence of a secondary tone-counting task leads to a disruption of the ‘organization’ of the sequence in memory. Stadler showed similar decrements in learning between a condition in which participants had to count tones, and a condition in which the response-stimulus-interval (RSI) between trials was frequently disrupted. Stadler concluded that attention is required to organize runs of sequenced trials, and this is disrupted by pauses during the processing of secondary-task stimuli.
Similarly, Frensch, Lin and Buchner (1998), argued that the use of a dual task in the SRT might affect the expression of what has been learned. When tested under single-task conditions, the proportion of training given under dual-task conditions had no effect on the amount of learning expressed. This result suggests that learning proceeds unimpaired in the dual-task condition and is therefore consistent with a non-attention demanding implicit learning mechanism.

These studies highlight the difficulties in selecting an appropriate dual-task design for examining the contribution of attention to sequence learning. Several researchers have attempted to circumvent these problems by using a continually changing shape as the target stimulus whilst asking participants to keep track of the number of times a particular shape appears in each block. Jiménez and Mendez (1999; see also Jiménez & Mendez, 2001) trained participants for 31,000 trials using a probabilistic sequence, in which the location of the target on each trial was determined by an artificial grammar (like that used in AGL tasks). Equivalent learning was observed in both single- and dual-task conditions, even when the difficulty of the dual-task was increased. However, recent data from Shanks, Rowland and Ranger (2005) are inconsistent with these findings. Using probabilistic sequences – but over a much shorter training period than that used by Jiménez and Mendez – Shanks et al. found greater learning in single- than dual-task subjects, even when the learning of these groups was tested under single- and dual-task conditions. Shanks et al. suggested that the discrepancy in the results of these two studies may lie in the fact that extended training (as given by Jiménez and Mendez) might lead to the dual-task performance becoming automatic, in turn allowing more attentional resources to be dedicated to the primary task.
A complimentary strand of research within the field of implicit learning has investigated whether two sets of task contingencies can be learnt simultaneously. An observation of equivalent performance in the learning of single and multiple sequences would certainly be in keeping with the notion of an automatic implicit learning mechanism. An early study by Mayr (Experiment 2, 1996) examined this issue by using an SRT task in which the colour of the target stimulus changed on each trial. Although the stimulus could appear in one of four positions on the screen, participants were asked to respond only to the colour of the stimulus on each trial, using different buttons corresponding to each possible colour. For one group of participants the target was presented in a fixed sequence of stimulus colours as well as in a fixed sequence of target locations. In two additional ‘single sequence’ conditions, either the target colour or the target location was randomly determined on each trial. In all conditions, participants were trained with an attention demanding tone-counting secondary task. Mayr was able to assess learning of each sequence in the dual-sequence condition by introducing periods in which one sequence was replaced with random transitions, whilst the other sequence was held constant. The results suggested that the learning of each sequence (motor and perceptual) in the dual-sequence condition was at least as strong as learning in each of the single-sequence conditions. The results therefore suggest that concurrent learning of a sequence of perceptual locations (i.e. where the target would appear) and a sequence of motor responses (i.e. which colour would appear) is possible, even under dual-task conditions. I shall return to this interesting distinction between different forms of sequence learning in Chapter 5, where I will review additional literature supporting the distinction made by Mayr.

Supporting evidence for unimpaired dual sequence learning was provided in studies by Jiménez and Mendez (1999) and Cock, Berry and Buchner (2002). For instance, in the
Jiménez and Mendez study described above, the location of the target on the next trial could be predicted by both the prior sequence of target shapes and the prior sequence of target locations. Jiménez and Mendez demonstrated unimpaired learning of both contingencies within the task, but only when the attention to the shapes was integral to the task demands (i.e. counting as part of the dual-task). Rowland and Shanks (2006) noted that the tasks used by Jiménez and Mendez (1999) and Cock et al. (2002) had used sequences which correlated, such that it was possible to show ‘learning’ of the secondary sequence from learning a configuration of both sequences, and as such these tasks had not investigated learning of two purely independent sequences. In a study designed to address this, Rowland and Shanks (2006) gave participants a dual-SRT task in which two separate four-item stimulus arrays were presented, one above the other, each with a separate target stimulus. Participants were required to concentrate on, and respond to, one of the stimulus arrays. Participants were unaware that the movement of either target was governed by a sequence. In test phases designed to assess the learning of each sequence individually, learning was evident for both the attended and unattended sequence. In a second experiment, when the attentional demand of the primary task was increased, there was no evidence for learning of the secondary sequence. The learning of a secondary sequence seems, therefore, to require the spill-over of attentional resources from the primary sequence to the secondary sequence, supporting the idea that learning in the SRT is impaired when attentional resources are limited.
Chapter 2 – Examining changes in cue-associability in incidental learning tasks.

Rationale

The literature on animal conditioning and human learning demonstrates that the predictive history of a stimulus has a profound influence on the rate of associative learning that will proceed for that stimulus in the future. An associative analysis seems particularly suitable here, since formal mechanisms for these changes in associability have been proposed (e.g. Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980), and can be easily applied to existing data from human contingency learning (e.g. Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003). We have seen in Chapter 1 that a simple statistical account (e.g. ΔP) is unable to show cue-competition effects such as blocking, but that these effects are within the scope of more elaborate models, such as the probabilistic contrast model (e.g. Cheng & Novick, 1990; Cheng & Holyoak, 1995).

However, because these models are governed by the statistical relationships between causes and effects, they are unable to account for demonstrations of non-normative causal judgments resulting from differences in the predictive history of causes. For instance, probabilistic models are unable to account for the demonstration of greater learning about good predictor cues over poor predictor cues in HCL (e.g. Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003; Le Pelley, Beesley, & Suret, 2007), since these models do not permit the predictive history of a cue to modulate future learning involving novel outcomes. It is somewhat more difficult, however, to dismiss an inferential or higher-order reasoning account of these data. On the basis of such higher-order reasoning accounts, performance in human contingency learning tasks is presumed to be based on the operation of rational, controlled processes: participants
make deductive inferences regarding the causal status of the cues within the task, on the basis of explicit knowledge of the relationships between cues and outcomes (Mitchell, Lovibond, Minard, & Lavis, 2006).

On first inspection, it seems difficult for such processes to account for effects of prior predictiveness on novel learning. For example, in Le Pelley and McLaren’s (2003) demonstration it seems irrational for participants to rate poor predictors as having low causal efficacy in Stage 2, given all outcomes are now novel in this stage, and so effectively all cues should start this stage with equal causal strength with respect to these new outcomes. However, one can imagine how participants might, through generalization, use the causal effectiveness of cues from Stage 1 to draw inferences about how effective those cues will be in Stage 2. That is, whilst an associability account (e.g. Mackintosh, 1975) suggests that little attention is paid to the poor predictor cues in Stage 2, an inferential account might suggest that these cues will be equally attended as the good predictor cues (memory for the cue-outcome pairing is complete), but that participants will actively reject the poor predictor cues as causally ineffective as a result of their causal status within the experimental context as a whole. For example, a participant’s inference may be along the lines of “...since cues X and Y were less effective than cues A and B in Stage 1, cues X and Y are also likely to be ineffective with respect to the new Stage 2 outcomes.”

Alternatively, one can imagine how attentional processes could operate in combination with higher-order reasoning processes, such that those cues which are causally effective within the experimental context are allocated more attentional resources. For instance, although inferential processes lead to the accurate encoding of all cue-outcome relationships in memory, attentional changes might lead certain cues to influence the decision process more than others. Alternatively, attention might impact the encoding
process. For example, one can imagine that during a blocking procedure (A+ followed by AB+), inferential processes might act on the first compound trial to establish B as causally ineffective, and therefore on subsequent compound trials attention will be allocated primarily towards the pretrained cue (A). Although this latter account in particular might be seen as simply a re-description of the associative position (see Le Pelley, Beesley & Suret, 2007), the mechanisms underlying attentional modulation in inferential reasoning are assumed to be fundamentally dissimilar to those impacting on associative learning:

“...whereas associative attentional models of learning emphasize the role of automatic (in the sense of effortless, unconscious, unintentional, or uncontrollable) processes, an inferential account implies that the impact of attentional processes on contingency judgments will be mediated by controlled processes (i.e., conscious propositional knowledge).” De Houwer, Beckers and Vandorpe (2005, p.245)

According to De Houwer et al. (2005) therefore, associative and inferential accounts make contrasting predictions about whether associability effects would occur in situations in which participants' learning is not mediated by controlled processes using conscious propositional knowledge – that is, situations involving implicit learning. Although there remains some debate over whether the tasks typically claimed to demonstrate implicit learning really demonstrate learning without awareness (see Chapter 1) there remains good reason for using such tasks to study the contribution of higher-order reasoning processes to associability effects in human learning. It seems reasonable to assume that in a standard HCL paradigm (e.g. the food-allergy task) participants are likely to see the task as a problem
with an end solution. That is to say, the nature of the corrective feedback in the task suggests to participants that there is an end solution that can be solved through effortful deductive reasoning. Assuming participants approach the task in this way, one effective strategy in the task would be to assume that the task will contain valid and invalid sources of information (i.e. good and poor predictor cues).

In stark contrast, the incidental learning instructions in an implicit learning paradigm are unlikely to evoke conscious strategies. For instance, in the SRT task, participants are asked to respond to the location of the current target. Note that participants are not asked to make a specific prediction about the location of the target on each trial. Furthermore, in the SRT task participants commonly respond to the location of each stimulus within about 600 milliseconds. When coupled with a response-stimulus interval of say 250 milliseconds, successive stimuli will appear within the space of 1 second of each other. This rapid presentation mode, coupled with the use of incidental learning instructions, will reduce the likelihood that higher-order reasoning processes will be employed in the task, if not abolish them completely. As such, a demonstration of an associability effect in the SRT task would suggest that such processes can occur automatically in human learning and are not reliant on controlled reasoning processes.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the extent to which the knowledge can be described as implicit in the SRT task has sparked a considerable amount of research and debate within the field (for a review see Shanks, 2005). However, there exists no conclusive evidence that learning can proceed without awareness (e.g. Wilkinson & Shanks, 2004), or that methods for assessing conscious knowledge are sensitive enough to reveal a dissociation between implicit and explicit knowledge (see Shanks & St. John, 1994). It is not my intention that the current experiments will contribute directly to this debate, and strong claims as to
whether participants can be classified as unaware in the experiments shall be avoided. Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that learning in the SRT task is incidental (see e.g. Cleeremans, Destrebecqz & Boyer, 1998). That is, there is no directed instruction to participants to learn in the SRT task – participants are asked to respond to, rather than predict, the outcome on each trial, such that the task can be performed with perfect accuracy in the absence of any learning. Consequently there is no explicit requirement for participants to intentionally exploit knowledge of the situation. It is therefore the use of an incidental learning procedure that is of primary interest here, and the extent to which effects observed in more “standard” HCL tasks can also be observed under these conditions.

**Experiment 1**

As a starting point for examining associability processes in incidental learning tasks, I adapted a condition from one of Reber’s early AGL experiments (Reber, 1969). In Reber’s experiment, participants were asked to memorise three strings of letters at a time. The strings were then removed and participants were asked to try and recall the strings as best they could; Stage 1 consisted of six sets of three strings, which had to be learnt to criterion. Participants were then presented with the same task again in Stage 2, but the content of the strings changed in certain ways. In the condition of interest, the underlying rule structure of the strings changed during Stage 2; while the Stage 2 strings were generated from a grammatical structure, that structure was different to the one used to generate the strings that participants had studied in Stage 1. Nevertheless, participants in this condition still showed ‘savings in learning’ during Stage 2: they made fewer errors in Stage 2 than in Stage 1. However, it is unclear whether this effect was simply due to a general practice effect on the
a control condition as a means of comparison (i.e. a condition in which participants experienced unstructured strings during Stage 1; see Redington & Chater, 2002). Reber (1993) suggests that during an AGL task participants might acquire an abstract representation of the grammatical structure used to create strings, which “…captures the patterns of covariation between the various stimulus types that are displayed.” (p. 121). However, Reber (1969) made no strong claims about participants’ ability to show a transfer of knowledge from one grammatical structure to another.

To my knowledge, this ‘syntactic transfer’ condition has received no further examination in the AGL literature. However, this condition seems particularly relevant to the aims of this project, since one explanation of this result could be that learning grammatical strings (as opposed to non-grammatical strings) results in a change in the associabilities of the stimuli in the task. In order to explain such an account, consider an AGL task in which participants are presented with the following three grammatical strings: XTRM; XTMV; MRMV. We can see that certain letters in certain positions are good predictors of other letters in the string – e.g. X in position 1 is a good predictor of T in position 2. In general, since grammatical strings are constrained by the underlying structure, the components of these strings will naturally be good predictors of the letters occurring in other positions. In the case of ungrammatical strings, which do not have such constraints, each letter will be a poor predictor of the letters appearing in other locations. According to Mackintosh (1975), if one element (e.g. X in position 1) is a good predictor of another element (e.g. T in position 2), relative to all other elements (e.g. M in position 3 is a poor predictor of T in position 2, relative to X in position 1), the associability of the good predictor element will increase. In the case of ungrammatical strings, the associabilities of
all elements will be low. If the associabilities of the stimulus elements are high at the end of Stage 1, according to Mackintosh (1975), acquisition of a novel structure in Stage 2 should be rapid. On the other hand, if the associabilities are low at the end of Stage 1, acquisition will be slow. For example, if in the new grammatical structure letter X in position 1 is consistently paired with letter R in position 2, then acquisition of the association between these two elements should be rapid when the associabilities of the elements are high (i.e. for participants receiving Stage 1 training with grammatical strings), but much slower when the associabilities are low (i.e. for participants receiving Stage 1 training with ungrammatical strings). Thus, in line with previous work in HCL (e.g. Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003; Bonardi et al. 2005), we would expect acquisition to be rapid when the elements of the stimuli have been predictive (for participants trained with grammatical strings), and slower when the they have been non-predictive (in participants trained with ungrammatical strings).

Experiment 1 sought to replicate Reber’s (1969) ‘grammatical transfer’ effect. In an experimental condition, participants were asked to memorise a set of grammatical strings during an initial phase. Instead of using a savings in learning test phase, the more common discrimination test phase was used: participants were asked to decide which strings were grammatical from a new set of strings, half of which were grammatical and half of which were non-grammatical. Grammatical strings in the test phase were created from a different grammar to those presented during the training (memorisation) phase. Any ‘grammatical transfer’ observed in the experimental condition can be contrasted with performance in a control condition, for whom the training strings were non-grammatical (i.e. randomly created). This control group was used to assess whether discrimination performance in the experimental group resulted from training on structured strings.
A large body of evidence has suggested that during the training phase of an AGL task, participants 'chunk' strings into small fragments to aid memorisation (e.g. Gomez & Schvanevelt, 1994; Knowlton & Squire, 1994; Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990; Redington & Chater, 1996; Servan-Schreiber & Anderson, 1990). Grammaticality judgements at test are then assumed to be based on the fragment content of the strings; those test strings containing a higher proportion of fragments encoded during training will have a higher probability of being endorsed as grammatical (Perruchet, Vinter, Pacteau, & Gallego; 2002). Furthermore, participants might learn a host of 'microrules' relating to what makes strings grammatical (Dulany et al., 1984). These might, for instance, consist of the simple distributional statistics of grammatical strings: information about string length, legal starting and ending letters, or letter frequency (see Shanks, Johnstone, & Staggs, 1997).

It was imperative, therefore, that in the design of Experiment 1, all these possible factors governing AGL performance were carefully considered. The aim was to design stimuli that, as much as possible, controlled for the influence of these well known factors governing AGL performance. By carefully controlling the stimuli it should be possible to rule out certain interpretations of any observed discrimination performance by statistical knowledge, or fragment memorisation.

Method

Participants, apparatus and display

Fifty-six Cardiff University undergraduate students participated in the experiment for payment of £4. Twenty-eight participants were assigned to the experimental condition, and twenty-eight to the control condition. Testing was conducted in a quiet room, using PCs
with 17” CRT monitors; participants sat approximately 80cm from the monitor. The
experiment was run using software written in Visual Basic, which recorded participants’
responses during the test phase. Responses were made with the keys ‘z’ and ‘m’.

Design

The two grammatical structures (Grammar A and Grammar B, hereafter GA and
GB) used in the experiment are shown in Figure 2.1. Grammatical strings are created by
making a pass through the structure from left to right, following the direction of the arrows
between nodes. An example grammatical string from GA is “MRVRV”. The two
grammatical structures were carefully designed to be distinct in several important ways.
Firstly, the grammars have unique starting and ending letters. Secondly, the grammars
create sets of strings that are unique in their ‘bigram’ content (the pairs of letters, e.g. MM,
XT). In other words, each bigram could feature in strings created by only one of the two
grammatical structures. By extension, the structures therefore also contained no overlapping
chunks of any greater length. Using the 5 letters M, R, X, T and V, it is possible to create
twenty-five bigrams. Twelve of these were assigned to GA and thirteen to GB. For each set
of five bigrams starting with the same letter, two were used in one grammatical structure
and three for the other. Repetition bigrams (e.g. “MM”) were also as equally distributed as
possible, with two assigned to GA and three to GB.
Figure 2.1. The two grammatical structures used in Experiment 1. Grammatical strings are created by making a pass from node 1 through to node 8, in the direction of the arrows between nodes.
A large set of strings was created for each grammar, from which strings were selected at random until the two sets of grammatical strings were matched with respect to the following two characteristics. Exactly half of the grammatical strings in each set contained a double (e.g. TT), and no more than 1 double was allowed in each string. String length was limited to between 4 and 7 letters. Non-grammatical strings were created by randomly selecting letters for strings of length 4 to 7. No more than one double could appear in a non-grammatical string. From a large set of these non-grammatical strings, those strings containing bigrams from both GA and GB were selected for use in the experiment. Non-grammatical strings of lengths 5 and 7 contained an equal proportion of legal GA and GB bigrams. For strings of length 4 and 6 this was not possible (strings of these lengths comprise 3 and 5 bigrams, respectively), and so for strings of this length half contained one more GA bigram, and half one more GB bigram. Table 2.1 shows the descriptive statistics for each set of grammatical and non-grammatical strings. The aim was to match as closely as possible the statistics of all four sets of letter strings. All strings are presented in Appendix A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Doubles</th>
<th>% Unique Letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>5.85 (1.04)</td>
<td>.50 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.72 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>5.85 (0.88)</td>
<td>.50 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG₁</td>
<td>5.84 (1.02)</td>
<td>.45 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG₂</td>
<td>5.80 (1.11)</td>
<td>.50 (0.51)</td>
<td>0.67 (0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1. Descriptive statistics for the sets of strings used in Experiment 1. GA and GB are grammatical sets of strings produced by the grammars shown in Figure 2.1. NG₁ and NG₂ are non-grammatical sets of strings. Statistics shown are mean length, proportion of strings containing doubles (e.g. TT), and the mean percentage of unique letters for strings in each of the four sets of 20 strings. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Procedure

Participants in the experimental condition were trained on one grammatical set of strings, before receiving a test phase containing strings from the ‘untrained’ grammar (that which was not presented during the training phase) and non-grammatical strings (NG_2). Half of these participants were given GA strings in the training phase, and GB strings in the test phase, whilst for the other half of the participants this arrangement was reversed. All of the control participants received training with strings from NG_1. Half of the participants in the control condition received a test phase comprising strings from GA and NG_2, whilst the other half received strings from GB and NG_2. In addition, assignment of response keys in the test phase was counterbalanced across participants; half the participants in each sub-condition made ‘non-grammatical’ responses with their left hand and ‘grammatical’ responses with their right hand, and vice versa for the remaining participants. All participants were given the following instructions at the start of the experiment:

"This is a memory experiment. You will see a list of strings. Strings are defined as a series of letters. Your task is to try to remember as much as you can from the list of strings. There are 20 strings in total. You will have 5 seconds on each string and you may use any method you like to try to memorize the string. After 5 seconds the next string in the list will appear until all 20 strings are present. Try to concentrate on the most recent string. Please wait for the experimenter to tell you to start."

In the memorization phase itself, strings were presented one after the other, at a rate of one string every five seconds, until all 20 were displayed simultaneously in one column.
on the screen. Following this training phase, participants were given instructions regarding the nature of structured strings and the details of the test phase. Experimental participants were informed that they had been memorizing structured strings. Control participants were informed that the strings they had been memorizing were created randomly. All participants were then told that they would be asked to try and pick grammatical strings from randomly created strings in a test phase. Both conditions were told that structured strings were created from a complex set of rules governing the order of letters, and that these rules state which letters can follow and precede other letters. Participants in the experimental condition were told that the grammatical strings in the test phase were created from a different grammatical structure to that which created the strings presented during the training phase. Both conditions were told that this task was very hard, that they were not expected to make 100% correct classifications, and that they should not be concerned by acting on impulse. All participants were told that half of the test strings were grammatical and half were non-grammatical.

Before commencing the test phase, participants were required to complete a key-training phase in which they practised responding to the words ‘grammatical’ and ‘non-grammatical’ with the appropriate keys. Feedback was given after each response; on each trial the phrase “correct response” or “incorrect response” was displayed. Ten ‘grammatical’ and ten ‘non-grammatical’ trials were presented in a random order. Following the completion of the key-training phase, participants received a brief summary of the instructions for the test phase.

The test phase contained 80 trials, comprising two presentations of each of the 40 strings. Each string was repeated only after all test stimuli had been presented once. Each half of the test phase involved a randomized ordering of the test strings, and this randomized
order was different for each participant. Some constraints were placed on the randomization procedure. A test item in the last three trials of the first presentation half could not be presented in the first three trials of the second half. In addition, each sub-block of 10 test items contained exactly five grammatical strings and five non-grammatical strings.

During the test phase participants were required to respond to each test string with the appropriate key for grammatical and non-grammatical responses. After participants had responded, the response “G” or “NG” appeared next to the test item (participants were not informed as to whether this response was correct or incorrect) and the next stimulus appeared after a response-stimulus interval of 1 second. Participants were allowed 3 seconds in which to make a response after which a response of “T/O” (timeout) was presented next to the string and was recorded as such. Items appeared successively in 2 columns on the screen, with 20 test strings appearing in each column, and the first column being filled before the second one was started. Once the first 40 test strings had been presented the screen was cleared and the second presentation commenced. Once participants had responded to a test string they could not change their response. Following the test phase participants were debriefed on the purpose of the study.

Results

Three experimental participants and three control participants produced accuracy below 75% on the simple key-training phase prior to the test. These six participants were removed from subsequent analyses as it is unclear whether they had learned the response configuration sufficiently. The overall pattern of data is the same with these participants included.
The left hand panel of Figure 2.2 shows the grammatical endorsement rates for grammatical and non-grammatical strings during the test phase (i.e. hits vs. false-alarms), for both the experimental and control conditions. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a within-subject factor of string type (grammatical vs. non-grammatical) and a between-subject factor of condition (experimental vs. control), revealed a main effect of string type, $F(1, 48) = 4.16, p < .05$, indicating that grammatical strings were endorsed as grammatical more often than non-grammatical strings. There was no main effect of condition, $F < 1$, but importantly there was a significant interaction between string type and condition, $F(1, 48) = 4.89, p < .05$, indicating that participants in the experimental condition showed better discrimination of the different types of test strings, than did control participants. t-tests revealed that participants trained on grammatical strings had higher endorsement rates for grammatical than non-grammatical strings, $t(24) = 3.09, p < 0.01$, and hence showed sensitivity to the different types of test string. This sensitivity was not observed in control participants trained on non-grammatical strings, $t < 1$.

Unfortunately, a mistake was made in the presentation of the test strings in the experimental program: the string VTMVVTR (a legal GB string) was presented incorrectly as VTVVTR. Inspection of Figure 2.1 reveals that the string VTVVTR is not a legal string in GB. Moreover, the string actually contains a legal bigram in GA, namely “TV”. That is, for participants in the experimental condition, the bigram TV appeared during both the training and test phases. It is possible, therefore, that participants in both experimental sub-conditions viewed the bigram TV as a signal of grammaticality in the test phase. In other words participants could have acquired specific item-knowledge from the training phase that could directly facilitate the test phase discrimination.
Figure 2.2. Left panel: Data from the test phase of Experiment 1. Data show the proportion of grammatical and non-grammatical strings endorsed as grammatical for the experimental and control conditions. Participants in the experimental condition were trained with grammatical strings; participants in the control condition were trained with non-grammatical strings. Right panel: the same analysis conducted on the data after the endorsements for a subset of the grammatical test strings were excluded (see text).
Whilst it seems unlikely that such a small feature of one string could have a significant impact on test performance, one must also bear in mind that discrimination performance in AGL tasks is not particularly strong (see Figure 2.2). One must take the conservative view that a single feature – such as a memorised bigram from the training phase – may be sufficient to produce above chance performance on the test discrimination.

As a means of examining whether this erroneous string led to the discrimination performance in the experimental condition, a new analysis of the test phase data was conducted. For participants trained on strings from GB – for whom the erroneous string was present in the training phase – all grammatical test strings containing the bigram TV were removed from the analysis. For participants trained on strings from GA – for whom the erroneous string was present in the test phase – this test string alone (VTVVTR) was removed from the analysis. The same test strings were removed from the test data for participants in the control condition. This new analysis therefore removed any potential for this item-specific knowledge to facilitate the correct endorsement of a grammatical string in the test phase.

The right-hand panel of Figure 2.2 shows the data from this new analysis: the overall pattern of results is unchanged. An ANOVA with factors of string type and condition produced a main effect of string type, $F(1, 48) = 5.65, p < .05$, no main effect of condition, $F < 1$, and importantly a significant interaction between string type and condition, $F(1, 48) = 5.75, p < .05$. These results suggest that the presence of this erroneous string was not responsible for the difference in discrimination performance between experimental and control participants. As previously, $t$-tests revealed that participants trained on grammatical strings had higher endorsement rates for grammatical than non-grammatical strings, $t(24) = 3.56, p < 0.01$, and hence showed sensitivity to the different types of test strings. This
sensitivity was not observed in control participants trained on non-grammatical strings, t < 1.

Discussion

In Experiment 1, participants were trained incidentally on either grammatical or non-grammatical strings during an initial memorisation phase. In a subsequent test phase, all participants were asked to discriminate between grammatical and non-grammatical strings. Only those participants who were trained on grammatical strings were able to successfully discriminate between these different types of test string, despite the fact that the grammatical test strings used at test were created from an entirely different grammatical structure to those that had been presented in the training phase.

The use of two highly controlled grammatical structures makes it unlikely that this 'grammatical transfer' effect is due to a simple fragment learning account of AGL performance (e.g. Perruchet & Pacteau, 1990; Redington & Chater, 1996). The grammatical structures were entirely unique in terms of their bigram (and therefore trigram) membership, such that for all participants in the experimental condition, half of the bigram set (the set of 25 possible bigrams from using 5 letters) was used in the grammatical training strings and half of the bigram set was used in grammatical test strings. In fact, if participants were to encode fragmentary components from the training strings and then apply a strategy using this knowledge to make discriminations during the test phase (as suggested by Perruchet and Pacteau, 1990; Perruchet et al., 2002), they would be more likely to classify a non-grammatical test string as grammatical than those from the novel grammatical structure, due to the higher overlap of shared features between the non-grammatical test strings and the
training set. Participants in this task are clearly not relying on such knowledge to make their discriminations during the test phase.

One interpretation of the results of Experiment 1 is that the associabilities of stimuli changed during the training period, as a result of the underlying structure of the letter strings. For those participants trained on grammatical strings, the associabilities of the stimulus elements should be relatively high at the end of the training phase, whilst for those participants trained on non-grammatical strings, the associabilities should be somewhat lower. When these two conditions are then given a discrimination test phase involving strings created from a novel grammatical structure and non-grammatical strings, this difference in associability should lead to faster acquisition of the new grammatical structure at test, relative to the control group. Thus, if one assumes that it is possible to learn about a new grammatical structure during the test phase in the absence of any prior exposure to that grammatical structure (see Redington & Chater, 1996; Reber & Perruchet, 2003), one would expect this learning to be facilitated in a condition in which the associabilities of the stimuli are high, compared to one in which they are low.

It should be stressed, however, that the attribution of the results of Experiment 1 to a change in the stimulus associabilities should be taken as a tentative conclusion. There are, of course, other factors that could also have led to the observed difference in test performance between experimental and control participants. For instance, the overall variability of the grammatical strings is less than that of the non-grammatical strings. As a result, one can imagine that after memorising a set of grammatical strings, participants in the experimental condition might have a better sense of the extent to which grammatical strings vary. When presented with the test strings, participants in the experimental condition could have then used this knowledge about ‘set-variance’ to pick out strings that are more similar to one
another. Participants in the control condition, who would not be able to gain this appreciation of set-variance from the training phase, would have been less able to group test strings in this way.

The current data do not allow for the separation of these two theoretical accounts of the observed performance in Experiment 1. It is also worth noting another factor that could have contributed to the different performance in the experimental and control conditions, namely the impact of the task instructions on participant motivation. For participants in the control condition, one can imagine that the instructions given before the test phase might result in a lack of belief in their ability to perform the task: the strings they have memorised during the training phase are (at least from the participant’s perspective) useless for making test decisions. Conversely, for participants in the experimental condition, the memorisation phase will seem far more relevant, and therefore the level of motivation should be far higher in this group. One can imagine how this difference in the level of motivation in the two groups of participants could impact on the rate of learning in the task, and thus produce the observed difference in classification performance in the two groups.

**Experiment 2**

For the purpose of examining associability processes in incidental learning conditions, the SRT task seems more suitable than the AGL task for several reasons. Firstly, it is widely accepted that the SRT task is less likely than the AGL task to promote the use of explicit processes (e.g. Shanks & St. John, 1994). As discussed above, the different task instructions given to experimental and control conditions in an AGL task, are likely to lead to different levels of motivation prior to the test phase. Secondly, it is far easier to control the
processing of task information – and consequently the sorts of contingencies participants might learn – in the SRT task, than in the AGL task. There are many ways in which participants might process grammatical letter strings in an AGL task (e.g. left to right, right to left, in chunks, or as a whole, etc.), whilst stimulus presentation in the SRT task is under greater control by the experimenter, and hence is far more uniform and therefore less susceptible to deviations in processing strategy. Finally, whilst AGL performance is usually assessed on the basis of a single test phase, learning in the SRT task can be assessed continuously as training progresses, which allows for a more detailed examination of the time-course of learning (see Method).

Experiment 2 was designed as an SRT analogue of the AGL task used in Experiment 1. Two between-subjects conditions were used: in the ‘sequenced pretrained’ condition, participants were presented with a repeating 12 element second-order conditional (SOC – see Chapter 1) sequence for two blocks. For this group, the target location on each trial can be predicted on the basis of the previous elements in the sequence. In the ‘unsequenced pretrained’ condition, each target location was pseudo-randomly selected on each trial for the first two blocks of the experiment. The Mackintosh (1975) model would predict that the associability of the cues in group sequenced pretrained will be higher than the associability of the cues in group unsequenced pretrained at the end of the pretraining phase. In the subsequent training phase, both groups experienced a novel repeating 12 item SOC sequence. As was the case for the AGL design used in Experiment 1, one can imagine that pretraining with sequenced transitions will lead the associabilities of the stimuli to be at a high level by the end of this phase, since each stimulus is paired in consistent relationships with other stimuli. Conversely, in group unsequenced pretrained, one might expect the associabilities of the stimuli to decrease during pretraining, since for this group each
stimulus is a poor predictor of the location of the target on subsequent trials. To the extent that the associabilities of the stimuli change as a result of these different pretraining procedures, one would expect faster learning of the training sequence in group sequenced pretrained than group unsequenced pretrained.

Method

Participants, apparatus and display

Thirty-four Cardiff University undergraduate students took part for payment of £4 or for course credit. Twenty participants were assigned to the ‘sequenced pretrained’ condition, and 14 were assigned to the ‘unsequenced pretrained’ condition. Testing was conducted in a quiet room divided into two booths to allow two participants to be tested at the same time, using PCs with 17” TFT monitors; participants sat approximately 80cm from the monitor. The experiment was run using software written in Visual Basic. Reaction times (hereafter RTs) were recorded with Windows API functions QueryPerformanceCounter and QueryPerformanceFrequency for millisecond resolution. Responses were made with a standard keyboard using the keys X, C, V, B, N, M. Error signals were presented over headphones. The stimulus array consisted of six grey response circles (3mm in diameter), evenly spaced 25mm apart in a horizontal line across the middle of the screen. The target stimulus was a larger grey circle, 12mm in diameter. On each trial the target stimulus would appear 20mm below one of the response circles.
Design

Two SOC sequences were created for use in the pretraining and training phases. These will be referred to as SOCA (which was the sequence 124625135634) and SOCB (152653143642). For each participant the elements 1-6 in the two sequences were randomly assigned to stimulus locations on the screen. The two sequences were designed such that both the first- and second-order contingencies within the two sequences were entirely different from one another. For example, in SOCA element 1 has a first-order relationship with 2 and 3 (i.e. it is followed immediately by each of these positions on different occasions), whereas in SOCB element 1 has a first-order relationship with 5 and 4. Likewise, in SOCA element 1 has a second-order relationship with 4 and 5 (i.e. these elements occur two positions after element 1), whereas in SOCB element 1 has a second-order relationship with 2 and 3. Item frequency was consistent between both sequences, with each stimulus position occurring twice in a full sequence run. By using sequences that contain entirely different first- and second-order contingencies, it is possible to rule out the direct influence of pretraining associations on performance during the training phase. Therefore, by manipulating the content of the sequences in a similar manner to how the letter strings were designed in Experiment 1, one can be sure that the associations formed during sequence pretraining (e.g. with SOCA) will themselves not be of direct benefit for performance on the training sequence (e.g. SOCB). Thus, any facilitation in sequence learning during the training phase in group sequenced pretrained cannot be attributed directly to the transfer of associations.

The sequences were presented in a repeating fashion, such that the last element of the sequence was followed by the first element (so SOCA could also be presented as 563412462513 for example). In order to provide an ‘online’ means of assessing sequence
learning at each stage of the experiment, a short set of unsequenced (random) trials was interspersed between each run of sequenced trials. Sequence learning can be assessed by comparing accuracy and reaction time (RT) on sequenced and unsequenced trials; if participants have learnt the sequence they will be both faster and more accurate on sequenced, than unsequenced trials. Each block (of 174 trials) started with 4 unsequenced trials, followed by ten, 13-item sequence runs (each run started and ended in the same position), with each run interspersed with a set of 4 unsequenced trials. Although there are 12 starting positions for the SOC sequences, to keep the blocks to a reasonable length a subset of 10 starting positions was randomly selected for the 10 sequence runs in each block. The order of these 10 starting positions within each block was randomised. The 4 unsequenced trials at the start of each block were constrained such that no first-order conditional transitions from the current sequence were created. Neither repetitions (e.g., 1-2-2) nor alternations (e.g., 1-2-1) were permitted, as these have been shown to give speeded responses (Soetens, Boer & Heuting, 1985).

The unsequenced pretrained condition received pseudo-random sequences during the pretraining stage. For these blocks, each trial was generated randomly with the constraint that repetitions and alternations could not occur.

Earlier pilot work with these SOC sequences had shown that a ratio of 13 sequenced to 4 unsequenced trials (as described above) was sufficient to observe sequence learning after 2 blocks. As such, participants received 2 blocks of pretraining and a subsequent 3 blocks of training.
Procedure

The assignment of the two sequences to the two stages was counterbalanced, such that half the sequenced pretrained participants experienced 2 blocks of SOCA, followed by 3 blocks of SOCB, whilst the other half experienced 2 blocks of SOCB, followed by 3 blocks of SOCA. All participants in the unsequenced pretrained condition were given 2 blocks of unsequenced trials, with half the participants then experiencing 3 blocks of SOCA, and half experiencing 3 blocks of SOCB. Participants were given the following verbal instructions:

"The aim of this study is to examine the effect of practice on motor control. In this task you are required to follow a grey circle as it moves between six positions on the screen. The six positions are situated across the middle of the screen and are represented by six smaller grey circles. Each of the six positions corresponds to a key on the keyboard, these keys are X, C, V, B, N and M, along the bottom row of the keyboard. X is used to respond to the far left position, M the far right position, and the others for the positions in-between. Each time the larger circle changes position you are required to press the appropriate key to identify its new location. Once you have pressed a key, the circle representing that position will turn red to indicate where you have responded. Should you respond incorrectly you will hear a beep in the headphones. After you have responded the larger grey circle will disappear and reappear in a new location. In summary, your task is to follow the circle as it moves between the six positions. Each time the stimulus moves you should respond as fast, but as accurately as you can. In particular, we want you to avoid making errors in this task. The experiment is split into 5 blocks, each of which lasts for approximately 3 minutes. At the end of each block you will be given a rest of 15 seconds before the next block starts. During this break a countdown will appear to show you when the next block of trials will start."
Results

The first four trials of each block were not analysed; nor were trials with RTs under 100 milliseconds (ms) or over 1000 ms. RTs to inaccurate trials were also discounted. Figure 2.3 shows RT data for the both the sequenced pretrained (top-left panel) and unsequenced pretrained (top-right panel) conditions. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the pretraining data from group sequenced pretrained, with within-subject factors of trial type and block. This revealed a main effect of trial type, $F(1, 19) = 7.84$, $p < .05$, with significantly faster responding on sequenced trials than unsequenced trials. It is important to note that sequence learning will affect RTs on both sequenced and unsequenced trials. Whilst on sequenced trials, anticipation of the next target location will result in decreases in RT, this same anticipation will have the effect of increasing RT when that sequenced location is replaced by an unsequenced location. The ANOVA also revealed a main effect of block, $F(1, 9) = 5.27$, $p < .05$, with mean RT decreasing across pretraining. The interaction between these factors was non-significant, $F < 1$. In line with the pilot data, sequence learning was observed after two blocks of pretraining. An ANOVA conducted on the data from the unsequenced pretrained condition revealed that RTs decreased across the pretraining phase, $F(1, 13) = 5.58$, $p < .05$.

In order to assess any overall RT differences between the two conditions, RTs in the sequenced pretrained condition (an average of the RTs on sequenced and unsequenced
trials\textsuperscript{5} were compared to RTs in the unsequenced pretrained condition. An ANOVA with condition as a between subject-factor and block as a within-subject factor revealed no effect of condition, $F < 1$, a significant effect of block, $F(1, 32) = 9.57$, $p < .01$, but no interaction, $F < 1$. This suggests that the general rate of responding in the two conditions was similar during the pretraining phase.

Figure 2.4 shows accuracy data for the sequenced pretrained (top-left panel) and unsequenced pretrained (top-right panel) conditions. An ANOVA on the data from the sequenced pretrained condition, revealed a marginally significant effect of trial-type, $F(1, 19) = 4.02$, $p = .059$ (with higher accuracy on sequenced than unsequenced trials), but no significant effect of block, $F < 1$, and no significant interaction, $F(1, 19) = 2.57$, $p = .13$. As with the RT data, an ANOVA was conducted on the accuracy data from the sequenced pretrained (an average of the accuracy on sequenced and unsequenced trials) and unsequenced pretrained conditions. This revealed a main effect of condition, $F(1, 32) = 6.71$, $p < .05$, but no effect of block, $F(1, 32) = 1.65$, $p = .21$, nor an interaction effect, $F<1$. The data suggest that participants in the unsequenced pretrained condition might have been performing more accurately than participants in the sequenced pretrained condition during the pretraining phase.

\textsuperscript{5} Although a crude measure, the average of these two trial-types is arguably the most accurate estimate of the overall speed of responding available.
Figure 2.3. RT data for pretraining (blocks 1-2) and training (blocks 3-5) phases in Experiment 2. ‘Seq. 1’ and ‘Seq. 2’ refer to sequenced transitions, whilst ‘Unseq. 1’ and ‘Unseq. 2’ refer to unsequenced transitions. Top-Left panel: Data for participants pretrained with sequenced transitions. Top-Right panel: Data for participants pretrained with unsequenced (pseudo-random) transitions. Bottom panel: The training phase data expressed as learning scores – RT on unsequenced trials minus RT on sequenced trials.
Figure 2.4. Accuracy data for pretraining (blocks 1-2) and training (blocks 3-5) phases in Experiment 2. 'Seq. 1' and 'Seq. 2' refer to sequenced transitions, whilst 'Unseq. 1' and 'Unseq. 2' refer to unsequenced transitions. **Top-Left panel:** Data for participants pretrained with sequenced transitions. **Top-Right panel:** Data for participants pretrained with unsequenced (pseudo-random) transitions. **Bottom panel:** The training phase data expressed as learning scores – accuracy on sequenced trials minus accuracy on unsequenced trials.
During the training phase (blocks 3-5) all participants experienced both sequenced and unsequenced transitions. Figure 2.3 shows that the pattern of RT data for the sequenced pretrained condition (top-left panel) is somewhat different to that for the unsequenced pretrained condition (top-right panel). Participants in the unsequenced pretrained condition show a steady level of learning throughout training, with the difference between sequenced and unsequenced trials never exceeding the level shown in Block 4. In comparison, although participants in the sequenced pretrained condition show no evidence for learning initially in Block 3, learning proceeds rapidly and exceeds learning in the unsequenced pretrained condition by the end of the training phase (Block 5).

These data were subjected to an ANOVA with trial-type and block as within subject factors, and condition as a between-subject factor. This revealed a significant effect of trial type, $F(1,64) = 39.31, p < .001$, indicating that participants learnt the new sequence presented during the training phase. There was no main effect of block, however the interaction between block and trial type was significant, $F(2,64) = 4.71, p < .05$, demonstrating that, on average, the magnitude of the learning effect increased across the 3 training blocks. There was no main effect of condition, nor an interaction between condition and trial type, both $Fs < 1$, and no interaction between condition and block, $F(2,64) = 1.67, p = .20$. However, the three-way interaction was significant, $F(2,64) = 5.45, p < .01$, indicating that participants in the two conditions differed in the rate at which they learnt about the training sequence. Inspection of Figure 2.3 shows that the effect is driven largely by the different pattern of RTs on unsequenced trials in the two groups. As mentioned above, sequence learning will lead not only to faster RTs on sequenced trials, but also to slower RTs on unsequenced trials, in which an anticipated location does not occur.
The training phase effect is illustrated clearly in the bottom panel of Figure 2.3, which shows the data expressed as learning scores (RTs on unsequenced trials minus RTs on sequenced trials) for the two conditions across the 3 blocks of the training phase. In order to establish the nature of this interaction, pre-planned independent samples t-tests were carried out on the learning scores for each block during the training phase. The difference between the two conditions in Block 3 was significant, \( t(32) = 2.35, p < .05 \), indicating that for participants who were pretrained with sequenced transitions learning of the second sequence was initially attenuated, compared to participants pretrained with unsequenced transitions. There was no significant difference on Block 4, \( t < 1 \), but there was a significant difference in Block 5, \( t(32) = 2.31, p < .05 \), indicating that participants pretrained with sequenced transitions demonstrated greater learning of the second sequence by the end of the training phase, compared to participants pretrained with unsequenced transitions.

Figure 2.4 shows the accuracy data from the training phase for both the sequenced and unsequenced pretrained conditions. There was evidence for learning in the two conditions by the end of the training phase (Block 5). These data were also subjected to ANOVA, however all main effects were non-significant: trial type, \( F(1,64) = 1.05, p = .31 \); block, \( F < 1 \); and condition, \( F(1,32) = 2.56, p = .12 \). The only interaction which reached significance was that of block and trial type, \( F(2,64) = 4.00, p < .05 \), indicating that the difference in error rate between unsequenced and sequenced trials increased as training progressed. Learning scores (accuracy on sequenced trials minus accuracy on unsequenced trials) are plotted in the bottom panel of Figure 2.4. There was no significant difference between the two conditions in the amount of learning shown in the accuracy data for any of the training blocks, all \( ts(32) < 1.11, ps > .28 \).
Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that participants pretrained with sequenced elements learnt more about a novel sequence by the end of the training phase than did participants pretrained with pseudo-random transitions. There was a striking difference in the pattern of data in the two groups. Although sequenced pretrained participants showed impaired learning during the early stages of training (Block 3), by the end of training (Block 5) these participants demonstrated greater sequence learning than participants in the unsequenced pretrained condition. The data are in keeping with the results of Experiment 1 and Reber’s (1969) ‘syntactic transfer’ condition. The data also provide preliminary evidence in support of a role for associability in sequence learning: the different pretraining schedules may have resulted in the associabilities of the stimulus elements being different in the two groups by the end of the pretraining phase, which in turn would have modulated the rate at which learning proceeded for the novel sequence during the training phase.

One notable similarity between the two sequences was that they share similar third-order contingencies (e.g. in both sequences, if stimulus 1 occurs on trial N, stimulus 6 often occurs on trial N+3), which therefore provides a means by which knowledge of the first sequence could have been directly applied to performance of the second sequence. However, it seems unlikely that the transfer performance observed in the sequenced pretrained condition was influenced by this similarity between the two structures, since research has shown that the learning of such third-order contingencies requires a period of training far beyond that provided by the pretraining phase of the current experiment (e.g. Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Remillard & Clarke, 2001).
The between subjects manipulation in Experiment 2 is somewhat akin to the phenomenon of learned irrelevance (Baker & Mackintosh, 1977), in which retarded conditioning is observed for a CS that has received uncorrelated pairings with a US in an initial preexposure phase. One way of analysing the transitions of a sequence learning procedure is to take each successive pairing of elements as a solitary CS-US pairing (see Experiment 3 for a detailed discussion of this method). Therefore, the pretraining phase in the random pretraining condition can be seen as somewhat akin to uncorrelated preexposure of all of the possible stimulus pairings.

As discussed in Chapter 1, learned irrelevance was a key finding that led to models incorporating changes in cue-processing. For example, Mackintosh (1975) provided an explanation of learned irrelevance by assuming that the experimental context plays the role of an ever-present competing stimulus: on some trials it is presented alone and on some trials it forms a compound stimulus with the preexposed stimulus. Since the preexposed stimulus is no better a predictor of the likelihood of reinforcement than the context, the associability of the preexposed stimulus will decline over the course of preexposure. A similar argument can be put forward as an explanation of the current results. In group unsequenced pretrained, each stimulus position was trained initially as no better a predictor of the location of the target on the next trial, than was the experimental context. Thus, in accordance with Mackintosh's explanation of learned irrelevance, we would expect an attenuation in the subsequent rate of learning in this group.

It is worth noting that although the rate of learning in the sequenced pretrained condition eventually exceeded that seen in the unsequenced pretrained condition, learning was, at least initially, significantly worse in the former condition. One possible explanation
of this initial attenuation in group sequence pretrained is that for this condition, the change in the task contingencies at the start of the training phase would have been particularly disruptive. As a result, it is possible that for this group the pretraining sequence needed to be extinguished from memory, before the learning of the training sequence could commence. In some sense then, these findings are still compatible with an account based on changes in cue-associability: following an initial period in which the pretraining associations were extinguished, the high associabilities of the stimuli in group sequenced pretrained eventually led to a greater rate of learning.

**Experiment 3**

The purpose of Experiment 3 was to provide a replication of the effects shown in Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, sequence training involved sequences made up of second-order conditional transitions. As such, each stimulus position was not itself a good predictor of the location of the target on the next trial, rather the combination of the previous two positions predicted the next target location. Although one can imagine how training with second-order sequences would lead to the associabilities of the stimulus positions being high (relative to the unsequenced control condition in which each position is non-predictive of the location of the target on all of the subsequent trials), a more direct method of manipulating associability would be to use a first-order sequence in which each stimulus position is a good predictor of the target location on the immediately subsequent trial. In this sense, one is able to draw a comparison between first-order sequences and cue-outcome training in human contingency learning (HCL) tasks. For example, the sequence 1-3-5 can be thought of as containing two cue-outcome pairings: cue 1 is followed by outcome 3, and
cue 3 is followed by outcome 5. Each stimulus in a sequence therefore acts as the outcome for one transition and the cue for the next transition.

The first-order sequences used in Experiment 3 were generated in a ‘probabilistic’ fashion: each position was followed by one other position with a high probability, and also by two other positions, each with a low probability (see Method). The use of probabilistic sequences achieves two things. Firstly, sequence learning will proceed more rapidly for first-order contingencies than for second-order contingencies (e.g. Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Remillard & Clarke, 2001). One can imagine that an associability effect on sequence learning might be somewhat short-lived; any influence associability has on new learning will cease once learning reaches an asymptotic level. Therefore, a procedure in which sequence learning proceeds too quickly might fail to detect an associability effect. The use of a probabilistic method of sequence generation will weaken the first-order contingencies in the task and therefore reduce the rate of learning in the task. Secondly, as was the case in Experiment 2, the difference in performance on sequenced (high-probability) and unsequenced (low-probability) trials will enable a continuous measure of sequence learning.

**Method**

*Participants, apparatus and display*

Twenty Cardiff University undergraduate students took part in the experiment either for course credit or for payment of £4. Ten participants were assigned to the ‘sequenced pretrained’ condition and ten to the ‘random pretrained’ condition. The apparatus was
identical to that used in Experiment 2, except only four stimulus positions were used which mapped to the keys C, V, B and N.

**Sequence generation**

Experiment 3 used a 4-choice SRT task. Sequence training involved exposure to first-order probabilistic sequences; the contingencies between the four stimulus positions are shown in Table 2.2. The location in which the target appeared on a given trial (trial N+1) was determined by the position in which it had appeared on the previous trial (trial N). During the pretraining phase, each stimulus position is followed by one other position with a probability of .75, and the other two positions with a probability of .125 each (immediate repetitions never occurred). Consider the sequence 124. The first transition is 1-2, which occurs with a probability of .75. The extent to which participants have learnt that position 1 is followed by position 2 will be shown in the RT and accuracy to position 2. This response will contribute to the average for 'sequenced' trials. The next transition is 2-4, and since position 4 has a low probability of occurring after position 2, this response will contribute to the 'unsequenced' trial type. As in Experiment 2, the amount of learning about this probabilistic sequence can be assessed by comparing performance on sequenced (high probability) and unsequenced (low probability) trials. Participants in the random pretrained condition were exposed to pseudo-random transitions - repetitions were not allowed, and runs of alternations were restricted to a maximum length of four items (i.e. 1212 could
occur, but 12121 could not). Due to a programming error, this limit on alternations was not enforced for blocks of sequenced trials\(^6\).

Following two blocks of pretraining all participants received a further four blocks of sequenced training. The training sequence was adapted from the pretraining sequence, such that of the two low probability outcomes following a cue in the pretraining phase, one of these outcomes became a high probability outcome for that cue in the training phase. The other low probability outcome from the pretraining phase remained a low probability outcome for that cue during the training phase, whilst the original high probability outcome from the pretraining phase did not occur during the training phase. As in the pretraining phase, learning in the training phase can be assessed by comparing performance on high and low probability outcomes. Each sequenced block started with six random trials, created in the same way as for the pseudo-random blocks. The instructions and procedure were identical to those used in Experiment 2, except that the training phase was extended to four blocks and the task was described as a 4-choice task using the keys C, V, B and N.

\(^6\) Whilst this error is unfortunate, for participants in the sequenced pretrained condition the average number of alternation runs greater than length 5 (2.6 per block) or length 6 (1.6 per block), is fairly small. Therefore this potential difference in the length of permitted alternations during pretraining is unlikely to have had a significant influence on training performance.
Table 2.2. Conditional probabilities for the two probabilistic sequences (pretraining and training) used in Experiment 3. For clarity, those transitions which have a zero probability have been left blank.

Results

The first six trials of each block were not analysed. Trials following an error were not analysed: given the use of first order-conditional sequences we would expect only consecutive correct responses to truly reflect a participant’s learned response for each transition. RTs under 100ms and over 1000ms were not analysed, nor were RTs on inaccurate trials. Figure 2.5 shows the RT data for sequenced pretrained (top-left panel) and unsequenced pretrained (top-right panel) conditions. An ANOVA on the RT data for the sequenced pretrained condition, with within-subject factors of block and trial-type (sequenced vs. unsequenced), revealed a significant effect of trial-type, $F(1, 9) = 16.31, p <$
.01, but no main effect of block, $F < 1$. The interaction between trial-type and block was significant, $F(1, 9) = 13.43$, $p < .01$, indicating that sequence learning was greater in Block 2 than in Block 1. There was no difference between RTs in blocks 1 and 2 for the random pretrained condition, $t(9) = 1.05$, $p = .32$. As in Experiment 2, in order to evaluate any differences in RT between the two conditions, RTs from the sequenced pretrained (the average of RTs on sequenced and unsequenced trials) and unsequenced pretrained conditions were analysed by means of a mixed ANOVA. There was no within-subject effect of block, $F(1, 18) = 1.06$, $p = .32$, nor a between-subject effect of condition, $F(1, 18) = 1.81$, $p = .20$, and no interaction between condition and block, $F < 1$. Thus, we can tentatively conclude that there was no significant difference in overall RT between the conditions during the pretraining phase, although the non-significant trend suggests that there was faster responding in the unsequenced pretrained condition.
Figure 2.5. RT data for pretraining (blocks 1-2) and training (blocks 3-5) phases in Experiment 3. ‘Seq. 1’ and ‘Seq. 2’ refer to sequenced transitions, whilst ‘Unseq. 1’ and ‘Unseq. 2’ refer to unsequenced transitions. Top-Left panel: Data for participants pretrained with sequenced transitions. Top-Right panel: Data for participants pretrained with unsequenced (pseudo-random) transitions. Bottom panel: The training phase data expressed as learning scores – RT on unsequenced trials minus RT on sequenced trials.
Figure 2.6. Accuracy data for pretraining (blocks 1-2) and training (blocks 3-5) phases in Experiment 3. ‘Seq. 1’ and ‘Seq. 2’ refer to sequenced transitions, whilst ‘Unseq. 1’ and ‘Unseq. 2’ refer to unsequenced transitions. 

Top-Left panel: Data for participants pretrained with sequenced transitions. 

Top-Right panel: Data for participants pretrained with unsequenced (pseudo-random) transitions. 

Bottom panel: The training phase data expressed as learning scores – accuracy on sequenced trials minus accuracy on unsequenced trials.
The accuracy data are shown in Figure 2.6. The pretraining data from sequenced pretrained participants were subjected to an ANOVA with factors of trial-type and block. The main effect of trial-type approached significance, $F(1, 9) = 4.41, p = .065$, which suggests participants were more accurate on sequenced than unsequenced trials. There was no main effect of block, $F(1, 9) = 2.12, p = .18$, and the interaction between block and trial-type was also not significant, $F(1, 9) = 1.70, p = .23$. As in the RT data, a between-subjects comparison was made between accuracy in the sequenced pretrained and unsequenced pretrained conditions. There was no within-subject effect of block, $F(1, 18) = 2.62, p = .12$, no between-subject effect of condition, $F < 1$, and no interaction between condition and block, $F < 1$.

It is clear from the RT data in Figure 2.5 that rapid sequence learning occurred in both conditions during the training phase (blocks 3 to 6). These data were subjected to a mixed ANOVA, with a between subject factor of condition, and within-subjects factors of trial-type and block. This revealed a main effect of trial-type $F(1, 54) = 75.98, p < .001$, which indicates strong sequence learning during the training phase. There was no main effect of block, $F(3, 54) = 1.06, p = .38$. While the main effect of condition did not reach a conventional level of significance, $F(1, 18) = 3.05, p = .098$, there was a trend towards faster responding in the unsequenced pretrained condition. There was no interaction between trial-type and condition, $F < 1$, but the interaction between trial-type and block was significant, $F(3, 54) = 3.68, p < .05$, which indicates that sequence learning emerged across the training phase. There was no interaction between block and condition, $F(3, 54) = 1.88, p = 1.44$, nor a three-way interaction, $F < 1$. The bottom panel of Figure 2.5 shows the RT data expressed as learning scores (RTs on unsequenced trials minus RTs on sequenced trials) for both the sequenced pretrained and unsequenced pretrained conditions. Pre-planned independent
samples t-tests revealed that there was no difference in the learning scores on any block, all ts < 1.

The accuracy data from the training phase are shown in Figure 2.6. These data were subjected to a mixed ANOVA with trial-type and block as within-subjects factors and condition as a between-subjects factor. This revealed a significant effect of trial-type, $F(1, 54) = 23.41, p < .001$, which suggests participants were more accurate on sequenced than unsequenced trials. There was no main effect of block, $F(3, 54) = 1.23, p = .31$, nor of condition, $F(1, 18) = 1.57, p = .23$, and none of the interaction effects were significant, all Fs < 1. The bottom panel of Figure 2.6 shows the accuracy data expressed as learning scores (accuracy on sequenced trials minus accuracy on unsequenced trials). There was no difference between the learning scores in the two conditions in any block, all ts(18) < 1.22, ps > .26.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 are inconsistent with those of Experiment 2. Although sequence learning progressed rapidly during the training phase, the rate of learning was equivalent in both conditions. There were two important differences between the current procedure and that employed in Experiment 2, which may have resulted in the different pattern of data observed. Firstly, the six-choice task used in Experiment 2 was reduced to a four-choice task in Experiment 3. The use of fewer target locations will lead to less response competition and therefore faster, more accurate responses. This, in turn, may lead to floor effects in RTs and ceiling effects in accuracy. Secondly, second-order conditional sequences were used in Experiment 2, whilst first-order sequences were used in the current
experiment. Learning of first-order contingencies will occur at a faster rate than second-order contingencies, as can be seen by comparing the data in Figures 2.3 and 2.5. As a result of this rapid learning, we might expect any advantage for group sequenced pretrained to be relatively short-lived in Experiment 3, as learning for this group would rapidly reach ceiling, allowing the unsequenced pretrained group to catch up. Given there is no evidence for an advantage for group sequenced pretrained even in the initial blocks of the training phase, this account would have to assume that learning is already approaching ceiling by the end of the very first training block. The finding of a significant interaction between block and trial-type during the training phase, however, would seem to rule this interpretation out.

It is worth noting that in both Experiment 2 and 3 some unexpected between-subject differences occurred. For example, the RT data from Experiment 3 (shown in Figure 2.5) suggested a general difference (albeit not quite significant) between the two conditions during the training phase. Although it is difficult to interpret the direct impact of these differences on the measure of learning during the training phase, the fact that participants in one condition seem to be making generally faster response means any direct comparison between the two conditions should be made with caution. Similarly, a between-subject difference was also observed in the accuracy data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 2. As such, the data from Experiments 2 and 3 illustrate the magnitude of the between-subject variability in both behavioural measures. Possibly this difference was driven by the different pretraining procedures used, or alternatively it may simply reflect natural variation between the (relatively) small samples used. Furthermore, it is difficult to discount the possible influence of motivational differences in the two groups. Although pretraining with random material may reduce the associabilities of the cues within the task, it is also possible that the different pretraining procedures might result in motivational differences in the two
conditions, in turn resulting in an attenuation in the rate of learning in this condition. For example the less engaging pretraining phase in the unsequenced pretrained condition might lead to a reduced level of motivation in this group, as compared to participants in the sequenced pretrained condition. Alternatively, in group sequenced pretrained – for whom the learned contingencies from the pretraining phase are a hindrance to performance in the training phase – the transfer between stages may well result in a short period of frustration. Indeed, evidence for an initial attenuation in the learning of the training phase contingencies was evident in the RT data for Experiment 2 (see Figure 2.3)

Overall, the data from Experiments 1 and 2 provided some preliminary support for changes in stimulus associability in the AGL and SRT procedures. However, the data presented in Experiment 3 in particular, suggest that a between-subjects approach to examining associability effects in sequence learning will require large sample sizes in order to minimise the noise caused by the large amount of between-subject variability, rendering this approach inefficient.
Chapter 3 – Reducing between-subject confounds: evidence for changes in cue-associability in within-subject designs.

Rationale

As was highlighted at the end of Chapter 2, any evidence for changes in cue-associability provided by a between-subjects design is also open to a variety of alternative interpretations, particularly in relation to the motivational state of the participants. For instance, training with random material in the AGL or SRT tasks may well lead to a state akin to ‘learned helplessness’. Learned helplessness describes an emotional and motivational deficit that arises as a result of exposure to uncontrollable events, often leading to an inability to learn contingent events in the future (Hiroto & Seligman, 1975). Whilst learned helplessness in human cognition is more commonly discussed with respect to tasks in which hypothesis testing is encouraged, the sorts of cognitive processes disrupted by training with random, non-contingent events are likely to be quite extensive (see Sedek & Kofta, 1990). Furthermore, it is apparent from the data presented in Chapter 2 (especially that in Experiment 3), that there is considerable between-subject variability in the dependent measures. Both of these factors, can however, be eliminated by examining changes in cue-associability on a within-subject basis.

Experiment 4

The objective of Experiment 4 was to manipulate the associability of the cues within the SRT task, such that some cues were pretrained as good predictors of outcomes, whilst others
were simultaneously pretrained as poor predictors of outcomes. This within-subject manipulation will allow a direct comparison of responses to outcomes following these different types of cue, therefore allowing for an examination of the effect of these different cue pretraining procedures. One potential problem with this manipulation is that, as a result of the differential pretraining of good and poor predictor cues, any measure of new learning about these cues will be affected by different amounts of response interference. Consider the case in which participants learn that cue 1 consistently predicts outcome 3 during pretraining, whilst cue 2 predicts outcomes 3 and 4 with equal probability. During this pretraining, participants will presumably build up a strong association between cue 1 and the next appropriate response, 3, whilst the associations between cue 2 and outcome 3, and cue 2 and outcome 4, will be somewhat weaker. In the training phase, in which each cue is paired with a novel outcome, each of the pretraining associations will impair responding to these new outcomes: the tendency to make the (now-inappropriate) pretraining response will lead to a slower RT to the current training response. Consequently, if this tendency to make the pretraining response is greater for cues that were previously good predictors than those that were previously poor predictors, there will be a greater slowing of responses for good predictors than poor predictors. Hence this influence of response interference could feasibly mask any advantage for good predictors that derives from differences in associability.7

7 The issue of interference discussed here is of course applicable to any sequence learning experiment in which the contingencies are changed following a transfer from one learning phase to another. As such, this issue is also relevant to the designs of Experiments 2 and 3. However, for reasons discussed in the introduction to Experiment 4, the issue of response interference does not alter the conclusions initially drawn from these experiments.
In order to try to minimize the effect of response interference on the measure of sequence learning, in Experiment 4 pretraining was conducted with dedicated pretraining outcomes and responses. Following pretraining, these dedicated pretraining outcomes were removed from the task, in order to reduce participants’ tendency to make the corresponding responses.

**Method**

*Participants, apparatus and display*

Fifteen participants were paid £4 for participation. The apparatus was identical to that used in Experiment 2 (a six-choice SRT) with the addition of a dedicated pretraining outcome stimulus and response key used during the pretraining phase. A 5-pointed star and an equilateral triangle were used as these pretraining outcome stimuli. Both were grey, and were both approximately 3cm wide and 3cm high. These stimuli were presented in the middle of the screen, 2.5cm above the row of standard SRT positions.

*Sequence generation*

As in Experiment 3, the position of the target stimulus on any given trial was determined by its location on the previous trial. The contingencies for the pretraining and training phases are shown in Table 3.1. During the pretraining phase, following each response to the target in one of the six standard SRT positions, one of the dedicated pretraining outcomes appeared. Three cues were pretrained as good predictors of the star appearing on the next trial: following the target appearing in one of these locations the star occurred on the subsequent trial with a probability of .9. The remaining cues were equally
predictive of the star and triangle appearing on the subsequent trial. Therefore, participants should learn to anticipate the star appearing after a good predictor cue, but not after a poor predictor cue, and this should be borne out in the data collected to responses to the dedicated pretraining outcomes during this phase. Following either a star or triangle occurring, a cue stimulus always appeared and there was an equal probability of each cue stimulus appearing.
Table 3.1. Sequence contingencies between cues during pretraining and training phases in Experiment 4. Numbers 1-6 refer to cues in the stimulus array, although the mapping of numbers in this table to stimulus positions was randomized for each participant. S and T refer to a star shape and a triangle shape, respectively, appearing in the dedicated pretraining outcome position (see text). These pretraining outcome stimuli did not appear in the training phase. Blank cells indicate zero probability.
During the training phase each cue was paired consistently with two outcomes (see the right-hand panel of Table 3.1). This aspect of the design reflects the fact that when low probability contingencies were used in Experiment 2 an associability effect was observed, whilst when high probability contingencies were used in Experiment 3 no corresponding effect was observed. As such, training contingencies were used which were low probability outcomes: each cue predicted two outcomes with an equal probability of .5.

**Procedure**

The procedure was amended from that described in Experiment 2, such that during the pretraining phase, on every other trial a star or triangle shape appeared above the stimulus array, centred horizontally on the screen. Additional instructions were added to those used in Experiment 2 to explain the presentation of the neutral stimuli:

“For the first half of the experiment, in addition to following the grey circle, on every other trial either a star or a triangle will appear on the screen. These stimuli will appear in the same position, in the centre of the screen. When a star appears we want you to press the spacebar with your thumb. When a triangle appears we want you to not press the spacebar. If you incorrectly press the spacebar when the triangle is on the screen you will get a beep in the headphones. Similarly, if you do not press the spacebar within one second of the star appearing on the screen you will hear a beep.”

Participants were only able to respond with the spacebar when the neutral stimulus was presented (i.e. the keys X-M were disabled), and similarly were only able to use the
keys X-M when the standard cue appeared (i.e. the spacebar was disabled). Pretraining consisted of 4 blocks of 150 trials. Since the inclusion of the neutral stimulus lengthened the time taken to complete a pretraining block, in order to keep training blocks to a similar length, 200 trials were used in the 4 blocks of training. Participants were given a rest break of 20 seconds at the end of each block. At the end of the 4th block (the end of the pretraining phase), the following message appeared during the rest break: “Note: From now on the star/triangle will no longer appear. Just respond to the 6 positions using keys x to m.”

**Results**

The first 5 trials of each block were not analysed. Trials were excluded on the same basis as in Experiment 3. The responses of interest during the pretraining phase were reaction times to the star, and error data for both star and triangle trials (no RT data are available for the triangle stimulus since participants were specifically instructed not to respond to this stimulus). RT data for the star is shown in the top panel of Figure 3.1, which shows that on average RTs are (numerically) shorter to the star following poor predictor cues than good predictor cues, in each block. However, an ANOVA with cue (good versus poor predictor cue) and block as within-subject factors yielded no significant main effects or interactions, all Fs < 1.

The accuracy data for the star and triangle trials following both good and poor predictor cues are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.1. Overall accuracy was greater to the star stimulus, presumably because this stimulus occurred with a greater overall probability than did the triangle: the probability of the star following a good predictor was .9, and following a poor predictor was .5, giving an average probability of the star appearing
of .7. These data were subjected to ANOVA with outcome (star versus triangle), cue (good versus poor) and block as within-subject factors. This revealed a significant effect of outcome, $F(1, 14) = 15.29, p < .01$, which indicates fewer errors were made on star outcomes than on triangle outcomes. The main effect of cue failed to reach significance, $F(1, 14) = 3.55, p = .080$, and there was also no main effect of block, $F(3, 42) = 2.08, p = .12$. None of the two-way interaction effects were significant: cue by outcome, $F(1, 14) = 2.24, p = .16$; cue by block, $F(3, 42) = 1.63, p = .20$, outcome by block, $F(3, 42) = 2.12, p = .11$. The three-way interaction was marginally significant, $F(3, 42) = 2.68, p = .059$.

Inspection of Figure 3.1 suggests that this latter interaction effect is likely to be due to the factors of cue and block interacting in different ways for star and triangle outcomes: accuracy following poor predictors is fairly constant across pretraining for both star and triangle outcomes, whereas for good predictors, accuracy to the star increases across pretraining, whilst accuracy to the triangle decreases dramatically during the first two blocks, before increasing across the last two blocks of the pretraining phase.

As pretraining progresses, we would expect participants to become more sensitive to the contingencies between the cues and the neutral stimuli. This seems to be the case for responses to the triangle stimulus (see the bottom panel of Figure 3.1), for which responses following a good predictor are less accurate than those following a poor predictor cue across the last three blocks of pretraining. In order to assess learning across the latter part of the pretraining phase more directly, a three-way ANOVA was conducted on the final three blocks of the pretraining phase only. This revealed a marginally significant effect of cue, $F(1, 14) = 4.45, p = .054$, a main effect of outcome, $F(1, 14) = 13.43, p < .01$, but no main effect of block $F(2, 28) = 2.35, p = .11$. There was no interaction between cue and block, $F(2, 28) = 1.14, p = .33$, nor between outcome and block, $F(2, 28) = 1.41, p = .26$. The
interaction between cue and outcome did, however, reach significance, $F(1, 14) = 4.94, p < .05$, which is likely to reflect the different pattern of errors to the triangle stimulus following good and poor predictor cues. The three-way interaction was not significant, $F(2, 28) = 1.01, p = .38$. 
Figure 3.1. Data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 4. Top panel: Reaction time (in milliseconds) to the star outcome following cues that were good predictors of the star occurring (GP) and poor predictors of either outcome (PP). Bottom panel: Accuracy data to both star and triangle outcomes following GP and PP cues.
Figure 3.2. Data from the training phase of Experiment 4. *Top panel*: Reaction time to outcomes following cues that were pretrained as good predictors (GP) and poor predictors (PP). *Bottom panel*: Accuracy to outcomes following GP and PP cues.
The RT data for the training phase are shown in the top panel of Figure 3.2. The extent to which participants have learnt about a given transition will be shown in the reaction time and accuracy to the outcome stimulus of that transition. For example, the extent to which participants have learnt the sequenced transition 1-3 can be assessed by measuring the RT and accuracy to position 3 when it follows stimulus 1. Similarly the RT and accuracy to position 3 when it follows stimulus 5 will provide a measure of how much participants have learned about the sequenced transition 5-3. Although all cues are equally predictive of outcomes during the training phase (see Table 3.1), I will continue to use the terms ‘good’ and ‘poor’ predictor to refer to how these cues were pretrained during the first phase. It is clear that RTs to new outcomes following good predictors were very similar to RTs to new outcomes following poor predictors during the training phase. These data were subjected to an ANOVA with prior predictiveness (whether the cue was a good or poor predictor of the neutral outcomes in the pretraining phase) and block as within-subject factors. There was a main effect of block F(3, 42) = 19.80, p < .001, but no main effect of prior predictiveness, F < 1, nor was there an interaction between block and prior predictiveness, F(3, 42) = 1.09, p = .36. In order to evaluate whether there was a short lived effect of prior predictiveness at the start of the training phase a pre-planned related-samples t-test was conducted on the data from the first block only. This indicated that responding was significantly faster to outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictors than cues pretrained as poor predictors during the first block of training, t(14) = 2.42, p < .05.

The accuracy data during the training phase are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.2. These data were subjected to an ANOVA with factors of prior predictiveness and block. While accuracy for good predictors was numerically greater than that for poor predictors over all blocks, the main effect of prior predictiveness failed to reach significance, F(1, 14)
There was also no main effect of block, $F(3, 42) = 1.17, p = .33$, and no interaction between cue and block, $F < 1$. Paired t-tests revealed there was no effect of prior predictiveness in any block, all $t(14) < 1.30$, all $p > .21$.

**Discussion**

The data from the pretraining phase showed that only accuracy was useful in determining the extent to which participants had learnt that good predictor cues selectively predicted the occurrence of the star stimulus. The RT data showed no significant difference between responses to the star following good and poor predictor cues. Since the star outcome was overall more likely to occur than the triangle outcome, irrespective of which cue preceded it, it is likely there was a general level of expectancy for this stimulus to occur. It is also likely that the use of easily discriminable stimuli (a star and a triangle) for the dedicated pretraining outcomes would have led to rapid identification of the stimulus on each trial. Furthermore, responding to the star required a spacebar response with the thumb, which is a common response for anyone with a basic typing ability and therefore may be a well practised response in many participants. Indeed, the data suggest that this response may have reached an optimum level early on in training: RTs to the star during the first block were not significantly different from any others, all $t(14) < 1.30$, $p > .21$. There was also no difference in the accuracy of responding to the star following good and poor predictor cues, which is perhaps unsurprising, since these errors reflect a failure to respond to the star within 1000ms and hence are generally very infrequent. The final measure of learning during the pretraining phase was errors made to the triangle stimulus: an inappropriate response with the spacebar. With this measure, at least in the last 3 blocks of pretraining,
more incorrect responses were made following cues that were good predictors of the star than after poor predictors – a difference we would expect if participants had learnt the consistent contingency between the good predictor cues and the star stimulus.

The RT data from the training phase demonstrate a short lived effect of prior predictiveness: faster responses were initiated to outcomes following good predictor cues than to outcomes following poor predictor cues during the first block of training. This RT benefit is unlikely to be due to a speed-accuracy trade-off, since there was no statistical difference in accuracy between outcomes following good and poor predictor cues (with accuracy, if anything, greater for good predictors than for poor predictors). The data therefore suggest that cue-outcome learning proceeded faster for associations pertaining to cues that were pretrained as good predictors, in comparison to those pretrained as poor predictors.

To conclude, the pretraining data provide weak evidence that the procedure used had been successful in manipulating cue-predictiveness. Although it might be argued that the associability effect shown in the training phase (RT data) could only have resulted from the differential pretraining procedures used, it would be more satisfactory to replicate the training effect with stronger evidence of differential learning from the pretraining phase. Therefore before concluding that cue-associability modulated sequence learning in Experiment 3, the results should be replicated in unison with more robust pretraining results.


**Experiment 5**

In Experiment 4 only one dedicated pretraining response was used in the pretraining phase: participants responded to the star and inhibited this response when the triangle was presented. I suggested that, amongst other factors, the high probability of the star outcome occurring led to a ceiling effect in accuracy and a floor effect in RTs for this stimulus. The pretraining procedure in Experiment 5 avoids this asymmetry by using two dedicated pretraining outcomes. One cue was trained as a good predictor of one of these outcomes, whilst another cue was pretrained as a good predictor of the other outcome. Two more cues were pretrained as poor predictors of these dedicated pretraining outcomes: they were each as likely to be followed by one outcome as another. By using two dedicated pretraining outcomes, that both require responses (rather than one requiring a response and one requiring the inhibition of that same response), it was hoped that the effectiveness of all the dependent measures would increase for the pretraining phase.

Although it would have been possible to amend the procedure used in Experiment 4 to include the pretraining procedure described above, it was decided that this design could also be implemented in a standard SRT task. Thus, during the pretraining phase a 6-choice SRT task was used, with the two outermost stimuli acting as the dedicated pretraining stimuli. The four centre cues were divided into two good predictor cues and two poor predictor cues (see Method). Whilst in Experiment 4 the two dedicated pretraining outcomes (the star and the triangle) were particularly salient stimuli, the standard SRT procedure used in the current experiment has the advantage of ensuring that the dedicated pretraining outcomes are no more salient than the other task cues. As a result, it seems less likely that participants will actively search for the contingencies between the task cues and the
dedicated outcome stimuli in the current procedure, than in the procedure used in Experiment 4.

Although I argued in Experiment 4 that the use of dedicated pretraining outcomes should reduce the amount of response interference affecting training performance, it is possible that despite the explicit instruction that these stimuli would no longer appear during the training phase, associations between cues and the neutral outcomes interfered with responding during the training phase. It is unlikely that the association between the good predictor cues and the spacebar response would have had anything but an inhibitory effect on responding during the training phase. However, it is possible that the poor predictor cues had a strong inhibitory association with the spacebar response, and that this association could have generalised to inhibit responses in general during the training phase. This account would therefore predict longer RTs to outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictors than to those pretrained as good predictor cues – the result found in Experiment 4 (see Figure 3.2).

Although it is difficult to imagine a situation in which a pretraining association will not have at least a short-lived impact on training performance in the SRT task, it is possible to accommodate this response interference, such that the measure of learning during the training phase is unconfounded from response interference. One method of eliminating the impact of response interference is to compare responses for predicted sequenced outcomes to those of unsequenced outcomes. Since the response interference generated by any previously acquired pretraining contingency will affect responses to new sequenced and unsequenced outcomes to the same degree (during the training phase), the difference between these two responses provides a measure of learning that is unconfounded from
response interference (this issue is discussed in more detail in the context of the relevant data in the Results section).

As a result of eliminating the impact of response interference, it is also feasible to extend the pretraining phase of the current design beyond that used in Experiment 4 (which did not eliminate response interference entirely). It was hoped that extending the pretraining phase would allow more time for the associabilities of the task cues to differentiate before participants are transferred to the training phase.

Method

Participants, Apparatus and Stimuli

Twenty Cardiff University undergraduates, who had not participated in an SRT task before, participated for course credit or payment. The stimuli and apparatus were identical to those used in Experiment 2. In the pretraining phase a standard 6-choice SRT task was used, whilst in the training phase a 4-choice SRT task was used (see below).

Sequence generation

The left-hand side of Table 3.2 shows the conditional probabilities of the sequence used during the pretraining phase. As in Experiment 3, the location in which the target appeared on a given trial (trial N+1) was determined by the position in which it had appeared on the previous trial (trial N). Position 2 was a good predictor of the target appearing in position 1 on the next trial, whilst position 3 was a good predictor of the target appearing in position 6. When the target appeared in position 4 or 5, it would appear in
positions 1 and 6 on the next trial with equal probability of .5. Thus, positions 4 and 5 were relatively poor predictors of the location of the target on the next trial. After an outcome trial (positions 1 & 6) the location of the next target was selected at random from the four cue positions (2-5), with the caveat that the sequence could feature the same pair of locations twice in a row (e.g. 121213), but not three times (e.g. 121212). For the training phase, the two stimulus locations used as outcomes during the pretraining phase (locations 1 & 6) were removed from the stimulus array, creating a four-choice task. The right-hand side of Table 3.2 shows the conditional probabilities for the training sequence. Each of the remaining four stimulus locations acted as both a cue and an outcome during this phase. It is clear from Table 3.2 that the possible training transitions were entirely different from those used in the pretraining phase. During the training phase, all cues predicted one location with a probability of .8, and the two other locations with a probability of .1 each (repetitions were not permitted). All cues were equally valid predictors of outcomes during training. Nevertheless, as in Experiment 4, I will continue to use the terms good and poor to refer to the way in which these sets of cues had been pretrained.
Table 3.2. Transition contingencies for the sequences used during the pretraining and training phases in Experiment 5. Numbers 1-6 refer to cues in the stimulus array, although the mapping of numbers in this table to stimulus positions was randomized for each participant. Stimulus positions 1 and 6 did not appear in the training phase. Blank cells indicate zero probability.
Procedure

The procedure was similar to that of Experiment 2. Since the measure of sequence learning (the difference in RT on low and high probability outcome trials) was unconfounded from any response interference generated as a result of pretraining (for a more detailed discussion see the Results section, below), the pretraining phase was extended to 10 blocks of 150 trials each. Following the 10th block the following message was displayed during the rest break: "PLEASE NOTE! From now on the circle will only appear in the middle 4 positions, using keys C, V, B and N." This was the first time participants were informed that the task would change in this way. The two outermost positions (1 & 6) were removed from the stimulus array for the remainder of the experiment. The training phase comprised 2 blocks of 150 trials.

Results

The first six trials of each block were not analysed. Trials were excluded on the same basis as Experiment 4. During the pretraining phase, three types of trial were of interest: high probability outcomes following good predictors (GPH; occurring with a probability of .9); low probability outcomes following good predictors (GPL; occurring with a probability of .1); and medium probability outcomes following poor predictors (PPM; occurring with a probability of .5). As in the training phase of Experiment 4, the analysed trial was that occurring on trial N+1 (the outcome). For example, consider the sequence 214631 and the conditional probabilities for these transitions in Table 3.2. The first transition, 2-1, is of type GPH since outcome 1 is predicted by cue 2 with a probability of .9. The extent to which participants have learnt that cue 2 predicts outcome 1, will be shown in the RT and accuracy
to outcome 1, and it is therefore this trial (outcome 1) which contributes to the average for trial type GPH. The next transition, 1-4, is from outcome location 1 to cue 4, is not a trial of interest, and is not analysed. The next transition, 4-6, is of trial type PPM, since outcome 6 is predicted by cue 4 with a probability of .5. The response to outcome 6 will therefore contribute to the average for trial type PPM. Transition 6-3 is from outcome location 6 to cue 3, and is not analysed. Finally, transition 3-1 is of type GPL, as outcome 1 is predicted by cue 3 with a probability of .1. The response to outcome 1 will contribute to the average for trial type GPL.

Due to the low probability of an inconsistent outcome occurring after a good predictor cue during the pretraining phase, a participant would occasionally produce no data for the GPL trial-type in a given block. There were 7 instances of missing RT data, and 7 instances of missing accuracy data. In order to conduct a full ANOVA, missing data were estimated using an average from the two blocks immediately before and after the block with missing data. When this was not possible (in Blocks 1 & 10) the nearest adjacent data were used.

The top panel of Figure 3.3 shows RTs across the ten blocks of pretraining for the three trial types. By the end of training, participants were fastest on outcomes that could be predicted with a high probability (GPH), slowest on those that could be predicted with lowest probability (GPL), and are of intermediate speed on those with a medium probability (PPM). These data were subjected to repeated measures ANOVA, with factors of outcome probability (GPH, GPL and PPM) and block. There was a significant effect of outcome probability, $F(2,38) = 13.49, p < .001$, and block, $F(9, 171) = 6.15, p < .001$. The interaction between outcome probability and block was also significant, $F(18, 342) = 1.83, p < .05,$
which suggests that participants’ sensitivity to the contingencies within the sequence increased with continued exposure during pretraining. Pairwise comparisons between the three levels of the outcome probability variable revealed significant differences between all three: GPH versus GPL trials, F(1, 19) = 15.64, p < .01; PPM versus GPL trials, F(1, 19) = 16.82, p < .01; GPH versus PPM trials, F(1, 19) = 7.86, p < .05.

Accuracy data for the pretraining phase are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.3. The same ordinal relationships that are observed in RTs emerge later on in pretraining: Participants are most accurate on GPH trials, least accurate on GPL trials and show intermediate performance on PPM trials. These analyses were subjected to ANOVA, which revealed no effect of outcome probability, F < 1, but a significant effect of block, F(9, 171) = 2.37, p < .05, indicating a general decline in accuracy towards the end of the pretraining phase. The interaction was not significant, F < 1.
Figure 3.3. Data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 5. *Top panel*: RT data for high-probability outcomes following good cues (GPH), low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPL), and medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). *Bottom panel*: Accuracy data for the same three trial-types.
Figure 3.4. RT data from the training phase of Experiment 5. *Left panel:* RTs to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and RTs to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues. *Right panel:* The data presented as learning scores - RTs on low probability outcomes minus RTs on high probability outcomes, for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
Figure 3.5. Accuracy data from the training phase of Experiment 5. Left panel: Accuracy to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and accuracy to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues. Right panel: The data presented as learning scores - accuracy on high probability outcomes minus accuracy on low probability outcomes, for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
During the training phase, four trial types were of interest: high- and low-probability outcomes following cues that were pre-trained as good predictors (GPH and GPL, respectively) and high- and low-probability outcomes following cues that were pre-trained as poor predictors (PPH and PPL, respectively). Analysis of the training phase followed a similar method to that outlined above for the pretraining phase, however, during the training phase all trials contributed to a trial type average. Consider the sequence 342 and the contingencies given in the right-hand side of Table 3.2. The first transition, 3-4, is of trial type GPH, as cue 3 was pre-trained as a good predictor cue and outcome 4 now occurs with a high probability (.8) after cue 3. The next transition, 4-2, is of trial type PPL, since cue 4 was pre-trained as a poor predictor cue and outcome 2 now occurs with a low probability (.1) after cue 4. As any given element in the sequence acts as both the outcome of the preceding transition and the cue for the next transition, every trial in the sequence counts towards a trial-type average.

RT data for the two training blocks are shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 3.4. Overall, learning progressed rapidly for both good and poor predictor contingencies, as indicated by the difference in RTs to high- and low-probability outcomes. These data were subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA, with factors of prior predictiveness (i.e. the predictiveness of the cues during pretraining; good versus poor), outcome probability (high versus low) and block. This revealed a significant main effect of outcome probability, $F(1,19) = 61.62, p < .001$, a marginally significant effect of block, $F(1,19) = 3.27, p = .086$, but no main effect of prior predictiveness, $F(1,19) = 1.28, p = .27$. The interaction of prior predictiveness and block was significant, $F(1,19) = 5.24, p < .05$, which reflects the different pattern of RTs to low probability outcomes for good and poor predictors. No other interactions were significant: prior predictiveness by outcome probability, $F(1,19) = 1.71, p$
outcome probability by block, $F(1,19) = 2.43$, $p = .14$; nor the three-way interaction, $F(1,19) = 2.84$, $p = .11$.

In the current design, learning about cue–outcome relationships can be assessed by subtracting RTs to high probability outcomes following a particular cue position from RTs to low probability outcomes following the same cue position. This yields a ‘learning score’ which reflects how much participants have learnt about high probability outcomes relative to low probability outcomes, and provides a means of comparing how much has been learnt about good predictors and poor predictors during the training phase, unconfounded from response interference effects which result from pretraining. Given the differential pretraining of good and poor predictor cues, we might expect proactive interference to have a larger detrimental effect on good predictor contingencies than poor predictor contingencies during the training phase. Consider, as an example, a participant whose mapping of elements 1 to 6 (shown in Table 3.2) directly translates onto the stimulus locations 1 to 6 on the screen (e.g. element 1 maps to key X, element 2 to key C, and so on). Suppose that during pretraining this participant has learnt that cue 2 is very likely to be followed by outcome 1 – that is, this participant has learnt to prepare the response of pressing the X key on the trial following cue 2. During training, all cue-outcome contingencies are changed, such that cue location 2 is now usually followed by location 3. This participant’s previously-learnt tendency to prepare an X response following location 2 is therefore now inappropriate, and might be expected to interfere with appropriate responding on this trial (pressing the V key). This can be compared to previously poor predictors, for which participants will not have developed such strong response tendencies during pretraining, and hence for which there will be less interference during the training phase. Consequently, during training, proactive interference could potentially mask any
advantage that might exist for learning the new high probability responses for those cues previously trained as good predictors. However, any proactive interference affecting responding during the training phase will have an equivalent effect on responses made to both high and low probability outcomes. Taking the difference between these two trial types as a measure of learning for the training contingencies therefore allows us to subtract out any influence of proactive interference, such that any difference observed will reflect a difference in the rate of learning about good and poor predictor cues.

While the nonsignificant interaction of prior predictiveness with outcome probability in the ANOVA reported above indicates that this difference between RTs to high and low probability outcomes does not differ significantly between good and poor predictors when assessed across the whole of the training phase, a finer-grained analysis based on learning scores reveals a significant, yet short-lived, influence of prior predictiveness. The difference between RTs on high and low probability outcomes (i.e. the learning score) for both good and poor predictors is plotted in the right-hand panel of Figure 3.4. Pre-planned paired t-tests revealed that the RT difference for good predictors was significantly greater than that for poor predictors in Block 1, \( t(19) = 2.26, p < .05 \), but that this difference had disappeared by Block 2, \( t < 1 \). Consistent with both the experimental hypothesis and the results of Experiment 4, the significant difference in Block 1 indicates that learning about good predictor cues was initially at an advantage during the training phase.

Accuracy data for the training phase are shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 3.5. Again, the data show that acquisition progresses rapidly during training, with accuracy on high probability outcomes greater than that on low probability outcomes. These data were again subjected to ANOVA with factors of prior predictiveness, outcome probability, and
block. This revealed a significant effect of outcome probability, $F(1,19) = 27.18, p < .001$, but no effect of prior predictiveness, $F < 1$, nor block, $F(1,19) = 2.41, p = .137$. There were no significant interactions between any of the factors: outcome probability by prior predictiveness, $F(1,19) = 1.18, p = .29$; outcome probability by block, $F(1,19) = 2.45, p = .13$; prior predictiveness by block, $F < 1$; nor the three-way interaction, $F < 1$. Learning scores for accuracy data (accuracy on high probability outcomes minus accuracy on low probability outcomes) are shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 3.5. There was no difference between learning scores for good and poor predictors in Block 1, $t < 1$, nor Block 2, $t(19) = 1.22, p = .24$.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 5 support the findings of Experiment 4, in that greater learning was observed for cues that were pretrained as good predictors than for cues pretrained as poor predictors. Unlike in Experiment 4, it was clear from the pretraining data in the current experiment that participants had become sensitive to the underlying pretraining sequence. These data therefore corroborate the initial assumption drawn from Experiment 4, that the effect of greater learning about good predictor cues observed in the training data resulted from learning about the differential predictiveness of the different cue types during pretraining.

As in Experiment 4, the effect of prior predictiveness was short lived in the training phase, lasting for only a single block of 150 trials. This was despite the pretraining phase being lengthened from 4 to 10 blocks, which should have provided greater opportunity for participants to learn about differences in predictiveness and hence strengthened any
associability effect. Although the short duration of the prior predictiveness effect is perhaps surprising, it is worth noting that within a single training block each cue-outcome pairing was presented, on average, 20 times. This amount of training is far greater than that used in analogous HCL demonstrations of associability effects (e.g. 4 presentations of each cue-outcome pairing in Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003). We would expect that as training progresses, learning of good predictor cues will reach asymptote, such that participants are unable to express any further learning about these contingencies. At this stage we would expect learning about poor predictor cues to begin to catch up with the learning demonstrated for good predictor cues. In support of this claim, we can see from the RT learning scores (see Figure 3.4) that learning about good predictor cues did not increase between blocks 1 and 2 of the training phase, but learning of poor predictor cues increased dramatically.

One striking difference between the patterns of training data observed in Experiments 4 and 5, was that in the former the effect of prior predictiveness was shown in RTs to high-probability outcomes, whilst in the latter the effect was driven entirely by RTs to the low-probability outcomes. One possible explanation for this difference is that in Experiment 5, participants’ RTs were approaching a minimum level, such that participants were unable to respond any faster. Indeed, in Experiment 5 (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4) RTs on GPH trials at the end of pretraining (438ms) were very similar to RTs on GPH trials at the start of training (427ms). Although there was a slight numerical decline in RT across the training phase in Experiment 5, it is likely that this small decline is insufficient to permit RT differences to be observed for responses to high-probability outcomes during training.
It was noted above that proactive interference might have a detrimental effect on learning during the training phase for cues pretrained as good predictors (for which participants will have learnt now-inappropriate cue-outcome mappings during training) as compared to cues pretrained as poor predictors. In fact the RT data shown in Figure 3.4 indicate that good predictors were not at a disadvantage, even in Block 1 of training: RTs following good and poor predictors were in the same range. Note, however, that the data shown in Figure 3.4 are averages across 150 trials in each block, raising the possibility that there has been a rapid recovery from interference as a result of within-block learning. That is, while we might expect a short period at the beginning of the training phase during which interference leads to poorer performance following good predictors, the influence of predictive history on cue processing (facilitating learning for good predictors relative to poor predictors) would over time be expected to counteract and reverse this effect, leading to superior performance for good predictors.

**Experiment 6**

Experiment 6 aims to provide further support for the prior predictiveness effects shown in Experiments 4 and 5, using a standard six-choice SRT task. The design of the pretraining phase of Experiments 4 and 5 was analogous to previous studies examining the influence of predictive history in animal conditioning and human contingency learning (e.g. Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003), in that certain stimuli acted as cues, whilst others acted as outcomes. It is unclear, however, whether the effect of predictiveness observed in these experiments is limited to this arrangement of designated cue and outcome positions. Experiment 6 sought
to replicate the effect of predictive history using a six-choice SRT task in both phases of the experiment, with all stimulus locations acting as both ‘cues’ and ‘outcomes’ throughout.

Using a six-choice SRT task in both phases of the experiment will also allow the examination of another factor that might potentially have influenced the results of Experiments 4 and 5, namely the change in context between the pretraining and training phases. That is, removing the “outcome” positions following the pretraining phases of Experiments 4 and 5 presumably made it clear to participants that the structure of the task, and the movements of the target, would be different during the training phase. A similar argument applies to most of the previous studies of predictive history effects in human contingency learning (e.g. Bonardi et al., 2005; Le Pelley et al, 2007; Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003), in which there is an explicit change in context between the first phase of the experiment in which predictiveness is established, and the second phase in which the impact of this predictive history on novel learning is assessed. In contrast, in many studies of learned predictiveness effects in animals the same (or very similar) cues and outcomes occur throughout the experiment (e.g. Mackintosh, 1969; Mackintosh, 1973; Holland, 1984). This raises the possibility that effects of predictive history observed in human learning rely on, or are in some way influenced by, the change of context occurring before the critical learning phase. Perhaps, for example, this change in task signals that the cues are now to be involved in different relationships, and therefore leads participants to generalise their previous learning about the predictiveness of the different cues in a way that would not occur if such explicit evidence of a change were not provided. In order to test this suggestion, in Experiment 6 there was no change in context between the two phases of the experiment. That is, both stages involved a six-choice SRT task with the same stimuli, and therefore participants were given no indication that the structure of the task had changed in any way.
While it is at least theoretically possible that a change in context might be required to generate an effect of predictive history on novel learning, it seems unlikely that this would be the case. Studies that have investigated this issue systematically in both animals and humans typically find that a change in context will weaken, rather than enhance, the effect of predictive history (e.g. Lovibond, Preston & Mackintosh, 1984; Nelson & Sanjuan, 2006). Such findings have intuitive plausibility – the greater the difference between the two phases of an experiment, the less likely participants might be to transfer what they have learnt during the first phase to what they are about to learn in the second. To the extent that this applies to the current learning preparation, and other things being equal, we would not expect the removal of an explicit context change in Experiment 6 to weaken the influence of predictive history on novel learning observed in Experiments 4 and 5: if anything the effect might be enhanced.

Although the examination of conscious awareness is not of primary interest in these experiments (see Introduction), in Experiment 6 a basic verbal report questionnaire was given at the end of the experiment in order to provide some measure of the explicit knowledge participants developed during the task. Of particular interest was whether participants had noticed a change between the two stages of the experiment. Considering a higher-order reasoning account of the associability effects reported so far, one might expect that an effect occurs because participants notice a change in the relationships between cue locations at the start of the training phase and then decide to learn selectively as a result of their past experience with the task (i.e. they might focus on cues which have previously been valid sources of target location in the task). It seems, therefore, that particularly compelling evidence for a higher-order reasoning account would be provided by both
participants' awareness of a change in the task contingencies, as well as their ability to locate the point at which this change occurred.

**Method**

*Participants, Apparatus and Stimuli*

A new sample of sixteen Cardiff University undergraduates participated for course credit or payment. All apparatus and stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 2.

*Sequence generation*

All locations were used as cue and outcome elements in both pretraining and training phases. In describing the generation of the sequence I will use as an example elements 1, 2 and 3 to denote good predictors, and elements 4, 5 and 6 to denote poor predictors. Note, however, that for each participant all six cue elements (three good predictors and three poor predictors) were randomly assigned to the locations 1-6 of the stimulus array.

The left-hand side of Table 3.3 shows the conditional probabilities for the sequence used during the pretraining phase. Positions 1, 2 and 3 were good predictors of their respective outcomes, as all of these positions predicted the location of the target on the following trial with relatively high probability (.9). In contrast, positions 4, 5, and 6 were poor predictors as the position of the target on the following trial could occur in one of two positions with equal probability (.5). The possible outcomes that could follow each of the good predictor cues were always themselves poor predictor cues; each poor predictor cue location acted as a high probability outcome (.9) for one good predictor, and a low
probability outcome (.1) for a different good predictor. Similarly, the possible outcomes that
could follow each of the poor predictor cues were themselves always good predictors; each
good predictor cue location acted as a medium probability outcome (.5) for two different
poor predictor cues. This method of sequence generation doubled the number of
presentations of each cue-outcome pairing during pretraining as compared to Experiments 4
and 5, in which half the trials involved transitions from outcome positions (1 and 6) to cue
positions (2-5), which were not analysed.
Table 3.3. Transition contingencies for the sequences used during the pretraining and training phases in Experiment 6. Numbers 1-6 refer to cues in the stimulus array, although the mapping of numbers in this table to stimulus positions was randomized for each participant. Blank cells indicate zero probability.
The right-hand side of Table 3.3 shows the conditional probabilities for the sequence used during the training phase. Comparing the conditional probabilities for pretraining and training phases in Table 3.3 it is clear that all training transitions were different from those used during pretraining. As in the training phase of Experiment 5, all of the locations now predicted one location with a probability of .8, and two other locations with a probability of .1 each.

Procedure

The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 5, with the exception that as the training phase also used a 6-choice task, the notice displayed during the rest break following Block 10 in Experiment 5 was omitted. Participants did not receive any indication that the task would change in any way during the experiment. At the end of the 12th block participants answered a series of questions designed to probe their explicit knowledge of the sequence and awareness of the task demands. These were as follows:

1. Did you think any of the locations were presented more often than others? If so, which locations were these?

2. Did you notice any consistent patterns in the movement of the stimulus? If so, could you attempt to tell me what these patterns were?

3. At any point in the experiment did you think the movement of the stimulus might be non-random? If so, in which block did you notice this?
4. If you did notice a pattern, did you feel this pattern changed during the experiment? If so, at what point did it change and in what way?

Participants typed their answers into a text box on the screen.

Results

Trials were excluded on the same basis as in Experiments 4 and 5. One participant produced a mean RT of 1230 milliseconds (median RT of 1094 ms). Given that the majority of this participant’s data would have been excluded on the basis of the RT criterion, this participant was excluded from further analysis.

Trials of interest during the pretraining phase were high- and low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPH and GPL respectively) and medium probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). Since more trials now contributed to each variable, there were no missing data in the current experiment. The RT data for the pretraining phase are shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 3.6. Participants’ responses reflected the differing probabilities of the three outcomes: fastest for GPH trials, slowest for GPL trials, and of intermediate speed for PPM trials. These data were subjected to repeated measures ANOVA with factors of outcome probability (high, medium and low) and block, which revealed significant effects of outcome probability, F(2,28) = 23.10, p < .001, and block, F(9, 126) = 17.98, p < .001, and a significant interaction, F(18, 252) = 4.15, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons between the three levels of the outcome probability variable revealed significant differences in RT between all three: GPH versus GPL trials, F(1, 14) =
29.45, p < .001; PPM versus GPL trials, F(1, 14) = 23.13, p < .001; GPH versus PPM trials, F(1, 14) = 11.01, p < .01.

The accuracy data for the pretraining phase are shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 3.6. In line with the findings in RTs, participants were most accurate on GPH trials, least accurate on GPL trials, and of intermediate accuracy for PPM trials. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of outcome probability, F(2,28) = 16.77, p < .001, and block, F(9, 126) = 3.33, p < .01, and a significant interaction, F(18, 252) = 2.89, p < .001. Pairwise comparisons between the three levels of the outcome probability variable revealed significant differences in response accuracy between all three: GPH versus GPL trials, F(1, 14) = 19.61, p < .01; PPM versus GPL trials, F(1, 14) = 14.25, p < .01; GPH versus PPM trials, F(1, 14) = 9.45, p < .01.

It is clear from both the RT and accuracy data that participants were sensitive to the varying levels of predictiveness of the cues. Although Experiment 6 had fewer participants than Experiment 5, the significance levels achieved in most comparisons were greater. This is almost certainly due to an increase in the number of cue-outcome pairings, resulting in greater exposure to the pretraining contingencies, as well as a reduction in the variance due to an increase in the number of sampled trials per data point.
Figure 3.6. Data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 6. *Top panel*: RT data for high-probability outcomes following good cues (GPC), low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPI), and medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). *Bottom panel*: Accuracy data for the same three trial-types.
Figure 3.7. RT data from the training phase of Experiment 6. *Left panel:* RTs to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and RTs to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues. *Right panel:* The data presented as learning scores - RTs on low probability outcomes minus RTs on high probability outcomes, for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
Figure 3.8. Accuracy data from the training phase of Experiment 6. *Left panel:* Accuracy to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and accuracy to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues. *Right panel:* The data presented as learning scores — accuracy on high probability outcomes minus accuracy on low probability outcomes, for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
The RT data for the training phase were analysed as in Experiment 5, and are presented in Figure 3.7. As previously, trial types GPH and GPL refer to high- and low-probability outcomes, respectively, following cues that were pre-trained as good predictors of outcomes. Similarly, trial types PPH and PPL refer to high- and low-probability outcomes, respectively, following cues that were pre-trained as poor predictors. These data were subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of prior predictiveness (good versus poor), outcome probability (high versus low) and block. The main effect of outcome probability was significant, $F(1,14) = 10.45, p < .01$, indicating faster RTs to high than to low probability outcomes. There was no main effect of prior predictiveness, $F < 1$, nor of block, $F(1,14) = 2.13, p = .17$. There was a significant interaction between prior predictiveness and outcome probability, $F(1,14) = 5.60, p < .05$, which indicates that the difference in RT between high and low probability outcomes was greater for the good predictor contingencies than for the poor predictor contingencies. The interaction between outcome probability and block was significant, $F(1,14) = 15.86, p < .01$, which indicates that overall learning was greater in Block 2 than in Block 1. The interaction between prior predictiveness and block was not significant, $F < 1$, nor was the three-way interaction, $F(1,14) = 1.29, p = .28$.

The right-hand panel of Figure 3.7 plots RT data as learning scores (RTs on low probability trials minus RTs on high probability trials) for good and poor predictor contingencies. Planned t-tests revealed that learning scores for good predictor cues were significantly greater than those for poor predictor cues in both Block 1, $t(14) = 2.20, p < .05$, and Block 2, $t(14) = 2.15, p < .05$. 
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Figure 3.8 shows the accuracy data for the training phase. These data were subjected to ANOVA with factors of prior predictiveness, outcome probability, and block. This revealed a main effect of outcome probability, \(F(1,14) = 5.38, p < .05\), which indicates that participants were more accurate on high probability outcomes than on low probability outcomes. There was also a main effect of block, \(F(1,14) = 9.47, p < .01\), indicating that accuracy decreased from Block 1 to Block 2, driven largely by a decrease in accuracy on low probability outcomes. There was a significant interaction between outcome probability and block, \(F(1,14) = 6.49, p < .05\), indicating stronger evidence for learning in Block 2 than in Block 1. Prior predictiveness did not exert a significant main effect or interact with any other variable, maximum \(F(1,14) = 1.51, p = .24\).

The right-hand panel of Figure 3.8 shows the accuracy data as learning scores (accuracy on high probability outcomes minus accuracy on low probability outcomes). There was no difference between these scores for good and poor predictor cues on either Block 1, \(t(14) = 1.44, p = .17\), or Block 2, \(t < 1\).

In response to the first question on the verbal report questionnaire, 9 out of the 15 participants thought that some locations appeared more often than others (in fact all positions were equally frequent). Six participants reported that they believed locations 1 and 6 (the two outermost locations) occurred more frequently than the others.

When asked to report any consistent patterns in the movement of the sequence (Question 2), 12 participants offered specific runs of locations of at least two items (e.g. 43; 13451), whilst one other participant reported that the movement consistently went “inside to outside”. The other two participants were unable to report any consistent transitions. Each run that a participant produced was broken down into single transitions (e.g. 13451 was...
broken down to 13; 34; 45; 51) and then each transition was assessed to see if it was a legal
transition from either the pretraining or training sequence. For the 12 participants who
expressed a specific sequence pattern, the average number of unique transitions reported
was 5.1 (min = 1; max = 9; standard deviation = 2.7). Since each participant was free to
generate as many transitions as they liked, the number of unique transitions for each
variable was converted to a proportion of the total unique transitions generated. Table 3.4
shows the mean proportions for each trial type (along with their standard deviations) and the
level expected from chance performance. Chance performance is higher for certain trial
types due to the total number of legal transitions used for that trial type (e.g. for the
pretraining sequence, there are twice as many PPM transitions than GPH transitions; see
Table 3.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>GPH&lt;sub&gt;PT&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>GPL&lt;sub&gt;PT&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>PPM&lt;sub&gt;PT&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>GPH&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>GPL&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>PPH&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>PPL&lt;sub&gt;T&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion produced</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chance level</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4. Quantitative statistics derived from verbal report data from question 2. GPH and GPL
refer to high- and low-probability outcomes following a good predictor cue, respectively. PPH, PPM
and PPL refer to high-, medium- and low-probability outcomes following a poor predictor cue,
respectively. Subscripts PT and T indicate trial types from pretraining and training sequences,
respectively.

The modal number of transitions produced for each variable was 0, except for PPM
which was .25. As the data were not normally distributed, an analysis was conducted using
non-parametric statistics. In order to compare across variables, scores for variables with a
chance level of .2 were divided by 2. Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks tests revealed that there were no differences between the proportion of transitions produced between any of the three pretraining trial types: GPH\textsubscript{PT} vs. GPL\textsubscript{PT}, \( z = .34, N - \text{Ties} = 7, p = .74 \); GPH\textsubscript{PT} vs. PPM\textsubscript{PT}, \( z = 0, N - \text{Ties} = 11, p = 1 \); GPL\textsubscript{PT} vs. PPM\textsubscript{PT}, \( z = .65, N - \text{Ties} = 9, p = .51 \). For training trial types, an equal number of transitions were generated for the high probability and low probability transitions for good predictor cues, GPH\textsubscript{T} vs. GPL\textsubscript{T}, \( z = 1.52, N - \text{Ties} = 7, p = .13 \), and for poor predictor cues, PPH\textsubscript{T} vs. PPL\textsubscript{T}, \( z = .73, N - \text{Ties} = 6, p = .46 \), as well as overall (averaged across GP and PP), High\textsubscript{T} vs. Low\textsubscript{T}, \( z = 1.27, N - \text{Ties} = 8, p = .21 \). There was no difference between good and poor predictor cues in the proportion of extra transitions generated for high than for low probability outcomes, GPH\textsubscript{T} - GPL\textsubscript{T} vs. PPH\textsubscript{T} - PPL\textsubscript{T}, \( z = 1.35, N - \text{Ties} = 7, p = .18 \).

Question 3 asked participants if they had started to believe the movement of the target was non-random, and at what point they noticed this. Six participants either offered no comment, or provided vague answers, such as “some blocks contained non-random bits”. The remaining nine participants provided an estimation of the time-point at which they noticed that the target was moving in a sequenced way. The mean of these estimations was 6.1 (standard deviation of 2.7) indicating that on average participants started to sense the target was moving in a sequenced way at the mid-point of the experiment.

Only 5 participants reported that they felt the sequence changed in some way during the experiment (Question 4). Two of these participants indicated that they felt the sequence changed halfway through the experiment. One indicated that it changed every block, one that it changed before the last four blocks and one that it “changed back to random”, but did
not specify when. These data suggest that the change in the sequence structure for the last two blocks of the experiment went unnoticed by many, if not all the participants.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 6 confirm the general findings of Experiments 4 and 5: the rate at which sequence learning proceeded for a given cue was dependent on the predictive history of that cue. The removal of any explicit change in context between the pretraining and training phases of Experiment 6 indicates that such a change is not necessary for an effect of predictiveness to be observed. Although the verbal report data suggest that the majority of participants were aware that the movement was sequenced, their ability to reproduce the high-probability transitions from either stage was poor. Furthermore, it seems highly unlikely that participants noticed a change in the task sequence during the last two blocks of the experiment, as not a single participant highlighted the first block of training (Block 11) as the block in which they noticed a change in the task structure. Whilst it might be argued that participants would not have kept a running count of the block number, since the questions appeared immediately after Block 12, it seems unlikely that participants would not have been able to report that the task changed during the last two blocks, if this change had been noticed. Although the verbal report data are unlikely to be sensitive enough to allow any strong conclusions to be drawn (see Shanks & St. John, 1994), the data suggest that participants had poor explicit knowledge of the sequenced transitions, but more importantly, that the change in the sequenced material from pretraining to training went unnoticed. This latter finding leads to the conclusion that participants were not strategically applying the
knowledge they had acquired during pretraining to the learning of the training contingencies.

Unlike in Experiment 5, the facilitation in learning during the training phase for those cues pretrained as good predictors was evident for the duration of the training phase. As suggested earlier, it is possible that the longer-lived influence of predictive history in Experiment 6 was a consequence of the lack of an explicit context change as compared to Experiment 5 (cf. Lovibond et al, 1984; Nelson & Sanjuan, 2006) leading to greater transfer between the two stages in Experiment 6. An alternative possibility, however, makes reference to the fact that in Experiment 6 all of the positions in the stimulus array acted as both cues and outcomes. Consequently, participants experienced twice as many presentations of both the good and poor predictor contingencies during the pretraining phase as compared to the pretraining schedule used in Experiment 5 (see Method). It is therefore possible that this difference resulted in the apparently greater effect of predictiveness observed in Experiment 6. On the basis of the current results it is not possible to decide between these two alternatives.

It was noted above that the patterns of data observed in Experiments 4 and 5 were somewhat different: in the former the effect of prior predictiveness on learning during the training phase was observed in responses to high-probability outcomes (see Figure 3.2), whilst in the latter the effect was observed only in responses to low-probability outcomes (see Figure 3.4). In Experiment 6, at least numerically (see Figure 3.7), the effect seems to be present in responses to both high- and low-probability outcomes. In fact, in Block 1 of the training phase, responses to high-probability outcomes following good predictor cues were significantly faster than those following poor predictor cues, \( t(14) = 2.21, p < .05, \)
whilst the difference between responses to low-probability outcomes was not significant, 
t(14) = 1.48, p = .16. The data therefore show a similar pattern to that seen in Experiment 4. 
A comparison of Figures 3.6 and 3.7 shows that RTs increased between the pretraining 
(440ms) and training (560ms) phases of Experiment 6. The floor effect I argued was present 
in the RT data of Experiment 5 is clearly not present in Experiment 6, and therefore there is 
ample room for an effect to be shown in responses to high-probability outcomes. The 
current data therefore support the suggestion that floor effects may have masked differences 
in responses to high-probability outcomes in Experiment 5.

Experiment 7

The results of Experiment 6 revealed a significant effect of predictive history in a task in 
which the switch between stages was not signalled in any way. As discussed above, the 
pattern of results was rather different to that seen in Experiment 5: the training effect was 
oberved in RTs to both high- and low-probability outcomes. The primary aim of 
Experiment 7 was to replicate this pattern of data. I also sought to examine whether it was 
possible to observe a longer-lived effect of predictive history if the overall rate of learning 
during the training phase was reduced. It is likely that in Experiments 4-6, the short-lived 
effect of predictiveness was due to learning about the good predictor cues reaching 
asymptote, allowing learning about poor predictor cues to catch up towards the end of 
training. By reducing the chance of high probability outcomes occurring, learning about 
training contingencies should proceed at a slower rate. In addition, the chance of a high 
probability outcome occurring in the pretraining phase was increased to .95. Since this will 
increase the rate of exposure to these contingencies, it should be possible to achieve
equivalent amounts of pretraining (to that of Experiment 6) over a shorter period. To this
down, the pretraining phase was reduced to 8 blocks, which I hoped would also reduce the
likelihood of participants becoming demotivated in the task.

Method

Participants, Apparatus and Stimuli

A new sample of fourteen Cardiff University students participated for payment of £5. All apparatus and stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 2.

Sequence generation and Procedure

Sequences were constructed as for Experiment 6, but the probabilities were altered slightly from those shown in Table 3.3. For the pretraining phase, high probability outcomes following good predictor cues now occurred with a probability of .95, and low probability outcomes with a probability of .05. For the training phase, high probability outcomes (for all cues) occurred with a probability of .7, whilst the two low probability outcomes each occurred with a probability of .15. Other aspects of the procedure were as for Experiment 6, with the exception that pretraining was reduced to 8 blocks.

Results

One participant produced a large predictiveness effect during the training phase in the opposite direction to the average data observed in Experiments 4-6: their data showed a greater learning score (RT to low probability outcomes minus RT to high probability
outcomes) for poor predictor cues over good predictor cues. Analysis of the learning scores averaged across both blocks of training revealed that this participant’s data lay more than three interquartile ranges below the first quartile and hence were identified as an extreme outlier. This participant’s data were therefore excluded from all further analyses. No other participant in this experiment yielded learning scores more than three interquartile ranges above or below the first or third quartile respectively (similar analyses for Experiments 2 to 6 confirmed no outlying learning scores in those studies either8).

Trials were excluded on the same basis as in Experiments 3-6. Due to the decreased chance of a low probability outcome occurring after a good predictor cue during pretraining, RT data for this variable were missing on four occasions, and accuracy data were missing on two occasions. These data were replaced using the method described for Experiment 5.

The top panel of Figure 3.9 shows RT data for the pretraining phase, which are consistent with the pattern observed in Experiments 5 and 6. ANOVA revealed significant factors of outcome probability (GPH, GPL, and PPM), $F(2, 24) = 26.09, p < .001$, and block, $F(7, 84) = 4.67, p < .001$, and a significant interaction, $F(14, 168) = 3.42, p < .001$. Pairwise comparisons between the three levels of the outcome probability factor revealed significant differences in RT between each: GPH versus GPL trials, $F(1,12) = 39.36, p < 8$

---

8 For Experiment 4, in which there was an effect of predictiveness in the first block of the training phase, an analysis restricted to this block alone found one outlier. This participant showed a large predictiveness effect in the direction of greater learning about good predictor cues over poor predictor cues. The result of the critical analysis (on Block 1) was significant when this participant was removed. In fact, due to the impact this participant had on the sample variance, the critical t-statistic was larger with this participant removed.
.001; PPM versus GPL, F(1,12) = 16.39, p < .01; GPH versus PPM trials, F(1,12) = 15.01, p < .01.

The bottom panel of Figure 3.9 shows accuracy data for the pretraining phase. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of outcome probability, F(2,24) = 8.52, p < .01, but no effect of block, and no significant interaction, Fs < 1. Pairwise comparisons between the three levels of the outcome probability factor revealed a significant difference in accuracy between GPH and GPL trials, F(1,12) = 9.98, p < .01, and between PPM and GPL trials, F(1,12) = 7.41, p < .05, but no significant difference between GPH and PPM trials, F(1,12) = 2.13, p = .17.
Figure 3.9. Data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 7. *Top panel:* RT data for high-probability outcomes following good cues (GPC), low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPI), and medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). *Bottom panel:* Accuracy data for the same three trial-types.
Figure 3.10. RT data from the training phase of Experiment 7. *Left panel*: RTs to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and RTs to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues. *Right panel*: The data presented as learning scores - RTs on low probability outcomes minus RTs on high probability outcomes, for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
Figure 3.11. Accuracy data from the training phase of Experiment 7. *Left panel:* Accuracy to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and accuracy to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues. *Right panel:* The data presented as learning scores - accuracy on high probability outcomes minus accuracy on low probability outcomes, for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
The RT data from the training phase are shown in Figure 3.10. These data were analysed using ANOVA with factors of prior predictiveness (good versus poor), outcome probability (high versus low) and block. There was a main effect of outcome probability, $F(1, 12) = 23.83, p < .001$, indicating rapid learning of the cue–outcome contingencies during the training phase. There was no main effect of prior predictiveness, nor of block, $F$s $< 1$. Unlike in Experiment 5, the prior predictiveness by outcome probability interaction was not significant, $F(1, 12) = 2.00, p = .18$. There was no interaction between prior predictiveness and block, $F < 1$, however, the interaction between outcome probability and block was marginally significant, $F(1, 12) = 4.51, p = .055$, which suggests there was more evidence of learning in Block 2 than in Block 1. The three-way interaction was not significant, $F < 1$.

The right-hand panel of Figure 3.10 plots RT data as learning scores for both good and poor predictor cues. Planned $t$-tests revealed that learning of good predictor contingencies was significantly better than for poor predictor contingencies in Block 1, $t(12) = 2.30, p < .05$, but not in Block 2, $t < 1$.

Figure 3.11 shows accuracy data for the training phase. These data were again subjected to ANOVA with factors of prior predictiveness, outcome probability and block. There was no main effect of prior predictiveness, $F(1, 12) = 1.72, p = .21$, or block, $F(1, 12) = 1.45, p = .25$, but the main effect of outcome probability approached significance, $F(1, 12) = 4.26, p = .061$, which indicates higher accuracy on high probability outcomes than on low probability outcomes. None of the interaction effects reached significance, all $F$s $< 2.75$, $p$s $>.12$. Learning difference scores for these data (accuracy on high probability outcomes
minus accuracy on low probability outcomes) are plotted in the right-hand panel of Figure 3.11. There was no difference between these scores in either block, ts < 1.

Discussion

Experiment 7 replicated the basic effect shown in Experiments 4-6: cues that were pretrained as good predictors were subsequently learnt about more rapidly than were cues pretrained as poor predictors. The advantage was, however, only seen in Block 1 of the training phase, and so Experiment 7 did not provide a perfect replication of the pattern of data shown in Experiment 6. The attempt to produce a longer-lasting effect of prior predictiveness during the training phase (by reducing the likelihood of a high probability outcome occurring) was unsuccessful. It is somewhat surprising that the predictiveness effect observed in Experiment 7 was, if anything, shorter-lived than that observed in Experiment 6. One possibility is that the decreased length of pretraining was successful in keeping motivation at a consistently high level during the task, and that this increase in motivation itself led to faster learning during the training phase, as compared with Experiment 6. Alternatively, it may be that the current participants simply happened to be "faster learners" in this task compared to those tested in Experiment 6. As I argued when discussing the data presented in Chapter 2, one must be cautious about making between-subjects comparisons that might well be influenced by rates of learning, and the same arguments can be applied here too.

One motivation behind the replication of Experiment 6 was as verification of the particular pattern of data observed in Experiment 6 as compared to Experiment 5. Recall that in Experiment 5, the effect of prior predictiveness was driven entirely by a difference in
RTs to low probability outcomes (Figure 3.4), while in Experiment 6 it was driven largely by a difference in RTs to high probability outcomes (Figure 3.7). This difference was ascribed to the presence of a floor effect in RTs (to high probability outcomes) in Experiment 5, but not in Experiment 6. The results of Experiment 7 are consistent with this argument. Average RT to high probability outcomes was 412ms at the end of pretraining (Figure 3.9), whilst average RT to high probability outcomes increased to 544ms at the start of training (Figure 3.10). This increase in RTs between the pretraining and training phases lifts RTs away from any potential floor effect, leaving ample room for a predictiveness effect to emerge in responses to high probability outcomes, and indeed such an effect was observed in the training data.

Summary and discussion of the empirical evidence presented in Chapters 2 and 3

The aim of the research presented in Chapters 2 and 3 was to seek evidence for changes in the associability of cues within an incidental learning task. Experiment 1 adapted an original AGL experiment conducted by Reber (1969), in which participants were given incidental training on letter strings from one grammatical structure, before being transferred to a test phase involving letter strings from a novel grammatical structure. Participants in this condition were able to discriminate between novel grammatical and non-grammatical exemplars during the test phase, whilst participants in a control condition, who received training with non-grammatical stimuli, were not. These results were consistent with the idea of a change in the stimulus associabilities during the training phase.
In Experiment 2, a similar 'structural transfer' design was instantiated in an SRT task. In the experimental condition, participants were pretrained on a second-order conditional sequence, which should lead the associabilities of all cues within the task to be high at the end of the pretraining phase. In the control condition, participants were pretrained on pseudo-random transitions, which should lead the associabilities of all cues to be low at the end of the pretraining phase. All participants were then trained on a novel second-order conditional sequence. Despite an initial disadvantage for sequence learning, participants in the experimental condition showed greater learning of the training sequence by the end of the training phase, as compared to the control condition.

Experiment 3 sought to replicate the effect shown in Experiment 2 using simple first-order conditional sequences, again using a between-subjects design with experimental and control conditions. However, this replication failed, and it was suggested that this may have been due to the masking of any associability effect as a result of the rapid learning of first-order conditional sequences during the training phase. Moreover, it was argued that the between-subject variability in the RT measures makes it almost impossible to draw valid conclusions from these data. Although the use of large sample sizes would alleviate the problems seen in Experiment 3, the necessity of using large sample sizes meant it was inefficient to continue using between-subject designs in this research.

In Experiments 4 to 7 the associabilities of the cues were manipulated in within-subject designs: cues within the task acted as either good or poor predictors of the following event. In Experiment 4, dedicated outcomes (with dedicated responses) were used during the pretraining phase – a star and a triangle stimulus, which would appear above the normal SRT array. These outcomes were then removed from the task before the training phase. It
was hoped that the removal of these dedicated outcomes would limit participants’ learnt
tendencies to initiate responses to these stimuli in the training phase. This method of
pretraining is somewhat analogous to the designs used in HCL: certain stimuli in the task
function exclusively as cues, whilst others function exclusively as outcomes. During the
training phase, cue-outcome contingencies involving cues that were pretrained as good
predictors of the dedicated pretraining outcomes were learned about more readily than cues
that were pretrained as poor predictors.

Experiment 5 again used dedicated outcomes and responses during the pretraining
phase, but these outcomes were standard stimulus positions in a 6-choice SRT task. It was
hoped that the removal of the salient, “special” pretraining outcomes used in Experiment 4
would make the contingencies between task cues appear less obvious to participants.
Furthermore, Experiment 5 used a method of controlling the impact of proactive
interference (generated by the learnt responses from the pretraining phase) on performance
in the training phase. As such, it was possible to increase the pretraining phase to over twice
the length of that used in Experiment 4, in the hope that this would increase the
differentiation in the associabilities of the task cues. In the training phase, the dedicated
pretraining outcomes were removed and again greater learning was observed for cues
pretrained as good predictors compared to cues pretrained as poor predictors.

One potential problem with the designs of Experiments 4 and 5 is that the change in
task between the pretraining and training phases (the removal of the dedicated pretraining
stimuli) might act as a signal that the task had changed in some way. It is possible,
therefore, that the kind of higher-order reasoning processes that the use of the SRT task was
designed to avoid, might in fact be evoked by this salient change. Therefore, in Experiment
6 a standard 6-choice SRT task was used throughout the experiment. The design of the pretraining phase allowed twice as many cue-outcome contingencies to be presented in the same duration of time (as compared to Experiment 5) and, more than likely as a result of this design change, a greater effect of prior predictiveness was observed in Experiment 6. Verbal report data collected after the experiment suggested that participants started to gain some awareness of the sequenced movements of the target mid-way through the experiment. However, participants were unaware of the change in task contingencies for the final two blocks of the task: a finding which I would argue is incompatible with an account of these associability effects in terms of controlled reasoning processes. Experiment 7 provided a replication of the overall pattern observed in Experiment 6, although the effect of prior predictiveness was limited to the first block of training.

The data presented here provide the first empirical evidence from an incidental learning task, that the prior predictive history of a cue modulates the rate at which that cue is learnt about in the future. The data support a number of demonstrations from HCL tasks in which the associability of a cue will change as a result of the prior-predictive history of that cue (e.g. Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003; Le Pelley et al., 2007), and fit within the framework of associative models that allow for cue-associability to vary (e.g. Mackintosh, 1975; Le Pelley, 2004; see Chapter 4). The direction of the predictiveness effect (greater good predictor learning over poor predictor learning during the training phase) is in keeping with the general principles of the Mackintosh (1975) model, in which the associability of the best available predictor of the outcome rises, whilst the associability of poorer predictors will fall.
Although the verbal report data collected in Experiment 6 are unlikely to provide a sensitive measure of participants' explicit knowledge (see Shanks & St. John, 1994), it is clear from these data that participants were unaware of a change in the task contingencies. I would argue therefore, that at the point at which changes in cue associability were assessed (Block 1 of the training phase) it is highly unlikely that participants were applying controlled reasoning in order to learn selectively in the task. One can imagine that in standard HCL tasks (e.g. the food-allergy paradigm) participants might adopt a strategy in which they learn selectively about certain aspects of the task in order to complete the task efficiently. In the SRT task, however, participants perceive and respond to each stimulus consecutively. Since the task simply requires participants to respond to the current location of the target, a strategy of selective learning in this task seems at odds with the fundamental task demands.

I would argue that the associability effects demonstrated here fit most comfortably within the framework of automatic associative learning mechanisms. In the next chapter I shall explore various associative accounts of the results, before going on to examine how changes in cue-associability might be incorporated into current models of sequence learning.
Chapter 4 – Computational simulations of associability

effects in sequence learning.

Computational modelling of psychological processes

In Chapter 1 I discussed in detail several associative learning models. Perhaps the main reason why these models have provided such influential theoretical accounts is that they provide a formal mathematical description of the psychological processes they seek to explain. Not only is it therefore very clear how these models function, but moreover each model can be simulated, and verified or falsified as an accurate model of a particular process. As a starting point in examining the mechanisms underlying sequence learning, I shall first test some simple associative learning models with a sample of the sequences used in Chapter 3. Since these models were discussed in detail in Chapter 1, only a general summary shall be provided here, along with details of how the models have been implemented and tested. The failures and successes of the models will be discussed, and will provide a basis for developing a more representative model of sequence learning.

Simulations with the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model

For over 30 years the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model has provided a simple associative mechanism for understanding animal and human learning. The essential principle of the model is that learning about the relationship between a cue and an outcome is governed by the extent to which that outcome is well predicted. If an outcome is surprising (i.e. it is not well predicted by the present cues) then large changes in associative strength are made
between those cues and the outcome. Conversely, if an outcome is unsurprising (i.e. it is predicted by some or all of the presented cues) then a relatively small change will be made to the associative strengths of the presented cues.

It has been shown that the Rescorla-Wagner model is mathematically equivalent to the Delta Rule (Widrow & Hoff, 1960) used in many connectionist models (see Sutton & Barto, 1981). Since I shall go on to describe a connectionist architecture in the latter part of this chapter, it seems sensible to keep all description of the models compatible. As such, I shall describe the model as a network of input units (cues; CSs) adjoined to output units (outcomes; USs) by weighted connections (associative strengths). The basic architecture of the single-layer delta-rule model – adapted for sequence learning – is shown in Figure 4.1.
In order to implement the model for the purposes of sequence learning, 6 input (I₁ to I₆) and 6 output units (O₁ to O₆) are used to represent the 6 locations in which the target can appear. For example, the weight between I₁ and O₂ represents the model’s level of expectancy for the target to appear in location 2 on trial N+1, given that the target appeared in location 1 on trial N. The model therefore assumes that the sequence contains discrete cue-outcome pairings: if location 2 occurs as an outcome on trial N+1 it acts as the cue on trial N+2.

Before the model was presented with the sequence procedure, all weights within the network were initialised with a random value between 0 and 1. This method of initialization produces a random starting state for the network, akin to the unpredictable prior influences.
participants will inevitably bring to the task. Therefore part of the model’s learning procedure involves the extinction of these prior influences.

The implementation of the model consisted of two main steps on each trial. Firstly, the input unit representing the location of the target on trial N was activated (set to 1), whilst all other input units were inactivated (set to 0). This will then lead to activation in the layer of output units, with the activation level of each output unit corresponding to the strength of the weight between that output unit and the activated input unit. These activation levels were used to assess the model’s ability to predict the location of the target on trial N+1 (the outcome). The simulated ‘reaction time’ of the model was based on a comparison of the activation of the output unit representing the “correct” outcome (i.e. the location to which the target moved on trial N+1), relative to the summed activation of all output units. This ratio is commonly called the Luce Choice Ratio (hereafter LCR; Luce, 1959):

\[
\text{LCR} = \frac{a_{\text{target}}}{\sum_{o=1}^{6} a_o}
\]

(4.1)

where \(a_o\) is the activation of output unit \(o\), and \(a_{\text{target}}\) is the activation of the target output unit (i.e. the output unit relating to the target location on the next trial of the sequence). As the model learns the sequence it will get better at predicting the appropriate output for each input: large weights will develop between that input unit and the target output unit, whilst weights will be small between that input unit and other non-target output units. The higher the LCR, the more the model is committed to a prediction that the target will appear in the correct location as compared to all others. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that LCR is
inversely related to RT, and hence figures showing the performance of all models will be plotted using \((1 - \text{LCR})\).

All weights were then adjusted by the following learning rule:

\[
\Delta w_{oi} = \alpha_i \cdot \beta_o \cdot (T_o - a_o) \cdot a_i
\]  

where \(w_{oi}\) is the weight between output unit \(o\) and input \(i\), \(\alpha_i\) is a fixed learning rate for input unit \(i\), \(\beta_o\) is a fixed learning rate for output unit \(o\), \(T_o\) is the target activation for output unit \(o\) (set at .8 if that output is expected, and 0 otherwise), and \(a_i\) is the activation of input unit \(i\).

Since only the activation of the currently presented input unit was greater than 0, only weights pertaining to this input unit were adjusted. Given the randomization of cues to stimulus positions in the task, \(\alpha_i\) and \(\beta_o\) were, on average, the same for all stimuli.

At the start of training (e.g. when \(w_{oi} < .8\)), the prediction error between the actual output activation and the target output activation will be positive \((T - a_o > 0)\), resulting in positive changes for \(w_{oi}\). Conversely, for all other weights related to that input unit, the associative strengths will be equal to or greater than the target activation (i.e. \(T = 0\)). As a result, any positive weights between these input units and non-target output units will be reduced \((0 - a_o < 0)\), resulting in less expectation for these outcomes following this cue on future trials.

Since the largest training phase effect was observed in Experiment 6, the design of this experiment was used in all the model simulations presented in this chapter (the RT data of Experiment 6 are presented in Figure 4.2). Each simulation contained 15 simulated participants trained with the exact sequences used in Experiment 6. Data from the 15 simulated subjects were averaged to produce the model’s performance for each parameter.
set. In the Rescorla-Wagner model the values of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are fixed for the duration of the experimental procedure. In the current simulations these two constant parameters were combined into one constant learning rate parameter, which was manipulated between simulation runs. This was the only free parameter in the Rescorla-Wagner model simulations.

In general, sequence learning tasks involve a large number of presentations of each cue-outcome contingency. For instance, in Experiment 6, each high-probability contingency (GPH; see Table 3.3) occurred, on average, 22.5 times in each pretraining block. However, during the pretraining phase of Experiment 6, learning emerged gradually, such that there was an interaction between outcome probability and block during this phase (i.e. there was greater evidence for learning at the end of the pretraining phase than at the start). In order to find a rate of learning which produced a similar pattern of performance in the simulation results, a range of learning rate parameters were tested: .0001; .001; .01; .02; .05; .07; .1; .3; .5; .7. Learning rates of .01 and lower failed to produce asymptotic learning during the pretraining phase, whilst rates of .1 and higher led to asymptotic learning within the first two blocks of the pretraining phase. Learning rates of .02, .05 and .07 produced a more accurate reflection of the pretraining performance seen in Experiment 6 (see Figure 3.6). The results of an example simulation, using a learning rate of .05, are shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.2. RT data from Experiment 6. *Left panel*: Pretraining phase data – RTs to high-probability outcomes following good cues (GPC), low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPI), and medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). *Right panel*: Training phase data – RTs to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictor cues, and RTs to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictor cues.
Figure 4.3. An example of the simulation results produced by the Rescorla-Wagner model trained on the sequences used in Experiment 6. Learning rate was set at .05. See Figure 4.2 for a description of the trial-types. Top panel: Pretraining phase performance. Bottom panel: Training phase performance.
The example shown in Figure 4.3 is typical of the pattern of results produced by the Rescorla-Wagner model across the range of learning rates examined. Following successful learning of the pretraining contingencies, learning of the training phase contingencies commences, but proceeds at the same rate for outcomes following good and poor predictor cues. Thus, unlike in the empirical data, there is no effect of prior predictiveness on new learning.

These findings are unsurprising, given a basic assumption of the Rescorla-Wagner model is that learning is ‘path-independent’. That is, new learning about a cue is independent of the associative history of that cue; the cue-specific learning rate (\(\alpha\)) remains constant across training. Of course, this is not to say that the associations pertaining to a cue will not influence how associations develop in the future, rather that the means by which that association was accrued will not affect learning in the Rescorla-Wagner model. It is worth noting here that one would expect a certain amount of proactive interference (as a result of pretraining) to obstruct the learning of the training phase contingencies. In fact, the Rescorla-Wagner model consistently predicted slightly less learning about good predictor cues than poor predictor cues in the training phase. However, as a result of the rapid extinction of pretraining associations in the Rescorla-Wagner model, the effect of proactive interference is short-lived, producing only a minute impairment on new learning (see Figure 4.3).

\[9\text{ As in Chapter 2, for any discussion relating to the training phase procedure, the terms \textit{good} and \textit{poor} will be used to describe how these sets of cues were pretrained, despite the fact that both sets of cues were equally predictive of their respective outcomes during the training phase.}\]
Simulations with the Mackintosh (1975) model

Unlike in the Rescorla-Wagner model, in the Mackintosh (1975) model, changes in associative strength between a cue and an outcome are influenced by the predictive history of that cue: the rate at which associative learning occurs for a given cue is influenced not only by the current associative strengths pertaining to that cue, but also by the process by which that associative strength was accrued. Mackintosh (1975; see also, Krushcke, 2001) suggested that the rate at which learning proceeds for a cue is determined by the extent to which that cue has been a consistent signal of reinforcement in the past, relative to all other currently presented cues. Specifically, Mackintosh suggested that the associability of a cue (α) should increase if a cue is a better predictor of the current outcome than are all other presented cues, whilst the value of α should decrease if a cue is a poorer predictor of the current outcome than are all other presented cues. This mechanism for changes in α reflects how simultaneously presented cues are assumed to compete with each other for limited attentional resources, i.e. it involves a direct comparison of the relative predictiveness of several simultaneously presented cues with respect to the same outcome. Hence this model is clearly designed with multiple cue presentation procedures in mind. In order to assess whether a variant of the Mackintosh model can account for the empirical findings shown in Chapter 3, it is necessary to examine how the rules governing changes in α can be modified to accommodate a learning procedure that uses a single-cue presentation mode.

Relative predictiveness (with respect to context) as a determinant of cue-associability

It seems unlikely that changes in associability occur as a result of a direct comparison between cues in the SRT task (as would be envisaged by the original instantiations of the
Mackintosh and Kruschke models), since only a single cue is presented at a time in the task. However, one possibility is that cue validity is assessed relative to the experimental context. In fact, this notion of cue-competition with the context was put forward by Mackintosh (1975) as a means by which changes in $\alpha$ could occur during single cue conditioning (e.g. latent inhibition; learned irrelevance). Mackintosh (1975) suggested that under such circumstances the cue can be thought to form a compound stimulus with the experimental context. In the case of learned irrelevance (see Chapter 1), for example, since the task cue is no better a predictor of the occurrence of reinforcement than the experimental context, a decline in its associability will occur.

The model shown in Figure 4.1 was amended to include an additional input unit that represented the context. The weights linking this input unit to the output units therefore represent the context-outcome associations. In order to implement changes in these context-outcome associations, on each trial the model was presented with a compound stimulus of the cue stimulus and the experimental context. Following each trial of the sequence procedure, the context stimulus was presented to the model alone, which simulated the period between trials in which the context was present in the absence of any outcome.

On each trial the accuracy of the model’s prediction was assessed using the Luce Choice Ratio (Equation 4.1). Associative strengths were adjusted using the following learning rule:

$$\Delta w_{io} = \alpha_i \cdot \theta \cdot (T_o - a_o) \cdot a_i$$

(4.3)

where $\alpha_i$ represents the learning rate associated with input unit $i$, and $\theta$ represents a fixed learning rate parameter. This equation is essentially identical to the learning rule for the Rescorla-Wagner model (Equation 4.2). However, the critical difference is that now,
following changes in associative strength, the $\alpha$ value for each presented cue (i.e. the ‘task cue’ and the ‘context cue’) was adjusted. The associability of a cue increased if that cue was a better predictor of the outcome than other presented cues, whilst the associability of a cue decreased if that cue was a poorer predictor of the outcome than other presented cues. The magnitude of the change in the associability was determined by the relative predictiveness of the two cues:

$$\Delta \alpha = \phi \cdot \left( |T_o - w_{xo}| - |T_o - w_{io}| \right) \quad (4.4)$$

where $w_{xo}$ reflects the associative strength between the competing cue and the outcome (when calculating the associability of the task cue, the “competing cue” is the context cue; when calculating the associability of the context cue, the “competing cue” is the task cue). $\phi$ is a fixed learning rate parameter determining the general rate at which changes in associability occur. Alpha values were restricted to the range from .05 to 1. The lower limit prevents a cue from becoming “frozen out” of the learning process entirely, whilst the upper limit reflects an assumption that there is some limit on the amount of attention that can be devoted to a cue.

All other aspects of the simulations were the same as those conducted with the Rescorla-Wagner model. The simulations examined the effect of three parameters on the model’s performance: the learning rate governing changes in associative strength ($\theta$), the learning rate governing changes in associability ($\phi$), and the starting value of $\alpha$. Values of .001, .01, .05, .1, .3, .5, and .7 were used for learning rate parameters $\theta$ and $\phi$. Values of .1, .3, .5, and .7 were used as the starting values of $\alpha$. The combination of these parameter values resulted in a total of 196 parameter sets.
Each simulation result was first analysed on the basis of its performance with the pretraining contingencies. Successful pretraining was assumed to have occurred when the average LCR on GPH trials was greater than the average LCR on PPM trials by a margin of at least .2, in the last block of the pretraining phase. A total of 37 simulations failed to meet this criterion, consisting mainly of those simulations employing the lowest value of \( \theta \) (.001). For the remaining 159 simulations, the effect of prior predictiveness during the training phase was calculated using the difference in average LCRs for high- and low-probability outcomes, across the two blocks of the training phase:

\[
(GPH - GPL) - (PPH - PPL)
\]  

(4.5)

Positive values on this measure indicate greater learning about good predictor cues, whilst negative scores reflect greater learning about poor predictor cues. Only 13 (8.2\%) simulations produced a positive effect of greater learning about cues pretrained as good predictors, and these effects were all of a small magnitude (mean = .01, standard deviation = .009). In contrast, 144 (90.6\%) simulations produced a small negative effect (mean = -.02, standard deviation = .005), whilst the remaining 2 simulations produced a zero score (to 4 decimal places).

For many of the simulations (80.5\%) the model parameters led to asymptotic values of \( \alpha \) for both good and poor predictor cues by the end of the pretraining phase (both \( \alpha > .95 \)). Any simulation that fails to produce a clear differentiation in the \( \alpha \) values of good and poor predictor cues at the end of the pretraining phase would not be expected to result in an effect of prior predictiveness during the training phase. Indeed, of the 144 simulations producing a negative effect, 87.5\% produced asymptotic alpha values at the end of the pretraining phase. Effectively these simulations would function in the same manner as the
Rescorla-Wagner model during the training phase, since the associabilities of all cues would be approximately equal to 1.

Of the 13 parameter sets showing a positive training effect, only 1 produced asymptotic values of $\alpha$ at the end of the pretraining phase. Those 12 parameter sets producing sub-asymptotic $\alpha$ values were facilitated by the use of a low learning rate affecting changes in associability ($\phi \leq .05$), and in the most successful simulations, a low starting value for $\alpha$ (e.g. .03 or .01). Figure 4.4 shows the model’s performance with the parameter set that produced the largest effect of prior predictiveness during the training phase. The combination of a low starting value of $\alpha$ and a low $\phi$, ensured that the associabilities of all cues remained low (below .25) across the pretraining phase. Since good predictor cues are far better at predicting the next target location than the context is, the $\alpha$ values for good predictor cues increase across the pretraining phase. The $\alpha$ values for poor predictor cues also rise steadily across pretraining, since these cues are also better predictors of the target location than the context is. However, since the difference in predictiveness of the poor predictor cues and the experimental context is less than that between the good predictor cues and the context, a small differentiation in $\alpha$ can be seen as the pretraining phase progressed. This in turn led to a small, positive effect of prior predictiveness during the training phase (.032 - see Equation 4.5).
Figure 4.4. An example simulation with the Mackintosh model, using an associability mechanism governed by relative predictiveness (θ = .1; φ = .001; starting α = .1). See Figure 4.2 for an explanation of trial types. Top left: Model performance (1 - LCR) during the pretraining phase. Top right: Mean alpha (α) value for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor predictors (PP) during the pretraining phase. Bottom left: Model performance during the training phase, with novel cue-outcome pairings. Bottom right: The training data expressed as learning scores (low-probability outcome minus high-probability outcome).
Despite a wide parameter search, the model was only able to produce an effect of prior predictiveness within a limited parameter range (in 8.2% of the analysed simulations). The main cause of the model's poor performance lies in the use of the context as a competing stimulus for changes in cue-associability. Learning trials in which the context occurs in the absence of any outcome, ensure that the associability of the context declines rapidly during the pretraining phase. Furthermore, the context is paired equally with all outcomes during the pretraining phase, and so only weak associations will develop between the context and the six target locations. Thus, even for those poor predictor cues, the relative predictiveness of the task cues is always far greater than that of the competing, context cue during the pretraining phase. This inevitably leads to either asymptotic values of $\alpha$ for the task cues, or values which fail to differentiate sufficiently to produce a prior predictiveness effect of any reasonable magnitude during novel learning in the training phase.

**Relative predictiveness (across trials) as a determinant of cue-associability**

The issues with the previously-described instantiation of the Mackintosh model arise from its use of relative predictiveness to determine $\alpha$ – since both GP and PP cues are relatively better predictors of the outcome than is the context, assessing the predictiveness of the task cues with respect to the context will mean that only small differentiations in $\alpha$ will occur between the two. An alternative approach, which might overcome this problem, would instead base $\alpha$ on a comparison of the relative predictiveness of cues *across trials*, i.e. to compare the predictiveness of task cue $X$ on a particular trial to the predictiveness of other task cues on previous trials. Quite how such a mechanism would be implemented is unclear, however. That is, while current attentional models (e.g. Mackintosh, 1975; Krushcke 2001)
suggest that changes in cue-associability are determined by the relative ability of the currently presented cues to predict a particular outcome, it is unclear exactly how this cue-comparison process would operate when conducted across trials. As an example, take an SRT procedure (e.g. like that used in Experiment 6) in which a good predictor cue, 1, accurately predicts the outcome with which it is consistently paired, 2, whilst a poor predictor cue, 3, consistently predicts the occurrence of two different outcome locations, 4 and 5. Whilst cue 1 is a better predictor of outcome 2 than cue 3 is, it is also clear that cue 1 is a poorer predictor of outcome 4, than cue 3 is. Thus, the problem lies in the notion of cue-predictiveness: in a mechanism in which predictiveness is compared across trials, it seems necessary for predictiveness to be defined more abstractly as the extent to which a cue predicts outcomes in general, rather than any one specific outcome. However, even by adopting an abstract notion of predictiveness, further complications arise when one considers which cues should be involved in a comparison across trials. For example, a comparison between two good predictor cues would fail to find one cue more predictive than another. This problem could be circumvented by assuming that the good predictor cues are compared to poor predictor cues, though such a comparison assumes that the participants must already have knowledge of the predictiveness of the cues, and thus the circularity of this process makes it somewhat unlikely. Although it is possible that there are other means by which a comparison across trials could occur (i.e. by comparing the predictiveness of the current cue with an average of the predictiveness of previously presented cues), this method seems to demand several additional assumptions about the attentional mechanism. Thus it seems logical to reject this method in favour of a more parsimonious process.
**Absolute predictiveness as a determinant of cue-associability**

A simple means of overcoming the issues described above, is to allow $\alpha$ to reflect the absolute predictiveness of that cue, as determined by the prediction error generated by that cue. Thus, a cue which consistently predicts the outcomes with which it is paired should have a high associability, whilst cues which are less perfect predictors should have a lower associability.

A winner-takes-all mechanism was used to assess which outcome was predicted by the model on each trial. The associability of a cue increased if the cue predicted the correct outcome, whilst the associability of the cue decreased if an incorrect prediction was made. The magnitude of associability change on a trial was governed by the prediction error of the model, in this case using the LCR.

If correct then $\alpha_i = \alpha_i + (\text{LCR})^N$

If incorrect then $\alpha_i = \alpha_i - (\text{LCR})^N$

where $N$ is a free parameter used to reduce the magnitude of changes in associability. The model contained three free parameters: the learning rate affecting changes in associative strength, $\theta$ (using values of $0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5$, and $0.7$), the starting value of $\alpha$ (using values of $0.1, 0.3, 0.5$, and $0.7$), and the exponent in the adjustments to associability, $N$ (using values of $1, 2$, and $4$). The combination of these values produced a parameter space of 84 simulations.

Performance was evaluated in the same way as for the previous instantiation of the model. Of the 84 simulations, 22 failed to show satisfactory learning of the pretraining contingencies, and again this was mainly those simulations that used the lowest learning rate
parameter of .01 or lower. Of the remaining 62 simulations, 31 (50%) produced a positive training phase effect of greater learning about cues pretrained as good predictors, whilst 27 (43.5%) simulations produced a negative effect, and 4 produced a zero difference (to 4 decimal places).

Of the 27 simulations producing a negative training phase effect, 59.3% of the parameter sets led to asymptotic values in $\alpha$ at the end of the pretraining phase. It seems somewhat peculiar that the rules used to adjust $\alpha$ (Equation 4.6) could produce asymptotic values for poor predictor cues, since for these cues the model’s prediction will be incorrect on half of all trials during this phase. As a result one would expect the associability of a poor predictor cue to decrease as often as it increases. However, whilst this is true, since LCR values will be greater for correct than incorrect predictions, positive changes in associability will always be greater than negative changes. This inequality is especially pronounced during the early stages of learning. Unsurprisingly therefore, asymptotic values in $\alpha$ for poor predictor cues were often the result of a high learning rate (e.g. $\theta > .3$), as shown by a highly significant positive correlation between the learning rate ($\theta$) and the average value of $\alpha$ for poor predictor cues at the end of the pretraining phase, $r(62) = .61$, p < .001.

None of the 31 simulations producing a positive training phase effect had asymptotic $\alpha$ values for both good and poor predictor cues. The average size of the training phase effect was .046 (standard deviation = .028). The largest positive training phase effects were produced by simulations with low learning rates (e.g. $\theta < .1$), and in the majority of instances with low starting values of $\alpha$. Moreover, when the combination of parameters led to a clear differentiation in the $\alpha$ values for good and poor predictor cues by the end of the pretraining phase, large effects of prior predictiveness were observed in the training phase.
data. In support of this conclusion, there was a significant positive correlation between the
difference in $\alpha$ values at the end of the pretraining phase (average $\alpha$ for GP cues minus
average $\alpha$ for PP cues) and the size of the training phase effect of prior predictiveness, $r(31)
= .46, p < .01$. An example simulation is shown in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5. An example simulation with the Mackintosh model, using an associability mechanism governed by absolute predictiveness ($\theta = .1$; starting $\alpha = .3$; $N = 2$). See Figure 4.2 for an explanation of trial types. Top left: Model performance ($1 - LCR$) during the pretraining phase. Top right: Mean alpha ($\alpha$) value for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor predictors (PP) during the pretraining phase. Bottom left: Model performance during the training phase, with novel cue-outcome pairings. Bottom right: The training data expressed as learning scores (low-probability outcome minus high-probability outcome).
Interim summary

Simulations with a connectionist implementation of the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model showed that it was unable to capture the prior predictiveness effect shown throughout Chapter 3 (specifically that shown in Experiment 6). It is clear from the simulations based on a version of the Mackintosh (1975) model that this failure is most likely due to the use of a fixed learning rate parameter governing changes in associative strength. When the associability of each cue was allowed to vary to reflect that cue’s predictiveness within the task, simulations were found that matched the general effect of greater learning about cues pretrained as good predictors of outcomes. Changes in associability were best handled by a mechanism using the absolute predictiveness of the cue (i.e. as determined by the prediction error on the trial), rather than by one based on a cue’s relative predictiveness (i.e. as determined by its prediction error relative to the context).

A common characteristic of the successful Mackintosh simulations was the use of a low starting level for $\alpha$. Since the $\alpha$ values for both good and poor predictor cues would rise over the course of pretraining (see above), a low starting value prevented $\alpha$ from reaching asymptotic values and as a result becoming unable to modulate learning effectively. Although this method of allowing $\alpha$ to rise from a low starting level provides a simple computational mechanism, it is worth noting that it is perhaps not completely in keeping with the empirical evidence on changes in cue-processing. For instance, any attentional account of latent inhibition and learned irrelevance (see Chapter 1) would seem to require $\alpha$ to start high, before subsequently declining as a result of pretraining. Whilst latent inhibition and learned irrelevance are perhaps obvious examples of a need for a high starting value of $\alpha$, it has been suggested that perhaps all empirical phenomena that provide evidence for a change in cue-processing might be accounted for by a decrease in $\alpha$ (Le Pelley, 2004).
The adjustments required to bring the current mechanism in line with the empirical phenomena from animal conditioning are fairly simple. For example, one could employ separate learning rate parameters governing changes in $\alpha$, which could be set to ensure that decreases in $\alpha$ were of a greater magnitude than increases in $\alpha$. Indeed, the use of different learning rates controlling increases and decreases in associative strength has precedent in models of animal conditioning (e.g. Pearce & Hall, 1980). Is it particularly troublesome that the most successful simulations presented here used a low starting value of $\alpha$? The current simulations offer an effective means by which the predictive history of a cue can influence future processing of that cue. Given the fact that any changes to a model (e.g. additional learning rates), are likely to increase the complexity of the model and possibly the number of free parameters used, one could argue that the current method is favourable as a simple model of the empirical phenomena it aims to account for.

The remainder of the chapter shall focus on a widely studied model of sequence learning, namely the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN), and examines whether this model also requires a mechanism for changes in cue-processing in order to model the current data. Whilst it is clear that a version of the Mackintosh (1975) model is able to model the empirical data satisfactorily, the aim here is to produce a general-purpose model of sequence learning that will also be able to simulate a variety of effects in the sequence learning literature – effects that are beyond the scope of the relatively simple associative models presented thus far.
Evidence for the acquisition of remote contingencies in sequence learning

Single layer associative learning models, such as the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) and Mackintosh (1975) models, were primarily designed to apply to experimental settings in which each cue-outcome pairing occurs as a discrete learning trial, presented in isolation from other cue-outcome pairings. In a sequence learning experiment, however, the location of the target can often be contingent on the sequence of target locations on a number of preceding trials. For example, Lewicki, Hill, and Bizot (1988; see also Lewicki, 1986; Lewicki, Czyzewska, & Hoffman, 1987, for similar results in non-SRT tasks) used a four-choice SRT task, in which the screen was divided into quadrants and the target would appear in one of these four locations on each trial. Each sequence block contained 48 segments of 5 trials. These 5-trial segments were designed such that the first two target locations were randomly chosen, whilst the last three target locations were dependent on the location of the target on the preceding two trials. For instance, if the movement of the target during the first two locations was vertical (e.g. from bottom left to top left) then the movement between the second and third trial would be diagonal (i.e. from top left to bottom right). The same rules were then applied to trials four and five. In order to anticipate the correct target location on sequenced trials, participants had to encode the relationship between the previous two trials. Lewicki et al. (1988) found that participants’ RTs increased considerably when these rules were altered later in the experiment, providing evidence that participants had learnt two elements of the sequence context.

In a six-choice SRT task, Cleeremans and McClelland (1991; see also Remillard & Clarke, 2001) used a probabilistic grammar to generate sequenced blocks (see Figure 4.6). The letters S to X refer to the six stimulus positions on the screen. Sequences are generated by starting at node 0 and then traversing between nodes of the grammar (an example of a
five element sequence is V-X-Q-X-P-S). Where two possible routes are available, a route was chosen at random, and the sequence looped between the two instances of node 0, such that sequences could be of infinite length. On occasion, a sequenced location was replaced with a random, unsequenced location.

Figure 4.6. The artificial grammar used by Cleeremans and McClelland (1991).

Cleeremans and McClelland replicated the common sequence learning effect that participants were faster to respond on sequenced than unsequenced trials. Furthermore, the authors examined in more detail the complex temporal contingencies that participants had become sensitive to during training with sequences generated from this grammar. For instance, consider transitions XTV, PTV and QTV, noting that each sequence run has a different initial element but the same final two elements. In addition, note that the TV transition in XTV is generated by a different part of the grammatical structure than the TV
transition in PTV and QTV. All three transitions predict, with a .5 probability, the occurrence of X on the next trial. However, they make different predictions with regard to the other legal transition. Thus, in order for a participant to respond optimally after each sub-sequence, the 3rd order contingency must be learned. If participants encode the entire three item context in each case, then location S will be anticipated after the sequence XTV, whilst T will be anticipated after PTV and QTV. Cleeremans and McClelland showed that participants were faster to respond to predictable transitions (e.g. S after XTV; T after PTV; T after QTV) than unpredictable transitions (e.g. T after XTV; S after PTV; S after QTV). In a subsequent experiment, Cleeremans and McClelland examined whether participants were able to learn 4th order contingencies. However, even after 62,000 trials of the SRT task there was no evidence for any learning of this kind.

To summarise, the data from several studies show that training on the SRT task can lead to the acquisition of higher-order contingencies. Responses to the target on a given trial are primed not only by the location of the target on the previous trial, but also by several preceding trials (i.e. a context of up to three trials). Any model of sequence learning must, therefore, be able to learn such high-level contingencies within the sequence and make context-relevant responses.
The Simple Recurrent Network

The general architecture of the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) was first developed by Elman (1990), who demonstrated its capacity for processing sequential material. However, work by Cleeremans and colleagues (Cleeremans, Servan-Schreiber, & McClelland, 1989; Cleeremans & McClelland, 1991; Cleeremans, 1993) established the current name, and more importantly began to test the model on findings from the field of implicit learning.

The SRN was developed within the Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) framework, a computational method that has since become synonymous with ‘Connectionism’. In the mid-eighties the work of the PDP research group – led primarily by Jay McClelland and David Rumelhart – laid down the fundamental principles of modern connectionism, which led to the development of long-standing models of human behaviour.

The basic principle of the PDP or connectionist framework is that fundamental cognitive processes can be conceptualized as the parallel activation and interaction of a network of computational units. A multi-layer network is shown in Figure 4.7. The network receives input via the ‘Input units’ (I₁ to Iₜ) in the form of an input vector of activation. Activation on the input units tends to represent the physical properties of relevant stimuli within the environment (though the detail of exactly how such stimulation is perceived is rarely considered a concern of the network).
Figure 4.7. Left panel: A two-layer network. $I_1$ to $I_6$ represent input units. $H_1$ to $H_3$ represent hidden units. $O_1$ to $O_6$ represent output units. Solid lines represent weights between units.

Right panel: The same network (input and output units and respective weights have been omitted for clarity) with the additional context layer feature of the SRN. $C_1$ to $C_N$ represent context units. The 'copy' arrow represents the process of copying the activation values of the hidden units to the context units at the end of each time step.
The behaviour of the network is manifest through the pattern of activation produced on the output units (O₁ to O₅). Usually a decision rule is employed in order to decide the network’s response on the basis of the output activation (see below). The output units receive activation directly from a set of hidden units. These hidden units themselves receive input directly from the input units, and modulate the level of activation that is passed forward to the output layer. Therefore, the hidden units do not represent a feature of the physical environment — they are not an analogue of stimulus input or response output. Instead, these hidden units reflect the internal representation of the network and allow a nonlinear recoding of the input activation, allowing the network to solve complex problems in which the input and output patterns of activation are less similar (e.g. the ‘exclusive-or’, and other ‘parity’ problems, see Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986). The number of hidden units used in a network is often set as a free parameter, with more units generally permitting a greater degree of flexibility within the model.

In the same manner as for the single-layer models described previously, weights within the network provide a means of modulating the level of activation passed between units. On each trial the activation on the output units (the network’s prediction) is compared to the actual outcome on that trial. Error values across the output units are then used to adjust weights within the network by a process of ‘back-propagation of error’ (see below; Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986).

What sets the SRN apart from earlier PDP models is its use of a ‘context loop’, as shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 4.7. On each trial the pattern of activation across the hidden units is copied to the context units. The context units then act as additional input units by sending this pattern of activation back into the hidden units on the next time step. This recurrent feature allows the SRN to retain a level of internal activation across several
trials. Therefore, the activation on the context units is an amalgamation of the continuously changing pattern of activation across the hidden units. This provides the network with a history of the previous target locations in the sequence and ensures that target locations from all previous trials have an impact on the network's prediction on the current trial.

The current implementation of the SRN functioned in much the same way as that described by Elman (1990). On each trial, the activation of one input unit was set to 1 (the location of the target on the current trial) and all other input units were set to 0. The activation was then fed forward to the hidden units by calculating the sum of all products of input activations and their respective connection strengths with each hidden unit. Thus, for hidden unit $h$:

$$in_h = B_h + \sum_{i=1}^{6} w_{hi} \cdot a_i$$

where $in_h$ is the input for hidden unit $h$; $B_h$ is the input from a continually active bias unit associated with hidden unit $h$; $w_{hi}$ is the weight of the connection between hidden unit $h$ and input unit $i$; $a_i$ is the activation of input unit $i$. Note that input units here refer to all units providing input to the hidden units, which therefore includes input from the context units. This input is then transformed into an activation value for hidden unit $h$, by the 'logistic activation function' given in Rumelhart, Hinton and Williams (1986):

$$a_h = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-in_h}}$$

The input to, and activation of, the output units is calculated in much the same way as that of the hidden units, such that for output unit $o$:
where \( i_n \) is the input for output unit \( o \); \( w_{oh} \) is the weighted connection between output unit \( o \) and hidden unit \( h \); \( a_h \) is the activation of hidden unit \( h \); and \( H \) is the total number of hidden units in the network.

When applied to sequence learning, the target output on each trial is the next element in the sequence. As in the simulations with single-layer models, the accuracy of the model in predicting the next element in the sequence was calculated as the activation of the target output unit divided by the total activation of all output units; the Luce Choice Ratio (LCR).

Target values for ‘active’ and ‘inactive’ stimulus positions were set at .9 and .1, respectively. Although only one target stimulus position (output unit) is ‘active’ at any one time, values of 1 and 0 cannot be reached without infinitely large weights in a network with non-linear activation functions, and so effectively cannot be achieved (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986).

As is the case for single-layer networks, following each response made by the network, an error signal is calculated which reflects the discrepancy between the network output and the desired ‘target’ output (i.e. the error in the network’s prediction):

\[
\delta_o = (t_o - a_o) \cdot (1 - a_o) \cdot a_o
\]

where \( \delta_o \) refers to the error on output \( o \).

In the case of multi-layer networks, this error is ‘back-propagated’ through the network to update the weights between each layer of units. In order to adjust weights
leading to the hidden layer, the network must be able to accurately attribute the error
generated on the output units to the hidden units, such that those hidden units producing the
greatest error on the output units undergo the largest weight changes:

$$\delta_h = \left( \sum_{o=1}^{6} \delta_o \cdot w_{oh} \right) \cdot (1 - a_h) \cdot a_h$$  \hspace{1cm} 4.12

where $\delta_h$ refers to the error on hidden unit $h$.

These errors are then used to update the weights and biases in the network using the
'generalised delta rule' (Rumelhart, Hinton & Williams, 1986):

$$\Delta w_{oh} = \theta_{oh} \cdot \delta_o \cdot a_h$$  \hspace{1cm} 4.13

$$\Delta w_{hi} = \theta_{hi} \cdot \delta_h \cdot a_i$$  \hspace{1cm} 4.14

$$\Delta w_{hc} = \theta_{hc} \cdot \delta_h \cdot a_c$$  \hspace{1cm} 4.15

$$\Delta B_h = \theta_b \cdot \delta_h$$  \hspace{1cm} 4.16

where $\theta$ denotes a learning rate parameter, $a_c$ is the activation of context unit $c$, and $w_{hc}$ is
the weighted connection between context unit $c$ and hidden unit $h$. Note that in this
implementation of the model, independent learning rate parameters were used for the three
sets of weights, and for the hidden unit biases ($\theta_{oh}$, $\theta_{hi}$, $\theta_{hc}$, and $\theta_b$). Given that the aim of
these simulations was simply to establish whether a “standard” SRN model (that is, an SRN
that does not contain an additional associability parameter) could feasibly capture the effects
of predictive history observed empirically, it seemed sensible to specify as few constraints
on the model as possible. Hence if it is possible, by whatever means, for this model to
account for the observed effects of predictive history, then this approach of providing the
greatest possible flexibility gives the best chance of detecting this ability.
The implementation of different learning rate parameters also allows for an examination of a specific hypothesis regarding the ability of multi-layered networks to model associability effects. In their discussion of an intradimensional shift effect in rats, Oswald et al. (2001) suggested that 'attention-like' effects could be modelled using a multi-layer network, without the need of a specific attentional component, provided one assumes that the weights between input and hidden units are subject to slower changes in strength than weights between hidden and output units.

Consider how this restraint on the network would impact on the performance of the network when applied to the current experimental procedures. In the case of good predictor cues, after consistent reinforced training on trials GPH during the pretraining phase, weights between good predictor input units and certain hidden units will be strong, and weights between these hidden units and respective output units will also be strong. However, in the case of poor predictors, for which the outcome on trial PPM is less consistent, the weights between input and hidden units, and hidden and output units, will be less strong by the end of the pretraining phase. That is to say, after pretraining the network will develop stronger associative connections between those input units representing good predictor cues and their respective outcomes, than between input units representing poor predictor cues and their respective outcomes. When the network is then presented with the training phase sequences, it is able to benefit from these existing associative pathways, in particular by using existing connections between input and hidden units for the good predictor cues. If the network maintains existing strong connections between these input units and hidden units, whilst simultaneously changing weights between hidden and output units rapidly, a 'rewiring' of the associative connection to new output units could feasibly be achieved, thereby facilitating rapid acquisition of the new training phase contingencies (see Figure 4.8).
poor predictor cues will not have these strong existing connections between input and hidden units, this rewiring process will not be so effective. By using independent learning rates for each set of weights within the network, this hypothesis can be tested directly. That is, on the basis of a 'rewiring' hypothesis, better performance in the SRN would be expected when the learning rate governing weight changes in the hidden to output layer is higher than that governing weight changes in the input to hidden layer.
Figure 4.8. An illustration of how the associative connections between hidden and output units might be 'rewired' in the SRN. The high contingency between the good predictor cue (GP) and outcome 1 ($O_1$) during the pretraining phase will lead to strong connections between these units, mediated by a hidden unit $H_1$. During the subsequent training phase GP is paired with $O_2$. If the learning rate for input-hidden connections is low, while that for hidden-output connections is high, this change in contingency can be learnt by a rewiring: the strong associative connection between GP and $H_1$ will remain largely intact (as extinction of this connection will be slow), while $H_1$ will rapidly develops a new connection to $O_2$. Relatively low contingencies between the poor predictor cue (PP) and $O_3$ and $O_5$ during pretraining will produce weaker associations to the hidden layer, and hence PP will be less able to benefit from this rewiring process.
Simulations with the standard SRN

In searching for model configurations which would produce the pattern of data observed in Experiment 6, wide ranges of learning rate parameters (.01, .05, .1, .3, .5 or .7), and numbers of hidden units (3, 15, 30, or 50) were examined. Given that each of the four independent learning rates (see Equations 4.13 to 4.16) within the network could take one of six values, the simulation space produced 5,184 networks. As was the case for the single-layer network simulations, for each parameter set, the model was trained using the exact sequences given to the 15 experimental participants of Experiment 6. For each simulated participant, all weights within the network were initialised with random values between -.5 and .5.

Initial pilot simulations highlighted that the output generated by the SRN is far less stable than that observed for the single-layer models. Amongst other factors, this is likely to be due to the complexity of the network and the fact that the recurrent loop will, to a certain extent, preserve the activation caused by randomly initialized weights. In order to compensate for this variability in the network’s predictions, the performance of each parameter set was taken to be the average performance across 100 separate simulated experiments. Thus, each parameter set was effectively run with 1,500 simulated participants.

Each parameter set was first examined on its performance with the pretraining contingencies. If the network produced the ordinal relationship shown in the empirical data (i.e. higher Luce Ratio for GPH than for PPM, and higher Luce Ratio for PPM than for GPL), then it was considered to have successfully learnt the pretraining contingencies. In total 237 of the 5,184 parameter sets (4.5%) failed to meet this criterion and were excluded from further analysis. The parameter sets that failed tended to be those with only 3 hidden
units, or low learning rate values (e.g. ≤ .01) for weight changes between the input and hidden layer, and between the hidden and output layer.

For each of the remaining 4,947 sets, learning scores (LCR on high probability outcomes minus LCR on low probability outcomes) for good and poor predictor cues were compared across the two blocks of the training phase. This revealed that 1,707 parameter sets mirrored the empirical data, showing greater learning about good predictor cues than poor predictors (i.e. a score of greater than zero using Equation 4.5).

Although this seems to suggest that the SRN is potentially able to produce the observed effect of prior predictiveness in the training phase, many of these simulations resulted in a weak effect. In order to examine the performance of the model more thoroughly, a t-test was conducted between learning scores for good and poor predictor cues during the training phase, for each simulated experiment with 15 participants. The mean t-statistic was then calculated from the 100 simulated experiments for each parameter set. This revealed that 395 parameter sets (8% of the total number of parameter sets producing the correct pretraining ordinal relationships) produced a mean t-value of greater than 1, whilst only 50 parameter sets (1%) produced a t-value of greater than 2. Given the critical t-value for a paired test with 15 participants is 2.145, the performance of the standard SRN is severely limited in terms of the range of parameters which produce a robust training phase effect.

Further analysis explored the means by which the SRN was able to produce the training phase effect of prior predictiveness in this minority of “successful” simulations. It was argued earlier that a rewiring process might produce a learning advantage for GP cues over PP cues, and that this process would be most likely to operate when the learning rate
for hidden-output weights \( (\theta_{oh}) \) is higher than that for input-hidden weights \( (\theta_{hi}) \). Consistent with this hypothesis, for those simulations producing a t-value of greater than 1, there was a significant positive correlation between the size of the t-value, and the difference in these learning rates (i.e. \( \theta_{oh} - \theta_{hi} \)), \( r(395) = .40, p < .001 \). This correlation is illustrated in Figure 4.9, which plots the t-value for the training phase effect against the difference in learning rates \( (\theta_{oh} - \theta_{hi}) \), for all parameter sets that produced a t-value of greater than 1.
Figure 4.9. The magnitude of training phase effect as a function of the combination of learning rates used, for simulations producing a t-value of greater than 1 in the direction of greater learning about cues pretrained as good predictors. Positive values on the learning rate difference scale are simulations which used a higher learning rate for weight changes between hidden and output units, than for weight changes between input and hidden units.
Every parameter set that produced a t-value of greater than 2 had a positive difference between these two learning rate parameters (i.e. $\theta_{oh}$ was greater than $\theta_{hi}$). That is, all of the strongest effects of associability produced by the standard SRN used learning rates that would lead to faster changes to the hidden-output weights, and slower changes to the input-hidden weights.

In addition to the pattern observed in the learning rate parameters, all of the parameter sets producing a t-value of greater than 1 used 30 or more hidden units, whilst all of those producing a t-value of greater than 2 used 50 hidden units. This finding is also in-keeping with a rewiring hypothesis. With more hidden units in the network, each hidden unit is more likely to act as a 'unique gateway unit', linking a particular input unit to a particular output unit. Conversely, with fewer hidden units, each hidden unit is more likely to act as a 'common gateway unit', mediating activation from several strong connections between input and output units. In a network with common gateway units, appropriate new links between hidden and output units will be difficult to establish, since weight changes involving a particular hidden unit will occur not only on trials in which that outcome occurs, but also on trials on which that outcome does not occur; activation of the hidden unit will occur for several different contingencies, some of which will promote that weight between the hidden and output unit, and some of which will not. On the other hand, in a network with unique gateway units, activation of the hidden unit will only occur for a particular input-output pairing, which will therefore lead to rapid positive changes to the new weight between hidden and output units.

An example simulation, using the parameters that produced the most robust prior predictiveness effect, is shown in Figure 4.10. It is clear from the example that the effect of prior predictiveness is not particularly strong, although by Block 2 of the training phase
there is greater learning (performance on low-probability outcomes minus performance on high probability outcomes) about good predictor cues, over poor predictor cues. One striking feature of the example in Figure 4.10 is that the model’s responses to outcomes following poor predictor cues are overall far less accurate than its responses to outcomes following good predictor cues. This main effect of cue (i.e. GPH + GPL vs. PPH + PPL) was indeed highly significant for all 100 simulations using this example parameter set, all ts(14) > 3.49, ps < .01, however, no main effect of cue was observed in any of the training phase results from Experiments 4 to 7. Specifically, in Experiment 6 participants were fastest to GPH trials, slowest on GPL trials, and were of intermediate speed on PPH and PPL trials.
Figure 4.10. An example simulation with the standard SRN ($\theta_{hi} = .3; \theta_{oh} = .5; \theta_{ch} = .01; \theta_b = .3; 50$ hidden units). See Figure 4.2 for an explanation of the trial types. **Left panel**: Model performance ($1 - LCR$) during the pretraining phase. **Right panel**: Model performance during the training phase, with novel cue-outcome pairings.
In order to assess the ability of the SRN to produce the correct ordinal relationships between the training phase trial-types, the empirical data from Experiment 6 (see Figure 4.2) were examined in more detail. Only some of the RTs to the four trial types were found to be significantly different: collapsing across the two blocks of the training phase, it was found that RTs on GPH outcomes were significantly faster than those on both PPL and GPL outcomes, whilst RTs on PPH outcomes were significantly faster than those on GPL outcomes, all \( t(14) > 2.62, \) \( ps < .05 \). Therefore a parameter set was assessed as having produced the correct ordinal prediction overall if it made the correct ordinal predictions with respect to these differences considered individually (i.e. GPH < PPL, GPH < GPL, and PPH < GPL). Of the 395 parameter sets producing a t-value of greater than 1, a total of 213 produced the correct ordinal relationships shown empirically (53.9%, or 4.7% of the analysed parameter sets). Whilst for the 50 parameter sets showing a robust effect of \( t > 2 \), just 3 sets produced the correct ordinal relationships shown empirically (6%, or 0.1% of the analysed parameter sets).

To summarise, simulations were conducted with a standard implementation of the SRN, using a wide parameter search, with the results of each parameter set averaged across 100 separate simulations. The model was able to produce a prior predictiveness effect of sorts within a limited parameter range, and an analysis of these parameter values suggests that the SRN is able to achieve the best results by a process of rapidly rewiring connections between hidden and output units. However, of those simulations that produced a robust effect (\( t > 2 \)), the vast majority (94%) were unable to accurately produce the correct ordinal relationship between the trial types seen empirically in Experiment 6.
Simulations with the Alpha SRN

It was clear from the simulations with the Rescorla-Wagner and Mackintosh models, that when the associability of a cue is allowed to vary as a function of its predictive history, a transfer effect of associability on new learning is more readily observed. It seems logical therefore, that an SRN which incorporates a cue-processing mechanism should also be better-equipped to capture the pattern of results observed in Experiment 6.

Since only input-to-hidden weights are directly connected to cues (input units) within the SRN, in order for a cue's associability to directly modulate the amount of learning that accrues to it, it is logical to allow associability to modulate weight changes only at this level. The learning rule for weight change between input and hidden units in the standard SRN (Equation 4.14) was modified to incorporate associability as follows:

\[
\Delta w_{hi} = \alpha_i \cdot LR_{hi} \cdot \delta_h \cdot a_i \tag{4.17}
\]

where \( \alpha_i \) is the associability of cue \( i \). Recall that simulations with the Mackintosh model were far more successful when the equation for adjusting the associabilities of cues was based on the absolute predictiveness of that cue, rather than by means of relative predictiveness (compared to the experimental context). A mechanism based on absolute predictiveness was therefore also used in the 'Alpha SRN':

If correct then \( \alpha_i = \alpha_i + (LCR)^4 \)

If incorrect then \( \alpha_i = \alpha_i - (LCR)^4 \)

As for Equation 4.6, these rules specify that the associability of a cue increases if that cue predicts the correct outcome, and decreases if it predicts the incorrect outcome.
Values of $\alpha$ were allowed to vary between lower and upper limits of .1 and 1. Pilot simulations with this model found that raising the LCR to the fourth power results in small changes in $\alpha$ on each trial, ensuring a gradual approach to these limits. In addition to the parameters used in the simulations with the standard SRN, in the Alpha SRN simulations, various starting values of $\alpha$ (.1, .2, .3, .4, and .5) were also examined, yielding a parameter space of 25,920 sets. All other procedural and analytical aspects of these simulations were as for the standard SRN.

Of the 25,920 parameter sets, 2,168 failed to produce the ordinal pattern of results observed in the pretraining phase of Experiment 5, and were therefore excluded from further analysis. Of the remaining 23,752 parameter sets, a total of 12,144 produced a predictiveness effect of greater learning about good predictors than poor predictors in the training phase data. As in the simulations with the standard SRN, an average t-value was calculated from the 100 simulated experiments for each parameter set. A total of 4,467 (18.8%) simulations produced a t-value of greater than 1 in the direction of greater learning about good predictor cues, over twice the proportion produced by the standard SRN. The Alpha SRN was also far better at producing robust effects in this direction: 1,142 (4.8%) parameter sets produced an effect with a t of greater than 2, and 220 (0.9%) with t > 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean t-value</th>
<th>Proportion of parameter sets showing empirical predictiveness effect.</th>
<th>Proportion showing empirical ordinal pattern of data.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t &gt; 1</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t &gt; 2</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t &gt; 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1. Simulation results for the Standard SRN and the Alpha SRN broken down by the robustness of the produced effect. Proportions are of the total number of parameter sets producing the ordinal pattern of data observed in the pretraining phase of Experiment 6 (SRN: 4,947; Alpha-SRN: 23,752). t-values are the result of a comparison of the learning scores in the training phase (LCR for high probability outcomes minus LCR for low probability outcomes) for good and poor predictor cues, across the 15 participants of each simulated experiment. Mean t values are an average of the 100 simulated experiments for each parameter set.
Table 4.1 shows a summary of simulation results from the standard SRN and the Alpha SRN. It is clear that many more parameter sets resulted in robust effects in the Alpha SRN simulations than in the standard SRN simulations. Moreover, the Alpha SRN produces far more simulation results matching the ordinal relationships between the four trial-types, as observed in Experiments 6 (see above). Whilst it was the case for the standard SRN that the most robust prior predictiveness effects rarely reproduced the correct ordinal relationships between the training phase trial types, for the Alpha SRN, the converse was true. In fact, for the 220 parameter sets producing a t-value of greater than 3 – the strongest effects observed with the Alpha SRN – all 220 parameter sets produced the correct ordinal relationships between the trial types.

Figure 4.11 shows an example simulation result from the Alpha SRN. As was the case in the simulation results from the Mackintosh model, using a measure of absolute predictiveness to drive changes in associability ensures that the associabilities of poor predictor cues rise more gradually across the pretraining phase (see the discussion of the Mackintosh model for a discussion of why associability increases at all for poor predictor cues). By the end of the pretraining phase there is a clear differentiation in the associabilities of good and poor predictor cues. This differentiation in the associabilities clearly leads to facilitation in the learning about novel contingencies pertaining to good predictor cues, over those pertaining to poor predictor cues.
Figure 4.11. An example simulation with the Alpha SRN ($\theta_{hi} = .7; \theta_{oh} = .3; \theta_{ch} = .1; \theta_b = .1$; starting value of $\alpha = .3$; 15 hidden units). See Figure 4.2 for an explanation of trial types.

**Top Left panel:** Model performance ($1 - LCR$) during the pretraining phase. **Top Right panel:** Average associability value for good predictor (GP) and poor predictor (PP) cues during the pretraining phase. **Bottom left panel:** Model performance during the training phase, with novel cue-outcome pairings. **Bottom right panel:** The training phase data presented as learning scores (performance on low-probability outcomes minus performance on high probability outcomes) for cues pretrained as good (GP) and poor (PP) predictors.
Although the Alpha SRN performs considerably better than the standard SRN, the model fails to predict greater learning about good predictors than poor predictors during the training phase for almost half of the parameter sets tested. Further analysis revealed that these failures are largely a consequence of undifferentiated $\alpha$ values at the end of the pretraining phase. As was the case with the Mackintosh simulations employing an associability mechanism based on absolute predictiveness, there was a significant positive correlation between the difference in $\alpha$ at the end of the pretraining phase ($\alpha$ for good predictor cues minus $\alpha$ for poor predictor cues) and the size of the training phase effect, $r(23752) = .57, p < .001$. This correlation is shown in Figure 4.12. This difference is particularly striking if one compares those parameter sets showing an effect in the direction of greater learning about good predictors than poor predictors (the 4,467 sets with $t > 1$), and those showing an effect in the opposite direction (the 983 sets with $t < -1$). For the former, the average difference between the mean $\alpha$ value for good predictor and poor predictor cues at the end of Stage 1 was .34, whilst for the latter it was only .05. Thus the simulations that failed to show the observed training phase effect tended to be those in which $\alpha$ for good predictors failed to rise above those of poor predictors during the pretraining phase.
Figure 4.12. The magnitude of training phase effect as a function of the difference in $\alpha$ for good and poor predictor cues at the end of pretraining, for simulations with the Alpha SRN. Positive values on the $\alpha$ difference scale reflect a greater average $\alpha$ for good predictor cues over the average for poor predictor cues. Positive $t$ values reflect greater learning about cues pretrained as good predictors over cues pretrained as poor predictors in the training phase.
There are several reasons why the $\alpha$ values for good and poor predictor cues might fail to differentiate during the pretraining phase, depending on the particular parameter set involved. For example, the learning rates might be sufficiently low that learning about the differential predictiveness of the two classes of cues is too weak to drive differences in their $\alpha$ values. In support of this, the magnitude of the learning effect during the pretraining phase (i.e. LCR on GPH trials minus LCR on PPM trials) was positively correlated with the average of the learning rate parameters used on the three sets of weights, $r(23752) = .562$, $p < .001$. In addition, parameter sets featuring very high learning rates will lead the $\alpha$ values for both good and poor predictor cues to rise to ceiling levels by the end of pretraining phase, thus compressing the difference between them. In support of this, there was a significant positive correlation between the average learning rate and the value of alpha at the end of the pretraining phase for both good predictor cues, $r(23752) = .445$, $p < .001$, and poor predictor cues, $r(23752) = .476$, $p < .001$.

Table 4.2 shows, for each starting value of $\alpha$, the number of parameter sets showing an effect of greater learning of cues pretrained as good predictors with $t > 1$ in the training data, and of those the number that also predict the correct ordinal pattern between the trial types in the training phase (see above). It is clear that those parameter sets using high starting values of $\alpha$ are generally less successful in reproducing the empirical results of Experiment 6. There was a significant negative correlation between the starting value of $\alpha$ and the difference in $\alpha$ for good and poor predictor cues at the end of the pretraining phase, $r(23752) = -.15$, $p < .001$. This suggests that higher starting values of $\alpha$ were more likely to produce undifferentiated values of $\alpha$ at the end of pretraining, which presumably contributed to the poorer performance of these parameter sets in accounting for the prior predictiveness effect observed in the empirical training data.
Training phase results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Starting value of $\alpha$</th>
<th>Number (N) of parameter sets with correct pretraining ordinal predictions</th>
<th>N showing greater learning for good predictors with $t &gt; 1$</th>
<th>N showing correct ordinal predictions when $t &gt; 1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.1</td>
<td>4,606</td>
<td>1036 (22.5%)</td>
<td>844 (18.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.2</td>
<td>4,683</td>
<td>1041 (22.2%)</td>
<td>851 (18.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.3</td>
<td>4,768</td>
<td>1006 (21.1%)</td>
<td>836 (17.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>4,832</td>
<td>877 (18.1%)</td>
<td>719 (14.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.5</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>507 (10.4%)</td>
<td>350 (7.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2. Simulation results for the Alpha SRN broken down by starting value of $\alpha$. Values in parentheses show number of parameter sets as a proportion of the total number of parameter sets producing a correct pretraining ordinal prediction for each starting value of $\alpha$ (N). For a description of how t-values were calculated see Table 4.1.
In general, provided the parameters permit a clear differentiation in the $\alpha$ values for
good and poor predictors by the end of the pretraining phase, the model will tend to predict
faster learning for good predictor cues than poor predictor cues during the training phase.
Equation 4.17 indicates that, once $\alpha$ values have differentiated, the learning rate for input–
hidden unit connections ($\theta_{hi}$) will play a key role in determining the magnitude of the
preferential learning of good predictor cues over poor predictor cues. If $\theta_{hi}$ is high, then any
differences in the associabilities of the cues will lead to a significant difference in the rate of
learning about cues; if $\theta_{hi}$ is very low, then even quite large differences in $\alpha$ will only have a
weak overall impact on learning. Consistent with this suggestion, an analysis of those
parameter sets producing a differentiation in $\alpha$ values between good and poor predictors of
greater than .1 (at the end of the pretraining phase), revealed a significant positive
correlation between $\theta_{hi}$ and the magnitude of the learning advantage for good predictors
during the training phase, $r(13236) = .542, p < .001$.

**Summary of the simulation results**

The purpose of the research presented in this chapter was to examine possible associative
mechanisms governing changes in cue-processing, and to evaluate how successful
mechanisms could be incorporated into a model of sequence learning. Firstly, several
single-layer models were examined. A connectionist implementation of the Rescorla-
Wagner model (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972) – one of the most extensively examined models
of associative learning – was incapable of modelling the effects shown in Chapter 3.
Simulations with a version of the Mackintosh (1975) model were far more successful, and
provide a clear demonstration that the effects shown in Chapter 3 fit comfortably within an
associative learning model that permits changes in the cue-specific learning rate ($\alpha$). A variety of mechanisms for permitting changes in $\alpha$ were considered; simulation results showed that determining $\alpha$ on the basis of the cue’s absolute predictiveness (the extent to which the cue exclusively predicts the current outcome) provides a simple and effective mechanism.

An extensive simulation programme was conducted with the Simple Recurrent Network (SRN) – a connectionist architecture that has offered an accurate model of sequence learning phenomena. In an attempt to give the model the best chance of reproducing the empirical data, it was implemented in such a way as to permit a high degree of flexibility. Despite this flexibility, the SRN’s ability to produce the empirical data was severely limited. The simulations reproducing the most robust effects tended to be those that attempted to ‘rewire’ the associative connections acquired during the pretraining phase in order to facilitate the learning of the training phase contingencies. Whilst this is, in principle, one means by which effects of prior predictiveness might be produced, the ordinal pattern of data that emerged from this process was generally quite different to that observed in Experiment 6.

Simulations were then conducted with a modified version of the SRN (the Alpha SRN), in which the learning rate ($\alpha$) used to modulate weights between input and hidden units was allowed to vary across training. On the basis of the successful simulations with the Mackintosh model, $\alpha$ was determined by the absolute predictiveness of the cue. When the simulation parameters enabled a differentiation in the values of $\alpha$ for good and poor predictor cues by the end of the pretraining phase, the model readily produced an effect of prior predictiveness in the training phase. The proportion of parameter sets producing robust effects in the same direction as the observed data was four times that seen in the standard
SRN. Moreover, in each of the simulations that produced the strongest effects of prior predictiveness, the Alpha SRN also reproduced the ordinal pattern of data observed empirically.
Chapter 5 – Examining the attentional component to sequence learning by measuring eye gaze.

The relationship between associability and attention

The simulation results presented in Chapter 4 demonstrated that associative learning mechanisms incorporating changes in cue-specific learning rate parameters are able to capture the patterns of data observed in Chapter 3. Mackintosh (1975) proposed that associability reflects the attention that is paid to a cue: when the associabilities of certain cues increase relative to the associabilities of other cues, it is due to a change in how attention is being distributed between those cues. In essence, the Mackintosh model states that selective attention acts to filter out cues which are unhelpful in predicting events in the environment, in order to allow more processing resources to be devoted to the most useful stimuli. Although this has long been a fundamental assumption of models incorporating changes in associability (e.g. Mackintosh, 1975; Kruschke, 2001; Le Pelley, 2004) there have been few attempts to measure directly whether changes in associability reflect changes in attention.

One widely used measure of attention is overt eye gaze. Introspectively at least, we know there is a tendency to look towards the same spatial location as where our attention is directed. Of course, there are exceptions to this rule: it is possible to fixate on an object whilst attending to another location in space (e.g. Posner, 1980). Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume that a measure of overt eye gaze will correlate highly with attention and there is a wealth of support for the use of eye gaze as a measure of attention, much of which comes from research on reading (for a review see Rayner, 1998).
Support from more relevant research was provided by Rehder and Hoffman (2005a; see also 2005b), who used eye-tracking equipment to measure participants’ eye gaze in a category learning task. Many theories of category learning have suggested that attention will be directed towards relevant dimensions that are diagnostic of category membership (e.g. Shepard, Hovland & Jenkins, 1961; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1984). Yet, as I have suggested is the case for models of HCL and animal conditioning, demonstrations of such changes within the field of categorization had previously been limited to indirect measures of attention (e.g. generalization to new exemplars). Rehder and Hoffman (2005a) presented participants with stimuli consisting of three feature dimensions, and asked them to categorise these stimuli as belonging to one of two sets, providing feedback as to the correct category membership on each trial. The complexity of the category membership rule was manipulated, such that in one condition correct categorization of the stimuli required information from only one dimension, in another condition categorization required two dimensions, and in another all three. Categorization was easiest when a single dimension was diagnostic, whilst it was most difficult when all three dimensions were integral to classification decisions. In line with models of categorisation and attention (e.g. Shepard et al, 1961; Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1984), Rehder and Hoffman found that as participants learnt the categorisation rules, they fixated on the same number of dimensions as was required to solve the category discrimination. This result suggests that attention is directed towards those dimensions that are relevant to category membership, ignoring irrelevant dimensions as a consequence.

Krushke, Kappenman and Hetrick (2005; see also Wills, Lavric, Croft & Hodgson, 2007) used eye tracking to examine attentional changes resulting from blocking and highlighting preparations. In the highlighting procedure (see Chapter 1 for an explanation of
the blocking procedure) participants were first presented with a compound stimulus that predicts an outcome: AB – 1. In a second phase, participants were presented with an additional compound that predicts a new outcome: AC – 2, along with further AB – 1 presentations. In a subsequent causal rating phase, when presented with cue A alone, participants were more likely to rate it as a cause of outcome 1, than as a cause of outcome 2 (presumably reflecting the higher base rate for outcome 1). More importantly, participants were more likely to rate compound BC as causing outcome 2, than outcome 1; a result which indicates that the association between cue C and outcome 2 was stronger than the association between cue B and outcome 1. This is somewhat surprising, given that cue B had been paired more often with outcome 1 than cue C had with outcome 2. The highlighting effect can, however, be accommodated by models of selective attention. For instance, the Mackintosh (1975) model suggests that when compound AC is presented, cue A is a relatively poor predictor of this outcome (due to its previous pairing with outcome 1), and therefore selective attention leads to greater learning about cue C, to the detriment of learning about the contingency between cue A and outcome 2. Therefore, learning about cue C proceeds relatively unimpaired, whilst learning is more equally divided between cue B and cue A (overshadowing occurs).

Kruschke et al. (2005) found evidence in support of both blocking and highlighting effects in participants’ causal ratings. Furthermore, attentional accounts of these results were bolstered by eye gaze duration data. In the case of blocking (A+ training, followed by AB+ and CD+), duration of eye gaze was significantly longer for control cues (D in CD) than for blocked cues (B in AB). These data suggest that learning about cue B is blocked because participants fail to devote attention to the blocked cue. Similarly in the case of highlighting, participants devoted more time to looking at cue C in compound AC, than they did for cue
B in compound AB. The results provide further support for the suggestion that the effect of highlighting is driven by selective attention.

To summarise, in several experimental conditions in which attentional processes have been assumed to play a prominent role, eye gaze has been shown to correlate highly with the expected patterns of attentional change. These data therefore offer strong support for the premise that eye gaze provides an accurate measure of attention.

**Eye gaze as a measure of perceptual learning**

It was mentioned briefly in Chapter 1, that some debate has arisen over the nature of the associations acquired during sequence learning. In very general terms the debate focuses on the extent to which the acquired knowledge can be best characterized as a series of motor responses, or a series of expected spatial locations. In the case of pure motor learning, participants are assumed to develop associations between contingent responses: response X is always followed by response Y. On the other hand, in the case of pure perceptual learning, participants are assumed to learn a sequence of spatial locations: after the stimulus has appeared in location X it next appears in location Y. By this account, sequence learning demonstrates an ability to shift attention towards an expected location in space, such that a rapid response can be made if the target appears in that position.

Of course, these two accounts of sequence learning are not mutually exclusive: it is possible that sequence learning is driven by both motoric and perceptual learning systems. I described briefly in Chapter 1 a study by Mayr (1996) which sought to examine the contribution of motoric and perceptual systems to sequence learning. In this study,
participants were given an SRT task in which the target could appear as one of 4 objects (i.e. black square, white square, black circle, white circle) and in one of 4 locations; responses were made to object identity only (e.g. black circle – C key). Participants were trained incidentally on both a sequence of target objects and a sequence of target locations, and these two sequences were independent of one another so target location could not be predicted on the basis of the target object sequence, and vice versa. Learning of each sequence was tested by separately replacing each sequence with random transitions. For example, learning of the object sequence was tested independently from learning of the location sequence by replacing the object sequence with random transitions, while maintaining the location sequence. Mayr found that RTs increased when each sequence was replaced with random transitions, which suggests that participants had learnt both a perceptual sequence of locations and a sequence of motor responses to the target object. The results conflict with those of a similar study by Willingham, Nissen and Bullemer (1989), who found evidence for only motor learning. Mayr argued that perceptual learning was not observed by Willingham et al. because they used stimulus positions which were too close together, thus rendering eye-movements too small for either perceptual learning to develop or to be measured.

Remillard (2003) provided further support for perceptual learning in an SRT task in which participants were trained with a single sequence. In this task, one of two bigrams ("XO" or "OX") was presented in each of the six positions of the SRT task. One of the positions was then signalled as the target (a line appeared below it) and the participant had to detect which bigram appeared in that position (i.e. XO – left key; OX – right key). On each trial, the bigrams were pseudo-randomly assigned to locations, such that there was no consistent sequence of responses. However, the movement of the target position was
sequenced; successful learning of the target location sequence would result in anticipatory movements of attention (or eye gaze) towards the expected target location. Remillard hypothesised that this anticipation of the target location will then afford more processing time for the bigram in that position, and hence the correct response to that stimulus will be prepared and executed rapidly. In a series of these tasks Remillard demonstrated that perceptual learning can occur independently of motor learning in the SRT task for simple (e.g. first-order) but not complex sequences (e.g. second-order).

While studies such as those described above implicate perceptual learning in the SRT, it is not a particularly robust finding. For instance Deroost and Soetens (2006; see also, Rüsseler, Münte, & Rösler, 2002; Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989) found evidence for perceptual learning in a between-subjects design with simple sequences, but not when these sequences were complex. However, when these complex sequences were used in a replication of Mayr’s (1996) within-subjects experiment, a perceptual learning effect was observed. Deroost and Soetens suggested that perceptual learning only emerges in the absence of motor learning for simple, first-order sequences. More complex, second-order conditional sequences can be learnt perceptually, but this learning needs to proceed concurrently with motor learning.

Several studies have examined whether sequence learning can occur if the target sequence is simply observed and not responded to (e.g. Howard, Mutter, & Howard, 2002; Kelly & Burton, 2001). However, it seems under these conditions that explicit knowledge of the sequence is likely to develop, especially when simple sequences are used. The results therefore offer less convincing demonstrations of implicit perceptual learning than those offered with more complex sequences (e.g. Mayr, 1996), or with probabilistic sequence generation (e.g. Remillard, 2003).
Three studies have attempted to look at perceptual components to sequence learning by measuring eye gaze. Marcus, Karatekin, and Markiewicz (2006) trained participants in one of four conditions. Participants were either trained with a 10-item deterministic sequence, or with random target movement, and were asked to either observe or respond to the movement of the target. Eye gaze data suggested that anticipations of the next target location (i.e. when eye gaze moved to the target location prior to stimulus onset) were far greater for sequence-trained than for random-trained participants, but equally frequent in the observe and respond sequence learning conditions. These data suggest that eye gaze provides a sensitive measure of perceptual sequence learning, which can occur independently of motor performance.

Albouy et al. (2006) used a variant of the SRT task in which the sequence of target movements was not self-paced, but instead followed a fixed, regular timing. Despite the absence of motoric responses, Albouy et al. observed anticipatory saccadic eye movements to targets during sequence learning, and 'saccadic reaction times' increased when this sequence was altered. Data from a generation task suggested that very few participants had become consciously aware of the sequence, which Albouy et al. suggested was due to use of a dual-task procedure.

Kinder, Rolf and Kliegl (2008) used a variant of the SRT task in which target movement was controlled by the participants' eye movements. That is, participants were required to look at the target in order to invoke the next trial in the sequence. Kinder et al. argued that since the appropriate target responses were identical to response locations, stimulus-response associations in the task were already fully established in participants before the task began. In a 4-choice task, using SOC sequences, participants showed decreasing saccadic response times during sequenced training. When the sequence was
replaced with a novel sequence, saccadic response times increased significantly. Kinder et al. suggested that these results provide strong evidence for a perceptual basis to sequence learning, when stimulus-response associations are presumably fully established.

**Rationale for the current experiment**

The work presented in this chapter examines two main theoretical issues. Firstly, the results of the computational simulations (see Chapter 4) suggested that the sequence learning effects shown in Chapter 3 are in keeping with changes in cue-associability. I have described how models incorporating changes in cue-associability (e.g. Kruschke, 2001; Mackintosh, 1975) draw parallels between associability and attention. Thus, the question is: to what extent are changes in cue-associability in the SRT task a result of changes in the attention paid to certain cues within the task? Modifications made to the SRN to allow changes in cue-associability involved a measure of absolute, rather than relative predictiveness (see Chapter 4). This choice of mechanism reflects the fact that the SRT task involves the sequential presentation of individual stimuli. In this sense, it is difficult to imagine how a mechanism based on relative predictiveness would modulate learning in this task; it is unclear why the attention paid to cues pretrained as good predictors will limit the attention to cues pretrained as poor predictors. Nevertheless, Experiment 8 uses a modification of the design used in Experiment 5 to examine any potential changes in the attention paid to cues in the SRT task.

Secondly, as in the studies detailed above (e.g. Marcus et al., 2006; Albouy et al., 2006; Kinder et al., 2008) measuring eye gaze allows for an examination of perceptual learning in the SRT task. The current study is most closely related to the respond condition
used in the Marcus et al. (2006) study, in the sense that it employs a self-paced standard SRT task with manual responses. However, manipulating cue-predictiveness within a probabilistic sequence allows an examination of whether perceptual sequence learning reflects the different sequence contingencies, as shown in the RT data. That is, unlike in the Marcus et al. study which measured anticipations in sequenced versus unsequenced blocks, the current study will also examine whether anticipatory eye movements reflect the range of contingencies within a probabilistic sequence (e.g. for high, medium, and low probability outcomes). To the extent that eye gaze offers a sensitive measure of sequence learning, it should also be possible to examine whether the prior predictiveness effect seen in Experiment 5 will be mirrored in the eye gaze data. Marcus et al. (2006) also asked participants to track the target closely with their eyes: an instruction that is seldom given in the standard SRT task. As such, the current study also offers a more natural examination of eye gaze in the SRT task.

**Experiment 8**

Experiment 8 employed a similar design to that used in Experiment 5, but with some important changes. During the pretraining phase of Experiment 5, four stimulus positions functioned as cues, whilst two other positions functioned as outcome positions. The dedicated outcome positions were then removed from the screen for the training phase. This general approach was used again in the Experiment 8, although now the four cue positions were placed in the top half of the screen, whilst the two outcome positions were positioned in the bottom half of the screen (see Figure 5.1).
Two of the four cue positions functioned as good predictors of their respective outcomes during pretraining, whilst two functioned as poor predictors. The sequence contingencies are shown in Table 5.1. In order to keep the design compatible with that of Experiment 5, the four cue positions are numbered 2-5, whilst the two outcome locations are numbered 1 and 6. Each good predictor cue (locations 2 and 3 in Table 5.1) consistently predicted the appearance of the target in one of the outcome locations (with a probability of .9), whilst the two poor predictor cues (locations 4 and 5 in Table 5.1) were equally likely to be followed by the target appearing in either outcome position on the next trial. After the target had appeared in an outcome position, there was an equal chance of it appearing in any one of the cue positions on the next trial.
Figure 5.1. *Top panel:* A screenshot of the stimulus positions used in Experiment 8. The top four positions acted as cues (left to right: cues 1 to 4), whilst the two bottom positions acted as outcomes (left to right: outcomes 1 and 2). *Bottom panel:* A schematic of the 9-point calibration arrangement.
### Table 5.1. Transition contingencies for the sequences used during the pretraining and training phases in Experiment 8.

Numbers 2-5 refer to the cue positions in the top half of the screen (see Figure 5.1), whilst numbers 1 and 6 refer to the outcome positions in the bottom half of screen. Outcome positions 1 and 6 did not appear in the training phase of the experiment. Blank cells indicate zero probability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial N+1 (outcome)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td>.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unlike in previous experiments, the assignment of good and poor predictor cues was not randomised for each participant. Instead, the two good and two poor predictor cues were always positioned on the same side of the screen as each other. By setting the good and poor predictor cues on opposite sides of the screen it was possible to examine biases in attention. Consider the transition between outcome and cue positions. After the target appeared in an outcome position there was an equal chance of it appearing in any one of the four cue positions. As such, if attention is distributed evenly between the four cue position, eye gaze should, on average, be positioned in the horizontal centre of the screen during this transition. To put it another way, the most efficient strategy for preparing to respond to the target appearing in a cue position is to position gaze directly in the horizontal mid-point of the screen, between cues 2 and 3. Any deviation away from this mid-point would suggest that participants are devoting more attention towards one half of the screen than the other. Therefore, by placing the good and poor predictor cues on opposite sides of the screen it is possible to measure changes in attention towards these cues. If the associability effects observed in Experiments 4-7 are as a result of changes in attention to good predictor cues, given the arrangement of cues in the current experiment, attention would be expected to move towards the side of the screen on which good predictor cues are located\(^{10}\).

\(^{10}\) Although such a manipulation would be possible with the standard horizontal arrangement of stimulus positions (i.e. that used in Experiment 5), one can imagine that the large distances between outcome and cue positions used in Experiment 8 should accentuate any shift in attention that might be observed in the standard arrangement (for a similar argument see Mayr, 1996).
Method

Participants, Apparatus and Stimuli

Eighteen Cardiff University students participated for payment. A screenshot of the arrangement of stimulus positions is shown in Figure 5.1. The four positions in the top half of the screen acted as cue positions in the task and were responded to using the keys P, O, T, and R. The two positions in the bottom half of the screen acted as outcome positions in the task and were responded to using the keys F8 and F5. The keyboard was turned 180° so that responses to keys F5 and F8 were made with the right and left thumbs respectively. Participants were asked to respond to keys P and O with the middle and index fingers of the left hand respectively, and to keys T and R with the index and middle fingers of the right hand respectively. The arrangement of keys closely resembled the arrangement of the stimulus positions. Error signals were issued by computer speakers.

The experiment was conducted using a Tobii 1750 Eye Tracker (Tobii technology) – a monitor-mounted eye tracker capable of recording eye gaze at a resolution of 50Hz (i.e. a recording every 20 milliseconds). The tracker functions by emitting infra-red light towards the eye and recording changes in the pattern of reflection. It offers a non-intrusive method of eye tracking and is able to compensate for small head movements.

Sequence generation

The sequence-generation procedure for the pretraining phase was identical to that used in Experiment 5 and the sequence contingencies are presented in Table 5.1. During this
phase, two cue locations were good predictors of their respective outcomes, whilst two cue locations were poor predictors of their respective outcomes. Good and poor predictor cues were always positioned on the same side of the screen. However, the assignment of cues to positions was counterbalanced, such that for half of the participants, good predictor cues were in positions 1 and 2, and for the other half good predictor cues were in positions 3 and 4. Counterbalancing across participants in this way ensures that any potential bias in eye gaze cannot simply be due to a general, between-subjects bias towards one side of the screen over the other. Within the set of good predictor cues, the contingencies between cues and outcomes were also counterbalanced. For example, for participants whose good predictor cues were on the right, half had cue 1 predicting outcome 1, whilst the other half had cue 1 predicting outcome 2.

The sequence generation procedure for the training phase was similar to that used in Experiment 5, with slightly different pairings between locations. Since the good and poor predictor locations were always presented on opposite sides (i.e. there was less randomisation in the assignment of design elements to cue locations), the contingencies used in Experiment 5 would have led to the salient sequence “2-3-4-5” being used as a run of high-probability transitions for all participants. In the current design, the somewhat less salient sequence “2-3-5-4” was used instead. Note that the average distance between a cue and its high-probability outcome was equivalent for all cues (1.5 locations), regardless of whether the good predictor cues occupied the left- or the right-hand side of the screen.

Procedure

Participants were given the same instructions as in Experiments 5, with additional information about the calibration procedure for the eye tracker. Each participant was asked
to keep their head as still as possible during the experiment. The eye tracker was then calibrated with a 9-point calibration procedure (see Figure 5.1). A new calibration test was conducted when needed, or no more than 3 blocks after the previous calibration. All participants received a calibration before the last two blocks of the experiment (the training phase). Participants were tested individually and the experimenter remained in the testing room throughout the experiment. The addition of several calibrations throughout the experiment increased the time required to run the experiment. As such, the pretraining phase was shortened to eight blocks (compared to ten in Experiment 5) in order to keep the length of the study to around 45 minutes.

Before the training stage commenced (the last two blocks of the experiment) the two outcome positions were removed from the screen. The experimenter informed the participant of this change and that the target stimulus would now only appear in the remaining four positions on the screen. They were also told that they should continue to use the same four keys to respond to these positions.

Results

Data were excluded on the same basis as in Experiment 5. During the eye gaze recording process the Tobii eye tracker is inevitably unable to detect the location of gaze on occasion. Often this is due to eye blinks, or because the eye tracker has difficulty recording for participants with low eyelids or long eye lashes. For each participant, the proportion of missing data for each eye was calculated and the data from the best eye was chosen for further analysis. For one participant, the proportion of missing data was above 40% for each eye, and therefore this participant was excluded from further analysis. The average
A full analysis of the accuracy data was conducted, but will not be reported here for two reasons. Firstly, accuracy was consistently high for participants in this experiment: mean accuracy was 97.6% (standard deviation of 1.5%). This high level of accuracy was most likely due to participants being aware of the presence of the experimenter in the testing room, who was able to hear the error signals from the computer speakers. Such high levels of accuracy will inevitably limit the chance of observing statistical differences due to ceiling effects. Secondly, the findings of the statistical analyses matched those reported in Experiment 5: there were no significant differences in accuracy to the three trial-types during pretraining; there was a main effect of outcome probability during the training phase, but no effect of prior predictiveness, nor any significant interactions.

Cue-outcome contingency learning during the pretraining phase

Missing RT data for the low-probability outcomes were replaced using the technique described in Experiment 5. The RT data for outcome stimuli during the pretraining phase are shown in the top panel of Figure 5.2. The overall pattern of results is similar to that seen in Experiments 5-7: participants were fastest on high-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPH), slowest on low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPL), and were of intermediate speed on medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). A repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of outcome probability, $F(2, 32) = 27.40$, $p < .001$, a significant effect of block, $F(7, 112) = 8.39$, $p < .001$, and a significant interaction, $F(14, 224) = 1.98$, $p < .05$. Pairwise
comparisons between the three levels of the outcome-probability variable revealed
significant differences between all three trial types: GPH vs. GPL, $F(1, 16) = 35.86, p < .001$; GPH vs. PPM, $F(1, 16) = 15.02, p < .01$; GPL vs. PPM, $F(1, 16) = 20.73, p < .001$. 
Figure 5.2. Data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 8. Top panel: RTs to high-probability outcomes following good cues (GPH), low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPL), and medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (PPM). Bottom panel: Eye gaze latencies (EGLs) to the same trial types.
In addition to the measure of learning provided by RT, it is also possible to conduct a complementary analysis with the eye gaze data, by measuring the time taken for the participants’ gaze to reach the target location square (see Figure 5.1) after stimulus onset. However, on average, participants’ eye gaze reached the target location on only 64.8% of trials. There was also a considerable amount of variation across participants in the percentage of trials on which eye gaze reached the target location: highest – 97.6%; lowest – 5.7%; standard deviation – 30.5%. Thus, it was impossible to include certain participants in the following statistical analyses due to a lack of data on the EGL measure. Five participants were excluded due to eye gaze failing to reach the target on more than 50% of all trials. For the remaining twelve participants, missing EGL data were replaced using the same technique as for RTs (i.e. an average of the adjacent data).

The bottom panel of Figure 5.2 shows the eye gaze latencies (EGLs) to outcome stimuli during the pretraining phase. The EGLs to outcomes were subjected to repeated measures ANOVA with factors of outcome-probability and block. This revealed a main effect of outcome probability, \(F(2, 22) = 19.22, p < .001\), indicating that EGLs were affected by the predictability of the outcome. There was also a main effect of block, \(F(7, 77) = 3.34, p < .01\), indicating that EGLs were shorter at the end of the pretraining phase than they were at the start. There was no interaction between outcome probability and block, \(F < 1\).

Pairwise comparisons between the three levels of the outcome-probability variable revealed that EGLs were significantly shorter for high-probability outcomes following good predictor cues than for low-probability outcomes following good predictor cues (GPH vs. GPL), \(F(1, 11) = 27.09, p < .001\). EGLs were also significantly shorter for medium-probability outcomes following poor predictor cues than for low probability outcomes following good predictor cues (PPM vs. GPL), \(F(1, 11) = 18.79, p < .01\). However, there was no difference
in EGLs between high-probability outcomes following good predictor cues and medium probability outcomes following poor predictor cues (GPH vs. PPM), F < 1.

*Anticipatory eye-movements towards outcome locations during the pretraining phase*

It was clear from the EGL data that some participants responded to the target without first fixating on the target location. This strategy of relying on peripheral vision to detect target location led to many instances of missing data in the EGL measure. One method of compensating for this strategy, whilst simultaneously providing a measure of target anticipations, is to measure the location of eye gaze at various stages before and after stimulus onset. Following the appearance of the target in a poor predictor cue location, it is impossible for participants to accurately predict in which outcome location the target will appear. Hence participants must wait for the target to appear in one of the outcome locations before they can initiate an eye movement towards that location. In this case, the time to make an appropriate eye movement towards the outcome location will reflect the time taken to perceive the target, and to plan and execute an eye movement. In contrast, following the appearance of a target in a good predictor cue location, provided participants have learnt the contingency between that cue and the predicted outcome, participants could feasibly make anticipatory movements towards the expected outcome location. Hence one would expect to see selective eye movements towards the correct outcome sooner after target onset on trials following good predictors than on trials following poor predictors (or possibly even prior to target onset following good predictors).

The difference in the horizontal coordinate of eye gaze between trials on which the target appeared in the left and right outcome positions (i.e. eye gaze position on right
outcome trials minus eye gaze position on left outcome trials) was used as a measure of the location of eye gaze. A positive score indicates that participants made an appropriate differential movement to the target in an outcome location: when the target appears in the outcome location on the right hand side of the screen the horizontal pixel coordinate is greater than when the target appears on the left hand side of the screen. A zero score on this measure reflects that no differential movement in eye gaze has been made to the two outcomes. It is clear that by 200 ms after the onset of the target in an outcome location, participants are making appropriate eye movements towards the side of the screen on which the target is located. However, during the early stages of the target onset, and even prior to target onset, these appropriate movements are only made following the target appearing in a good predictor location on the previous trial. That is, only after the target has appeared in a good predictor location are participants able to make early, or even anticipatory, eye movements towards the correct outcome location.
Figure 5.3. The difference in the horizontal coordinate of eye gaze between trials on which the target appeared in the left and right outcome positions (eye gaze position on right outcome trials minus eye gaze position on left outcome trials), as a function of the cue that preceded the outcome and also the time relative to stimulus onset. Positive values indicate movements towards the appropriate outcome. Top panel: Blocks 1 to 8. Bottom panel: Blocks 5 to 8.
The pixel difference data (plotted in Figure 5.3) were subjected to repeated measures ANOVA with factors of predictiveness of the cue (good and poor) and time (-100 to 0 ms; 0 to 100 ms; 100 to 200 ms; 200 to 300 ms). This revealed a significant main effect of cue, $F(1, 16) = 13.52, p < .01$, indicating that the difference in eye gaze position between trials on which the outcome occurred on the left and the right, was greater when the outcome appeared after a good predictor cue than when it appeared after a poor predictor cue. The main effect of time was also significant, $F(3, 48) = 42.25, p < .001$, indicating that differential movements were smaller immediately before or after the stimulus onset, and much greater once the stimulus had been on screen for some time (e.g. after 200 ms). The interaction between cue and time was not significant, $F(3, 48) = 1.42, p = .25$. In order to assess the time course of anticipatory eye movements following good and poor predictor cues, tests of simple main effects were conducted on each level of the time variable. This revealed significant differences in all three bins during the post-stimulus onset period (0 to 100 ms, 100 to 200 ms, and 200 to 300 ms), all $Fs(1, 16) > 10.91$, $ps < .01$, however the difference during the pre-stimulus period (-100 to 0 ms) did not quite reach significance, $F(1, 16) = 3.59, p = .076$. One would expect that anticipatory eye movements towards the correct outcome location would only be made once participants had learnt the contingencies between cues and outcomes, thus we would expect these pixel differences to be more pronounced in the latter half of the pretraining phase. An analysis restricted to the last four blocks of the pretraining phase produced a similar pattern of statistical results (see bottom panel of Figure 5.3), but importantly the pre-stimulus-onset anticipatory movements were also significantly greater following good predictor cues than following poor predictor cues, $F(1, 16) = 7.39, p < .05$. 
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In order to assess the point at which participants started to make eye movements towards the target location, one sampled t-tests against zero were calculated for the data shown in Figure 5.3. For the data following good predictor cues (black bars), all means were significantly different from zero for the post-stimulus onset period (0 ms onwards), all \( t(16) > 3.45, p < .01 \), however the analysis with the data from the pre-stimulus onset period (-100 ms to 0 ms) was only marginally significant, \( t(16) = 2.03, p = .060 \). For the data following poor predictor cues (white bars), the data were not significantly different from zero for the first two bins (-100 to 0 and 0 to 100 ms), both \( t(16) < 1.29, p > .22 \). However, the data from 100 ms onwards were significantly greater than zero, both \( t(16) > 2.57, p < .05 \). An analysis restricted to the last four blocks of the pretraining phase found the same pattern of results, with the addition of a significant difference from zero for the pre-stimulus onset period (-100 to 0 ms) for outcomes following good predictor cues, \( t(16) = 2.52, p < .05 \). Thus, for predictable outcomes following good predictor cues, participants will make anticipatory movements towards the expected outcome, whilst when it is impossible to predict the outcome on the next trial, eye movements towards the target location occur at around 150 ms after target onset.

Changes in attention to cues during the pretraining phase

It was hypothesised that the effect of prior predictiveness observed in the training phase data of Experiments 4-7 might have resulted from participants learning to increase the allocation of attention to good predictor cues over poor predictor cues as pretraining progresses. It was reasoned that biases in attention could be assessed during the pretraining period by analysing eye gaze during the RSI period immediately following the target
appearing in an outcome location. Specifically, since all of the outcome-to-cue contingencies were equal (i.e. there was a probability of .25 of each cue occurring after the target has appeared in a particular outcome location; see Table 5.1), following the target appearing in an outcome location, biases in eye gaze towards one set of cues over another would indicate changes in the allocation of attention during the task.

As a starting point for assessing any attentional bias, the RTs and EGLs to cue locations were analysed and are shown in Figure 5.4. It might be expected that, if more attention is devoted to good predictor cues over poor predictor cues, RTs and EGLs to good predictor cue locations should be faster than those to poor predictor cue locations. The RT data were subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA with factors of block and cue (good versus poor), which revealed an effect of block, $F(7, 112) = 7.96$, $p < .001$, indicating that participants' speed in responding to the cue positions increased across training. There was, however, no effect of cue, nor an interaction between cue and block, both $Fs < 1$. As discussed above for the analysis of EGLs to the outcome stimuli, 5 participants were removed as their eye gaze failed to reach the target on more than 50% of the trials. The EGLs from the remaining 12 participants were subjected to an ANOVA, which found no main effects, nor any interaction between cue and block, all $Fs < 1$. 
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Figure 5.4. Data from the pretraining phase of Experiment 8. Top panel: RTs to cue locations pretrained as good-predictors of outcomes (GP) and to cue locations pretrained as poor predictors of outcomes (PP). Bottom panel: Eye gaze latencies (EGLs) to the same cue locations.
Although there was no evidence to suggest an attentional bias towards one set of cues over the other in the RT or EGL data, it is possible that attentional effects were quite subtle, and that the RT and EGL measures were insufficiently sensitive to detect a small change in the eye gaze brought about by a shift in attention. In order to further examine any possible attentional changes during the pretraining phase, the eye gaze positional data were analysed during the entire response-stimulus interval (RSI) following a response to a target in an outcome location.

Since the side on which the good predictor cues were positioned was counterbalanced across participants, the horizontal coordinates of the eye gaze data were standardised so that for all participants the data corresponded to the good predictor cues being located on the left hand side of the screen. The left hand panel of Figure 5.5 plots the mean horizontal coordinate of eye gaze during the RSI period preceding each trial on which the target appeared in a cue location, across the 8 blocks of the pretraining phase. The intersection of the vertical axis on the graph is anchored to the mean value from the first block of pretraining. The graph therefore plots the change in attention away from a baseline position early on in the pretraining phase, when the impact of contingency learning on attention should be minimal.\footnote{An alternative method of analysis would be to assess changes in eye gaze away from the middle of the screen (by comparing data to the most central pixel). However, this analysis would fail to compensate for any general bias in the participants' eye gaze as a result of uncontrolled factors (e.g. due to calibration inaccuracies, stimulation from the background environment, etc.). Whilst it is possible to minimize the impact of these factors by counterbalancing the stimuli (see Method), only the employed method of using a baseline at Block 1 will allow an assessment of the development of bias on an individual participant level.}
The trend in the data suggests that as pretraining progresses, eye gaze tends to move towards the good predictor cues. However, a one-way ANOVA found no main effect of block, $F(7, 112) = 1.54, p = .16$. Furthermore, a related samples t-test comparing the horizontal coordinate in Block 1 with an average of the horizontal coordinates for Blocks 2 to 8, failed to find a significant change in eye gaze position, $t(16) = 1.15, p = .27$. Further related samples t-tests, comparing the eye gaze during Block 1 with every other block, revealed a significant difference in Block 5, $t(16) = 2.16, p < .05$, but not in any other block, all $t$s$(16) < 1.33, p > .20$. The difference in Block 5 is not significant when the $\alpha$ value is Bonferroni adjusted to compensate for multiple comparisons, an appropriate adjustment given there was no a priori reason for expecting a difference only in Block 5.
Figure 5.5. *Left panel*: Horizontal eye gaze data during the RSI following outcome stimuli, as a function of pretraining block. Negative values reflect a bias in eye gaze towards cues pretrained as good predictors, whilst positive values reflect a bias towards cues pretrained as poor predictors. *Right panel*: The mean standard deviation of horizontal eye gaze data, during the same period, as a function of pretraining block.
The left panel of Figure 5.5 indicates that eye gaze initially moved towards good predictor cues during the pretraining phase, but towards the end of pretraining eye gaze seemed to retreat back towards the anchor point of Block 1. One possibility is that, in general, participants developed a strategy for fixating in the middle of the screen as the pretraining phase progressed. As was suggested by the analysis of the eye gaze latency data, many participants began to use their peripheral vision in order to detect the target (in fact at the end of the experiment, several participants verbally reported that they had adopted this behaviour during the task). It is therefore possible that the movement back towards the centre point during blocks 6 to 8 is due to a general reduction in the horizontal eye gaze movement as the experiment progressed. This interpretation of the data was supported by an analysis of the horizontal gaze data during the outcome-to-cue RSI. The right hand panel of Figure 5.5 shows the mean standard deviation of this horizontal gaze data across the 8 blocks of the pretraining period for the outcome-to-cue RSI. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant effect of block, \( F(7, 112) = 2.82, p < .05 \), with a significant linear trend, \( F(1, 16) = 15.52, p < .01 \). This finding suggests that the horizontal movement in eye gaze during the outcome-cue RSI became more restricted as the pretraining phase progressed.

One possibility that follows from the above analysis is that as eye gaze movement became more restricted during the course of pretraining, there was less scope for observing changes in attentional bias. In other words, any bias in eye gaze resulting from a shift of attentional resources is likely to be counteracted later on in the pretraining phase by the overall reduction in eye gaze variation. On this basis, all other things being equal, one would predict that those participants who show the largest reduction in the variance of their eye gaze (e.g. those participants who develop a strategy to detect targets using their
peripheral vision) would be the least likely to show any attentional bias. Conversely, those participants for whom eye gaze is sufficiently varied (e.g. those participants who are still detecting targets foveally) would be most likely to show a larger attentional change, if indeed such a behavioural change occurred. This prediction was supported by a significant negative correlation between the reduction in variance across pretraining (standard deviation in Block 1 minus the standard deviation in Block 8) and the change in attention during pretraining (horizontal coordinate in Block 1 minus the horizontal coordinate in Block 8), \( r(17) = -.51, p < .05 \). Thus, those participants showing the greatest reduction in variance for eye gaze movements during the outcome-cue RSI period, also showed the smallest change in attentional bias towards good predictor cues during the same period. On the other hand, when movements in eye gaze were sufficiently varied in general, changes in attention were more pronounced, and these changes tended to be directed towards cues that were good predictors of outcomes.

**Cue-outcome contingency learning during the training phase**

The left hand panel of Figure 5.6 shows the RT data for the training phase. Learning proceeded rapidly for both good and poor predictor cues during the early part of the training phase, as shown by the difference in RTs to high and low probability outcomes. These data were subjected to an ANOVA with factors of outcome probability (high vs. low) and prior predictiveness of cue (good vs. poor), and block. This revealed a significant effect of outcome probability, \( F(1, 16) = 57.90, p < .001 \), indicating strong learning of the training contingencies. There was no effect of prior predictiveness of cue, nor an effect of block, both Fs < 1. The prior predictiveness by block interaction was significant, \( F(1, 16) = 5.83, p \)
< .05, which is likely to be driven by the different pattern of RTs across the training phase in
the low-probability outcomes: RTs increase for low-probability outcomes following cues
pretrained as poor predictors, whilst, if anything, there is a decrease in RTs for low-
probability outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictors. The outcome-probability
by block interaction was also significant, F(1, 16) = 6.97, p < .05, indicating greater learning
in Block 2 than in Block 1. There was no prior predictiveness by outcome-probability
interaction, F(1, 16) = 1.83, p = .20, nor a significant three-way interaction, F < 1.

Learning scores (RTs on low-probability outcomes minus RTs on high probability
outcomes) are shown in the right-hand panel of Figure 4.6. Whilst there was a numerical
trend towards greater learning about outcomes following good predictor cues over poor
predictor cues in Block 1, this difference failed to reach a conventional level of significance,
t(16) = 1.59, p = .13. The difference in Block 2 was also not significant, t < 1. The bottom
panel of Figure 5.6 shows the RT data from the first block of the training phase split into
three 50-trial sub-blocks. The pattern of data suggests that there was a short lived effect of
prior predictiveness across the first 100 trials of the training phase. An analysis restricted to
the first 100 trials found a marginally significant interaction between outcome probability
and the prior predictiveness of cue, F(1, 16) = 3.45, p = .082.
Figure 5.6. RT data from the training phase of Experiment 8. Top-left panel: RTs to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following good predictor cues, and RTs to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following poor predictor cues. Top-right panel: The data presented as learning scores - RTs on low probability outcomes minus RTs on high probability outcomes, for good (GP) and poor (PP) predictor cues. Bottom panel: RT data from the first block analysed as three 50-trial sub-blocks.
The left hand panel of Figure 5.7 shows the EGL data for the training phase. On the whole, the proportion of trials on which participants’ eye gaze reached the target location was similar to that observed for the pretraining phase: 67.84% (highest = 97.3%; lowest = 4.0%; standard deviation = 28.5%). Five participants had less than 50% of trials in which eye gaze reached the target location; the data from these participants were removed from all subsequent analyses. These five participants were the same five removed from the corresponding analysis on the pretraining data.12

12 Four of these participants provided enough data to be analysed in a full ANOVA. Although the data contained far more variance than that shown in Figure 4.7, the results of the key statistical tests were the same: a marginally significant interaction between prior-predictiveness of cue and outcome probability, and a greater learning score for cues pretrained as good predictors in Block 1.
Figure 5.7. Eye gaze latency (EGL) data from the training phase of Experiment 8. Left panel: EGLs to high- (GPH) and low- (GPL) probability outcomes following good predictor cues, and EGL to high- (PPH) and low- (PPL) probability outcomes following poor predictor cues. Right panel: The data presented as learning scores - EGLs on low probability outcomes minus EGLs on high probability outcomes, for good (GP) and poor (PP) predictor cues.
Figure 5.7 shows that there was a clear difference in latency between high- and low-probability outcomes throughout the training phase, and this difference was, at least during the first block, greater for outcomes following good predictor cues than for outcomes following poor predictor cues. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors of outcome probability, prior predictiveness of cue and block, revealed a significant main effect of outcome probability, $F(1, 11) = 13.09, p < .01$, indicating shorter EGL to high-probability outcomes than to low-probability outcomes. There was no main effect of block, $F < 1$, nor a significant main effect of prior predictiveness, $F(1, 11) = 2.03, p = .18$. There was no interaction between outcome probability and block, $F < 1$, but the interaction between the prior predictiveness of cue and block was significant, $F(1, 11) = 10.96, p < .01$, which indicates that latency decreased across blocks for outcomes following cues pretrained as good predictors, whilst (on the whole) it increased across blocks for outcomes following cues pretrained as poor predictors (this effect seems to be driven largely by the contrasting pattern of data in the latencies to low-probability outcomes). Crucially, the interaction between outcome probability and prior predictiveness approached significance, $F(1, 11) = 4.61, p = .055$, with the overall trend suggesting that the difference in EGL to high- and low-probability outcomes was greater following good predictor cues than following poor predictor cues. The three-way interaction was also significant, $F(1, 11) = 5.06, p < .05$, which reflects the fact that the difference in EGL to high- and low-probability outcomes decreased across the training phase following good predictor cues, whilst it increased across the training phase following poor predictor cues.

EGL learning scores (EGL to low-probability outcomes minus EGL to high-probability outcomes) are shown on the right-hand side of Figure 4.7. Analysis of the EGL data using related-samples t-tests found a significant advantage for learning about cues...
pretrained as good predictors in Block 1, \( t(11) = 3.57, p < .01 \), but no difference in Block 2, \( t < 1 \).  

**Discussion**

Experiment 8 examined two key theoretical issues concerning sequence learning. Firstly, to what extent does sequence learning reflect the learning of a series of perceptual locations? Eye-tracking offers a particularly useful tool in addressing this question as it allows the measurement of anticipatory eye movements towards expected target locations. There was a considerable amount of evidence from the pretraining phase that participants learnt a sequence of eye movements towards targets: participants were faster to fixate on high-probability outcomes than on low-probability outcomes. Perhaps the best evidence, however, came from the eye gaze position data from the pretraining data (see Figure 5.3). This measure took the horizontal coordinate of the eye gaze data in order to assess differential movement to the two outcomes at the bottom of the screen. A positive score on this measure reflects an appropriate movement towards the outcome on the next trial. When the outcome location on the next trial was unpredictable (i.e. following a poor predictor cue), eye movements to the appropriate location were evident at around 150 ms after stimulus onset. However, when target location could be predicted (i.e. following a good predictor cue) evidence from the second half of the pretraining phase suggested that participants made anticipatory movements towards the appropriate target location in order to

---

13 Although there was a trend of greater learning scores in Block 1 than Block 2 for cues pretrained as good predictors, this difference was not significant, \( t(11) = 1.46, p = .17 \).
process and detect an outcome occurring in that location more rapidly. These findings provide strong evidence in favour of a perceptual component to sequence learning.

The second theoretical issue of interest was the extent to which the effect of prior predictiveness on new learning – observed in Experiments 4 to 7 – was due to a bias in the allocation of resources towards learning about good predictor cues. To the extent that attention correlates with overt eye movements, eye gaze should provide a measure of changes in attention during the task. The results, however, were not terribly conclusive. To a certain extent, there seems to be an overall trend for attention to be allocated towards good predictor cues during the pretraining phase (see Figure 5.5), however there was scant statistical evidence to support this trend: only a significant change in eye gaze between Block 1 and Block 5, and only then at an α level that was not adjusted for multiple comparisons. The overall pattern of data suggested a movement away from the centre of the screen for the first five blocks, followed by a return to the centre point towards the end of the pretraining phase.

One possible reason for this pattern of data is that a conflicting process might be acting to reduce the extent of the attentional changes towards the end of pretraining. An analysis of the variation in eye movements supported this interpretation of the data: there was a strong tendency for the horizontal movement in eye gaze, in general, to reduce as the pretraining phase progressed (see Figure 5.5). This reduction in the horizontal variation in eye gaze is likely to have had a significant impact on the measure of attention employed in the task, counteracting any movement away from the initial starting point that might have occurred as a result of changes in attention. Indeed, correlational analysis suggested that the
largest changes in ‘attention’ were shown in those participants who showed the smallest reduction in their eye movement across the training phase.

It is difficult to be sure of exactly what led to this reduced variation in eye gaze during the pretraining phase. One possibility is that with extended practice on the task, participants realise that they are able to accurately respond to the target location without fixating on it, and therefore become more reliant on their peripheral vision for target detection. On the basis of this suggestion, it is difficult to rule out that an effect of prior predictiveness in these tasks results from a shift in attention, but that such shifts are made covertly and will therefore go undetected by a measure of eye gaze.

It is important, however, to consider the possibility that the effect of prior predictiveness observed in the training data of Experiments 4-7 did not result from a change in attention towards good predictor cues during pretraining. An alternative explanation of the effect of prior predictiveness in sequence learning is that predictiveness modulates the associability of the cue, but not how attention is allocated. This definition sees changes in associability as reflecting changes in the cue-specific learning rate, but is not committed to a manifestation of associability in terms of changes in attention.

It is, however, difficult to decide between these two possibilities, especially given the evidence for an effect of prior predictiveness in the current task was not as strong as that seen in Experiment 5. Although the RT data produced the same trend as that seen in Experiments 5-7, there was no significant facilitation for learning about cues pretrained as good predictors, even in the early part of the training phase. However, stronger evidence was provided by the same analysis conducted with the EGL data. By this measure greater learning was observed for cues pretrained as good predictors in the first block of the training
phase. The data seem to suggest therefore, that EGL provides a sensitive measure of sequence learning, and is able to tease apart small differences in learning that the RT measurement cannot.

One caveat to this however, is that the EGL measure seemed to be less sensitive than the RT measure with respect to differences between trial types in the pretraining phase (see Figure 5.2, e.g. GPH vs. PPM). However, an analysis conducted with eye gaze position (see Figure 5.3) did find differences in eye movements towards outcomes following good and poor predictor cues during the pretraining phase, which suggests that the ‘insensitivity’ of the EGL measure during the pretraining phase was possibly due to the particular arrangement of target locations in the pretraining procedure used here, rather than a problem with the sensitivity of this measure for sequence learning per se.

To conclude, the data presented here support a number of studies (e.g. Mayr, 1996; Remillard; 2003) which have suggested that one component of sequence learning is the acquisition of a series of perceptual locations. When the contingencies in the task permit them, anticipatory eye movements towards target locations will be made, otherwise eye movements will be initiated at around 150 milliseconds following stimulus onset. On many occasions, participants were able to detect targets without first fixating on them. This finding suggests that an instruction to follow the target closely (e.g. Marcus et al., 2006) will, in many cases, lead participants to behave differently than they perhaps would do in the absence of such instruction.

The evidence for changes in the allocation of attention towards certain cues in the task was not particularly strong. A conservative conclusion would therefore be that the most likely mechanism driving changes in cue-associability during sequence learning is one
concerned with changes in the cue-specific learning rate, than the allocation of selective attention (e.g. Kruschke, 2001; Mackintosh, 1975). However, it seems that the current task might not have been a particularly sensitive test of what might well be small differences in eye gaze. The evidence from the RT data in the training phase, suggests that the associability effect on new learning was quite small in the current experiment, and this could well be an indication of why a more robust change in attention was not observed during the pretraining phase. In addition, this failure was perhaps compounded by the reduction in the pretraining length from 8 to 10 blocks. Nevertheless, an associability effect on new learning was found in the EGLs to outcomes during the training phase. These data therefore suggest that EGL might be a particularly sensitive measure for detecting small effects in sequence learning, such as those seen in Experiments 4-7. In addition, the absence of an effect in the RT measure suggests that the associability effects seen in Experiments 4-7 might well be driven primarily by changes in the perceptual, rather than the motoric, component of sequence learning.
Chapter 6 – Conclusions

It seems trivial to state that learning is an essential property of human cognition. Learning is, after all, the means by which an organism becomes sensitized to the relationships between elements of the environment, and is therefore essential for survival. It has been over 100 years since Pavlov first presented his empirical methods for examining the means by which such associations develop in animals and the field has since seen an explosion in the examination of the processes underlying such learning. Our understanding of learning has benefited hugely from the controlled examination of the conditions and procedures affecting the rate at which associative learning occurs. This thesis has focussed on one important factor affecting associative learning: the role that the predictive history of a cue plays in the rate at which conditioning occurs for that cue.

In Chapter 1 I provided a brief review of findings from studies on animal conditioning that have provided evidence for changes in cue-associability. Recent studies have also suggested that similar changes can be observed in human learning, offering evidence to support the suggestion that common mechanisms underlie these effects in both human and non-human animals. The empirical data presented in this thesis provide further evidence for changes in cue-processing in humans, and extend our knowledge of the conditions under which these effects can occur.

Although previous findings in human learning have been couched in the terms of associative learning theory (e.g. Lochman & Wills, 2003; Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003; Le Pelley et al., 2007; Bonardi et al., 2005; Suret & McLaren, 2003), it has also been argued that learning in these studies could be controlled by higher-order reasoning processes (see De Houwer et al., 2005; Mitchell et al., in press). The current experiments used incidental
learning tasks in an attempt to limit the application of controlled reasoning processes to learning. The work presented here provides the first examination of changes in cue-associability in such tasks. Hence, the main aim of the empirical work was to provide unequivocal evidence of associability processes under conditions of incidental learning.

Experiments 1-3, presented in Chapter 2, attempted to manipulate the associabilities of the stimuli on a between-subjects basis, by training one condition on structured material and one condition on unstructured material. Changes in associability were then assessed by comparing the performance of the two groups on a subsequent transfer task. Although the data from both an AGL (Experiment 1) and an SRT task (Experiment 2) provided preliminary support for changes in cue-associability, these data also seem open to a number of alternative explanations (perhaps most notably in terms of between-group differences in motivation), all of which seemed to be inherent features of between-subjects designs.

Experiments 4-7, presented in Chapter 3, minimised these factors by seeking evidence for changes in cue-associability in within-subjects designs. Participants were given an SRT task in which some cues were pretrained as good predictors of the next target location, whilst some were pretrained as relatively poor predictors. In a subsequent training phase, all cues were paired with new outcomes. Evidence for changes in the associabilities of the cues during pretraining was assessed by analysing the rate of novel learning about these cues during the training phase at the sub-sequence level. A consistent finding across these within-subjects designs was that learning about good predictor cues proceeded at a faster rate than that for poor predictor cues. These effects of prior predictiveness were frequently short lived in the current SRT tasks, with only Experiment 6 showing an effect beyond the first block of the training phase.
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In Experiment 6, a post-experimental questionnaire was used to assess the extent to which knowledge of the sequence became consciously accessible. These data suggested that most participants became aware that the target moved in a sequenced fashion and that, numerically at least, participants identified more high-probability transitions than low-probability transitions. However, a statistical analysis of these numerical differences failed to reveal any conclusive evidence of conscious awareness, though it should be noted that this verbal report test is unlikely to offer the sensitivity required to elicit evidence of what is likely to be weak conscious knowledge (cf. Shanks & St. John, 1994). Moreover, there was no evidence to suggest that participants were aware that the task contingencies changed at the end of the procedure, suggesting that the observed associability effects were not the product of controlled learning processes.

**Examining conscious awareness**

To what extent would the current experiments have benefited from the use of more sensitive measures of conscious knowledge, such as the generation task? There seem to be several issues with the application of such a test to the current designs. Firstly, it is not easy to see how any such test could be applied in such a way as to generate meaningful data. The general aim of these tests would be to assess whether the effect of prior predictiveness on novel learning in the training phase depended on consciously-available knowledge. In order to make this assessment, it is necessary to obtain a measure of the extent to which participants are aware of the pretraining cue–outcome relationships, and a measure of the effect of prior predictiveness on learning during the training phase. One approach would be to test participants' awareness at the end of the pretraining phase. However, given that a test
of awareness will invariably involve informing participants of the structured nature of the trial sequence, this would clearly alter their approach to the task in the training phase — any learning occurring after the awareness test would no longer be incidental. Consequently this approach would not reveal whether awareness of the pretraining contingencies is necessary for an effect of prior predictiveness to occur in the training phase.

Alternatively, participants’ awareness of the pretraining contingencies could be tested after participants have completed the training phase (e.g. the approach taken in Experiment 6 using a post-experimental questionnaire). However, this procedure will inevitably result in any measure of awareness becoming contaminated by new learning in the training phase, since participants must extinguish responding appropriate to the pretraining phase in order to learn the new contingencies in the training phase.

A final option would be to test awareness of the pretraining contingencies using a separate participant sample. Although this would provide a measure of the general level of awareness after the pretraining phase, it would not allow for an assessment of the extent to which the predictiveness effects observed in the training phase rely on participants’ awareness. In summary, even supposing that an unambiguous test of awareness were available, it seems that there is no satisfactory way of assessing the extent to which awareness of the pretraining information is necessary for an effect of prior predictiveness to occur.

It should be reemphasised, however, that the issue of whether participants become consciously aware of the task contingencies is not the issue of central importance here. Indeed, one view of human memory is that the knowledge expressed on ‘implicit’ and ‘explicit’ tests is based on the same underlying knowledge store; whenever one observes
evidence of knowledge on an ‘implicit’ measure, one should also expect to observe sensitivity on ‘explicit’ measures (e.g. Kinder & Shanks, 2001).

It is also important to note that an observation of explicit knowledge does not entail that this knowledge has necessarily resulted from the operation of inferential reasoning processes. That is, the issue of awareness is orthogonal to associative accounts (Shanks, 2007) – there is no reason why people should necessarily remain unaware of associative links that have formed. In contrast, proponents of controlled, higher-order reasoning accounts are clear in stating that the learning resulting from such processes will always be accompanied by conscious awareness (Mitchell et al., in press). In relation to the current experiments, if participants were aware of the predictive relationships involving the cues of the SRT tasks, then they should necessarily be aware of a change in those relationships; this assumption is necessary if a reasoning account is to explain the learning of novel information about these cues in the training phase. And yet the verbal report data from Experiment 6 suggest that participants were unaware of a change in the task contingencies, and therefore suggest that an inferential account of the current results is unlikely.

Predictive history and the partial reinforcement extinction effect

It is worth noting a similarity between many of the current designs and those used to examine the partial reinforcement extinction effect (PREE). The PREE refers to the finding that extinction of conditioned responding proceeds more slowly for stimuli conditioned on a partial reinforcement schedule than those conditioned on a continuous reinforcement schedule, and is well-established in both animals (e.g. Haselgrove, Aydin, & Pearce, 2004;
Leonard, 1975; Pearce, Redhead & Aydin, 1997) and humans (Leonard, 1975; Pittenger & Pavlik, 1989). The most influential accounts of the PREE view it as depending on the extent of the mismatch between the effective context during conditioning and extinction (e.g. Amsel, 1967; Capaldi, 1967; Pearce et al., 1997). For example, Pearce et al. (1997) suggested that following continuous reinforcement, the onset of extinction results in a change of ‘internal context’ for the animal, brought about by the conflict arising from non-reinforced trials: the animal experiences a period of frustration. The generalization decrement (see Mackintosh, 1974, pp.440-443) caused by this change of internal context will lead to a reduction in conditioned responding, hence facilitating extinction. During partial reinforcement, however, conditioning proceeds whilst the animal is experiencing the internal conflict brought about by the non-reinforced trials. Consequently, the generalization decrement resulting from the change to extinction will be reduced, such that conditioned responding will persist for longer.

In some sense, the SRT procedures used in the current experiments are similar to the pretraining schedules commonly used to examine the PREE: the pretraining of poor predictor cues resembles a partial reinforcement schedule (with cues intermittently followed by one of two equally-likely outcomes), whilst the pretraining of good predictor cues resembles a continuous reinforcement schedule (with cues followed somewhat consistently by a single outcome). In this sense, given the evidence from PREE, we might expect the rate of extinction for the pretraining associations pertaining to good predictor cues to be faster than the rate of extinction for pretraining associations pertaining to poor predictor cues. These different rates of extinction could, therefore, potentially account for the advantage for learning about the good predictors observed during the training phase. However, it seems unlikely that the results of the current experiments could be explained by an account of the
PREE such as that advanced above, since in Experiments 4-7, the predictiveness of the cues was manipulated on a within-subjects basis. Thus training with both good and poor predictor cues occurred within a context of conflict arising from non-reinforced trials, and so any change in context experienced at the onset of the training phase would have been the same for both classes of cues. Hence any reduction in responding caused by generalisation decrement will apply equally to good and poor predictors and consequently no PREE should occur. Indeed, while many prior between-subjects studies have reported a PREE in both animals and humans (e.g. Haselgrove, et al. 2004; Leonard, 1975; Pearce, et al. 1997; Pittenger & Pavlik, 1989), within-subjects studies have typically found either no PREE at all or a reversed effect, with more rapid extinction for partially reinforced cues (e.g. Amsel, 1967; Crawford, Steirn, & Pavlik, 1985; Pearce et al., 1997; but see Rescorla, 1999).

Although a discussion of the present results in the context of the PREE is certainly of value, perhaps the most important aspect of this similarity is that the current results may have implications for our understanding of the mechanisms driving the PREE. Indeed, it has been suggested that one mechanism contributing to the PREE might be the different changes in cue-associability resulting from partial and continuous reinforcement schedules (Haselgrove et al. 2004).

**Mechanisms for changes in cue-associability**

In Chapter 4, several associative learning models were assessed on their ability to reproduce the observed empirical pattern of results from Experiment 6. Simulations with the Rescorla-Wagner (1972) model – in which cue-associability was fixed – failed to produce an
associability effect on new learning. However, simulations with the Mackintosh (1975) model – in which cue-associability was allowed to vary as a function of a cue’s absolute predictiveness – more readily produced a pattern of data similar to that seen empirically. Thus, simulations with these simple models of associative learning provided support for a mechanism incorporating changes in cue-associability.

Simulations were then conducted with the SRN, a well established model of sequence learning. Since the SRN is a multi-layered connectionist model, the complexity of the model makes it difficult to know intuitively whether it will be able to reproduce a given learning effect. Therefore, simulations were run with a standard implementation of the model without a mechanism for changes in cue-processing. These simulations also allowed for the examination of a theoretically-possible mechanism by which multi-layer networks could produce associability-like effects; namely a rapid rewiring of the associations between hidden and output units, while associations between input and hidden units remain largely intact (see Oswald et al. 2001). It was reasoned that this mechanism would benefit from a combination of two parameter settings: a high learning rate affecting weight changes on the hidden to output layer, and a low learning rate affecting the weight changes on the input to hidden layer. Consistent with this suggestion, the most robust effects of prior predictiveness produced by the SRN occurred when the learning rate parameters were set in this way. However, simulations that benefited from this rewiring mechanism also tended to produce inaccurate predictions for the ordinal relationships between training phase variables. Thus, the model was severely limited in terms of the parameter values that could accurately reproduce the observed pattern of data.
A new set of simulations with the SRN examined whether these parameter limitations could be alleviated by the inclusion of a mechanism incorporating changes in cue-associability. In line with the results of the simulations with the Mackintosh (1975) model, changes in associability reflected the absolute predictiveness of the cue. This modification greatly improved the ability of the resulting model to anticipate robust effects of prior predictiveness on novel learning in line with the empirical results. Furthermore, the parameter values producing the strongest effects also readily produced the correct ordinal relationships seen in the empirical data. Thus, it would seem that the simulations with the ‘Alpha SRN’ suggest that models of sequence learning ought to allow for changes in the cue-specific learning rate in order to capture the empirically observed influence of prior predictiveness on new learning.

**Associability and attention**

Current models incorporating changes in cue-processing have drawn parallels between changes in cue-associability and changes in attention (e.g. Mackintosh, 1975; Kruschke, 1996; 2001; Le Pelley, 2004). Since there exists a strong correlation between eye-movements and overt changes in attention (e.g. Hoffman, 1998; Deubel & Schneider, 1996), eye-tracking equipment can potentially provide a useful tool in the examination of such attentional changes. Indeed, recent findings in humans have suggested that attention is allocated selectively to predictive events of a task (e.g. Rehder & Hoffman, 2005a; 2005b; Kruscke et al. 2005; Wills et al. 2007) and that such changes in attention may act to modulate future learning (Beesley & Le Pelley, in prep).
Experiment 8 examined eye gaze data in combination with a design manipulating cue-associability. It was hypothesised that the allocation of attention to target locations might be biased as a function of the predictiveness of cues appearing in these locations. However, the results were inconclusive. Whilst there was a general trend consistent with the possibility of an attentional bias towards good predictor cue locations, there was insufficient statistical evidence to enable any strong conclusions to be drawn. Several factors may have contributed to this failure, though perhaps the most likely explanation is that many participants developed a tendency to limit the variation in their eye gaze as the experiment progressed. This general reduction in the variation of eye gaze is likely to reduce the magnitude of any attentional bias. In support of this argument, those participants who showed sufficiently varied movement in eye gaze also tended to show the largest attentional bias to good predictor cues.

One possibility that develops from this account is that as training progressed, participants became more proficient in detecting targets with their peripheral vision, whilst keeping the eyes fixated on a central area of the screen. Given the evidence that attention can be dissociated from eye gaze when the eyes are not moving (e.g. Posner, 1980), it is possible that changes in attention may have occurred covertly in this task. However, this tentative conclusion should be treated with caution, especially given the attentional effects on new learning observed in Experiment 8 were not as strong as those seen in the previous demonstrations (i.e. there was no significant effect of prior predictiveness on new learning in the training phase RT data).

Alternatively, if one assumes that the procedure did act to modulate the associability of the task cues (i.e. given the evidence for an effect of prior predictiveness on new learning
in the training phase EGL data), one might take the lack of evidence for attentional changes to indicate that cue predictiveness in the SRT task modulates the rate of learning for that cue, but not the allocation of attentional resources to learning about it per se. Such a conclusion is not unprecedented in the literature, given the theoretical accounts proposed for the reinforcer-specificity of associability effects (e.g. Dickinson & Mackintosh, 1979).

Finally, by analysing eye-gaze it was possible to explore the extent to which learning in the SRT task is facilitated by shifts in eye gaze to expected locations. Indeed, there was strong evidence to support a perceptual learning component to SRT performance: during the latter half of the pretraining phase, participants made anticipatory movements towards predictable target locations, with movements towards unpredictable target locations occurring around 150 ms later. Thus the data from Experiment 8 are consistent with previous findings in providing evidence for a perceptual component to sequence learning (e.g. Mayr, 1996; Remillard, 2001).

### Future directions and final remarks

The current empirical and computational work provides the first examination of associability effects in these tasks, and could therefore act as a base for several theoretically interesting future projects. In respect to the current designs, it would perhaps be profitable to examine the procedure of Experiment 8 in more detail. I argued in this section that increasing the spatial distance between cues should increase the chances of detecting attentional changes, though the data suggest that this manipulation may well have inadvertently caused many participants to reduce their variation in eye gaze (see above). A
replication using the standard arrangement of target positions could alleviate the problems. Alternatively, one might induce greater variation in eye gaze by using a secondary target property and a task in which target fixation is necessary (e.g. respond when the target is a circle; inhibit response when the target is a square).

It may also be interesting to investigate the impact of a resource-demanding dual-task procedure on the observed effects of associability. Given the evidence that the learning of first-order contingencies is unimpaired under dual-task conditions (e.g. Cohen et al. 1990), one might expect that the current associability effects might still be observed, and therefore lend further support to the claim that these effects are the product of automatic associative mechanisms.

Finally, the present results go some way towards bridging the gap between research on HCL and animal conditioning, and research in the field of implicit learning. The amalgamation of theories from these fields, shown here in the application to models of sequence learning, provides further evidence that common mechanisms might underlie human and animal behaviour.
## Appendix

Letter strings used in Experiment 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GA</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>NG₁</th>
<th>NG₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMRV</td>
<td>VVTR</td>
<td>RXRV</td>
<td>TMRX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVRV</td>
<td>VVTRM</td>
<td>MXRT</td>
<td>MVRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTXVV</td>
<td>TXMM</td>
<td>VMTXT</td>
<td>VTTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRVRV</td>
<td>VTMXM</td>
<td>RVMT</td>
<td>RRXRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTVV</td>
<td>TRMTR</td>
<td>RTMVR</td>
<td>MXVXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTXV</td>
<td>TRMXM</td>
<td>TVVMX</td>
<td>TMMTV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTTVX</td>
<td>TMTR</td>
<td>XMRT</td>
<td>RRXVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMRVX</td>
<td>VTTRM</td>
<td>TRTRTX</td>
<td>VRMVER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTXRVX</td>
<td>TMTR</td>
<td>RXVXRR</td>
<td>TTRTX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTVMRV</td>
<td>TRMXX</td>
<td>MTMTVM</td>
<td>RMTTNT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRVRVX</td>
<td>VTMXX</td>
<td>VMRXVV</td>
<td>VXXTVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTTXVV</td>
<td>TXMTR</td>
<td>XVTVTR</td>
<td>MTRXRV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTTXX</td>
<td>TVVTR</td>
<td>VRRTX</td>
<td>VRVRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTXVMRV</td>
<td>VTMXTR</td>
<td>TTMVTXR</td>
<td>TMVRVMX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTXRVX</td>
<td>TRMTRM</td>
<td>XRXXVRM</td>
<td>XVRTTM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTXMRV</td>
<td>TRMXTRM</td>
<td>MRXXVTX</td>
<td>XXVRTXR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTTXRVX</td>
<td>TXMXXTRM</td>
<td>TVMVVTX</td>
<td>XRTMTXV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTTVMRV</td>
<td>TXMTRX</td>
<td>XMTXTVR</td>
<td>MXVRTMV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTTXVVX</td>
<td>VTRRMTR</td>
<td>VRMTVMT</td>
<td>RVTXVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRTTTRXV</td>
<td>VTTRXM</td>
<td>XMRMXXR</td>
<td>XTVRRX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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